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THE

of

column, constitutes

$20,000
a

“square.”

a

$150 per square
first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing: every other (lay after first week. 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional,
t Under head of “AsrrsM EUTEXTS,” $2 00 por square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisement* inserted iu the “Maine State
Pnrss” (vrhijph has a large circulation in every part
of the Suite) for $100 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent iuserlion.
Address all communications to

daily

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

CARDS!

BUSINESS

HOUSE,
M. 8.

buildiug con also be accommwith loans.
CKO. R. DATIS & CO.,
Real Estate & ^Mortgage Brokers.
sep24u
ol

sirous

THE

A

Real Estate und

\vm. U.

tf

GAGE&DAYISr
Commission

Provision

Merchants,

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F.Davif Chicago.
R. W. Q au ,206 State st., Boston. V'IIIV'CI^Ub

0«unea. Loin

IMPORTERS

FRENCH

OF

WINES,

THE

or at

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Merchant Tailor,
MIDDLE

137

STREET.

R3The best goods of every

personally

band, and ail T'orn
ncatne.'S an-i prompt n<v-8.

always on
attended to witb
my4tl

season

L.KEILEB,

W.

piped
25 emery
8u*»25

lishers’ lowest rates*

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Agency for Sewing Machines.
W. 8. OVER, No. 158 Kiddle 8l., over II.
H. liny’s.
All kinds of Kachine. for
sale aud to let. Repairing.

OfSoe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deerirg Block

Bakers.

Fresco

Painter,

A CARD—Tu thanking my former customers and
friends for the
they have bestowed up n
me lor the last fl teen years, i have ihe pleasure in
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KEI: KR for
a continuance of th*» same, leeiinsr confident »bai be
is Able to please all who ma> give hui a call iu his

patronage

CHAS.

line.

W, C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl St.

BREWER,

Ho, 90 Middle

Street,

Leather Belting*. Rubber
mrnished »o order. A'so
sa<e
Sides and Backs, Lace
Leather. Br't H oks, Copper Rivets and Bu s.
Portland, July t>, 1871.
jyT-u6m
•

J. II. LA

S

CHICAGO. ILL.
and

■Will give e*re iai attention o the
fhii ni^-iit oi Flout, tirain »nu P ovisions

purchase
tor Eastern

Wbolosale Dealers

ALL keep

on

a

ttiiBiilDAI*

u

PLAIN AND OKNAMENT-AL

KST" Prompt
o

PORTLAND, MR.
paid

line

oar

*

AT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

tt'__

_Jji

McCOBB &

KINGSBURY,

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,
removed their office to No. 95 Exchange
over the Portland Savings Bank.
clUw
8,1871.

HAVE
Street,
December

J. B. BRO WN &

Bourn

Bought

Portland Suga

for the Sale of the Bonds
of the forUand A O^densburg Bail-

read.__

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL Sc KNIGHT,No. 134 Exchauge
•

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.
GEO. I.. I.OTHROP

Photographers.
DAVIS & CO., No. 80 middle Street.
J. 11. UAiWSON, 153 middle St., cor. Croat.
A. 8.

Bas the Exclusive!? An-ncy for the
t Twi
*d tl,e eleBrnt J ewett
n r d ’

at

siaudard maktis all sold at the lowest
reduced prl.-es.
ocilfUlf

Street.
GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-3 Congrciis Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
m. PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St,, near
All

Congrenn.
Ware

all grades unil styles, wLicit will
be mode to order in
the most fashionable and
tovive an examination of onr stock
na Ael
and
let eacA1
each cua
cubturner become his own judge.
Also an elegani variety of

woSal®7a„n7 wJ
CLOTHING-

Furnishing Goods,

All of which will be soli at remarkably low prices

nov2i-dlm

MURPHY,
179 Fore Street.

REMOVAL.

Dr.

WE SHALL

OPEN THE LARGEST

BANKRUPT
STOCK
-OF-

MIDDLE
Has in stock

Vicinity.

OLD

NO

WATCHES,

BROWN

Of the most reliable manufactures,
for sale at the lowest prices.
KF' Call and examine.

STREET,

AND

Regardless of Cost.

Sts*

many years’ practice, begs to
Ids treatment as eminently successful in
curing Nervous. Mental and Physical Dt hilitv r*inguojy Depression ol Spirils, Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, &c., and having had great experience during an extensive practice and received high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful aid confidential
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe ai<l speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those patients
whose cases may have been neglected or
pronounced
incurable at once, to place themselves under his care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, 55, and
fully describing the case, will be immediately attended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the
morning till 2,
and 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

No.

139 mid-

N O T T C E
his

at

see
Street,
stand,
Zb
hopes
his former numerous customers.
Being connected wiili no other business or concern,
lie intends to devote himself oulirely to his irade, as
E. D. GAMMON•
above.

s< rec

Everybody

NO HUMBUG
ABOUT IT.

MEAN

BUSINESS

...

noatr

ruu

Of A No.

chance which is seldom offered.
TAYLOK & CO., 20 State Street, Boston.

decl9d-3t

PRICES

THERE IS

WE

of great value, tegular
1 customers. Well selected stock; will bear
thorough investigation. SaiLfiactory reasonsfor sell,i

AT

Astonish

SALE b> J. L. SHaW & CO, 162 1*2 Fore

'e-t 5-p'v Rubber 2 1-2 inch.
S'fl leel Le.lBer l I 2 inch.
2M> r et Linen 2 l-v I fli.
Ati m god o der and nearlynew.

Shall Positively
THAT WILL

dcl3_3m__
Hose

York,

For First Class Trade

Undersigned
business,
Pain ing, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
THE
No
Union
where he
to

LOCATION

GOODS

Made up in New

SELL

GAMMON AT HiS uLD BUSINESS !

Second-hand

BEST

VERY

IMPORTED

We

Fire

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
as to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine ‘‘THE SINGER” and
witness its operation, and wo have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Sewing Machine

extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamod and
justly celebrated Singer Sewing Machine as a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

Friend.

“8I>tgeii” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there Is no good
reason why you mav not have a ‘-Merry Christmas”
ana a
"nappy New Year”, each day oi wiucu uuau
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of ‘‘The Singer”
of which you will find a full assortment at
With

J. BURLEIGH & CO. 1

331 CONGRESS STREET.
If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to.all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the |
vacon-

stantly hand.
IVIacliiueM Mold on IVIontbly InMtalmentM.
£3?"“Machine Sf itching and Stamping for Braiding
and Eujbr-ideiy done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
on

Business Opportunity.
CLASS Manufacturing business for Sale.
Safe, reliable, and large profits; thoroughly esas

Excellent

FIRST
tablished.

owner has
Chance seldom met with,
other business deman ling immediate attention.
TAYLOR & CO., lil) State St., Boston Mass,
decl8 3t

Maine

Savings Bank,

Ns. lOO HUDDLE STREET.
or before Janthe first day of
said mouth.
NATH’L, P. DEE1UNG,
Treasurer,
Dec. 17,1871.
dels
w51
dtjanl

TLeposits made in rids Bank, on
U u iry 3d, will draw interest from

Co-Partnership Notice.

the 30th of November, 1871, my connection
with the firm existing un icr the name of

And

a

87 Middle St.

a

STINSON & CO.,

ceased, and I hereby give notice that I will not be responsible tor any liablUiies contracted by said firm
after that date.
GEORGE STINSON.
Portland, Dec. 14th, 1871.

dclC*lw

JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brow*
St., Portland, Me. Olfl.ce hours from 10 to II
and
2
A. M.,
to 5 P. M.
no25-3m

DR.

R. P.

Street,

RUBBER

wo

and see, at

86

Middle Street.

A

Congress Street,
(Under Mechanics’ Hall.)

also, associated with the features of the counAt Spraker’s Basin, the valley of the

Mohawk is narrowed down to a gorge.
bluff on the south is called Anthony’s

The

Nose,
opposite one, Vromah’s Nose. This
anciently called Klip’s Hill, and consti-

and the
was

tutes the southernmost spur of the Adirondacks.

fixing

them.

with the officers

Lodged

at

Esquire Sny-

der’s.
17th.—Marched at 10 o’clock with 11 wagons, and 1 pair of horses. Left Lieut. Bas-

Schoharry with 17 men to bring more
wagons that were preparing. Arrived within
12 miles to Albany and camped.

sett at

It seems that they went direct to Albany,
by a forced march, passing to the south of
Schenectady. This day’s march was a long
one.

FUSTE WATCHES,
Rich Jewelry,
French Clocks and Fancy Goods,
To be

>

try.

and

CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
B. B. SWIFT,

found in the city.

A. LOWELL, 301 Congress St.

dc9tjl

ius Rooman’s, Esq., at Schoharry, and dined
there. Proceeded on my business and in the
afternoon returned to the Esquire’s, which
was five miles away.
Lodged at Peter Sny-

of Schoharry in pressing wagons and horses

Sets, Pins, Ear Jewels,
Bracelets, Sleeve Buttous,
Studs, Charms, Ac. Ac.,

Dec ll-d4w

sea-faring

15th.—I set forward on my journey at five
o’clock in the morning and arrived at Cornel-

10th.—Employed all day

CLOCKS IN LARGE VARIETY,

The Largast and Most Complete Stock

Invite peoplo to call

because he was a

man.

an—a family name still to
Vrooman or Vr.
be met with in that section. This name Is,

JEWELRY,

317
doc 16-dlw

guide. Perhaps,

I suspect that the name which is written
f
journal, should have been

GOLD PLATE JEWELRY,
JET JEWELRY,

8CITAIJLE FOR

From the distance which he gives and his
observation that Schoharie lay upon the Mohawk, I juJge that they visited the country
just below Cauajoharie, in the neighborhood
of Spraker’s Basin. He uses pilot instead of

Rooman in

FAlNCY GOODS,

CLOCKS,

14th.—Took provisions for four days for our
march to Schoharry. Set out from Schonactady at 10 o’clock in the morning with a pilot
who missed the road, and after some hours
travel we found that the pilot did not direct
us right, by which mistake we made a halt
and found ourselves the same distance, If not
farther off from Schoharry than we were at
our setting out from Schonactady.
We refreshed ourselves and set out, and in the af
ternoon we arrived at a house where 1 left the
company. Took a horse about sundown and
rode with the pilot about about five miles and
came to a house where 1 spent the remainder
of the night.

der’s.

(Mcrlianics’ Hall.)

Japanese Jewelry.

fino stock of Ladies' and Gents’

variety of goods which

ISth, Sunday.—Begun to march
morning and took eight men

in the

6 o’clock
with me,

Sent
came to Albany with the wagons.
the remainder ot my escort to Schenectady

and

with Lieut. Brown.
The journal shows that the author executed
his orders r^ith the utmost dispatch. When
we consider what must have been the condi-

Valley, at
early day, the distance marched is matter of surprise.
19th.—Came from Albany to Schenectady
after I delivered the pressed wagons and
tion of the roads in the Mohawk
that

800,000 Copies Sold this Season.
D9DGE*' & FOSTER’S

CHRISTMAS
IS

UNEQUALLED CHURCH MUSIC BOOK,

COMING !

And I have Just received the Finest Assortment

o

SILK UMBRELLAS
Also a FULL ASSORTMENT of those
WARRANTED

To be found in the City.

Scotch Gingham Umbrellas
TOGETHER

WITH

Nearly 400 pages of new music, for Singing Schools,
Choirs, Conventions and the Home Circle. Selling rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”
Price 91*30; 913.30 Per Dozen.

The Silver
BY

Musical Instruments, which

and

will give the public an opportunity
to select a
USEFUL

W.

A.

Song,

$30.00

OGDEN,

NEW

A

Per

TIIE

J. NT. DAYI8.
dc4

<3- E E K

No. 2

Where with increased

keep

facilities for business
a full stock of

we

shall

Ware,

Tabic and Pocket Cutlery,

KEROSENE GOODS, &c.
LARGE

Stock for the

Holidays !

Consisting

AND LAVA

GOODS,

TOYS, GAMES, &c.
RAND & TIIOMES,
Deerlng Block

and 26 Market Snare.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
tf

Doc 11

CHRISTMAS.
1871.

1871,

_

We have just returned from New York with
Very Choice Selection

a

shall

be ready to exhibit to

our

customers

as

~

FOR

SALE"

second hand Horizontal Engine and Boiler
with Geariug attached for hoisting. The cylinder is 7 inch. It was made by Rawson & Hit linger.
Cam bridge j>ort, Mass. Has been used about 3 months
anti is iu first rate condition for use. Can be seen at
J. J. GERRISH & CO’S, No 35 Commercial st, Portdcl-lm
land, Me.

ONE

_

_

is hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly app.»tn;ea and taken uuon himself the
rust of Administrator of the estate of
ELIZA K. OSGOOD, late of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All pers ms having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

NOTICE

Freeport, Dec. 5,

ANDREW OSGOOD, Adm’r.
dc7 14 21

1871.

hereby given that the subscriber has
duly apinrinted Executrix of the Will ol

Is

been
NOTICE
HENRY M.

BRACKETT, laie of Portland, In the
Cumberland, deceased, and l.as taken uj>herself that trust, as the law directs. All persons having demauds upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; an l all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
SARAH M.

BRACKETT, Executrix.

WEDNESDAY, the 13th inst.

M. DYER & CO.i
No. 6 Free Street Block.
dcl3eod2w

dc7 14 21

Portland, Dec. 5, 1871.

subscriber has

hereby given
been duly appoiuted and taken upou liimself the
NOTICE
trust of Administrator of the estate of
is

—on—

J.

name

on

HOLIDAY GOODS!
we

of TURNER & GAVETT, hereMarble and Granite Manufacturers, is
day dissolved by mutual consent.
W. H. Tubn'EB will remain at the old stand, 312
Congress s;reet, an l will furnish the best of work in
liis line of trade, and at reasonable prices.
W. H. TURNER.
lw
dc20
Portland, Dec. 18,1871.
the.firm

OFtofore existing,
this

county of

OF

Which

12-dsw4w

of

PARIAN, BOHEMIAN

2

a

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.

and Plated

A

new

LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.
Dec

Crockery, Glass, China

ALSO,

CRYSTAL,

new

Decring Block,

that the

MANUEL ENOS, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All i*ersons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upou the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS MITCHELL, Adm’r, of Portland.
dc 7 14 21
Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 5th, 1871.

_

Notice to the Eeglslature of Maine
Directors of the Bonny Eagle Branch, liercbi
give notice, that it is their intention to ask for
change of their charter, so that they can lay llicii
track on the west side of the Saco River, lu the towi

THE

of Hollis.
Per order

of the Directors.
A. K. P. LORD, President.
f
Dec. 1,1871.
dc5

proceeded

to-

23d.—This day we arrived within 5 miles to
Fort Edward and camped.
24th.—We arrived at Fort EdwardS o’clock
Dined with Col. Preble.
in the morning.
Capt. Libbee’s company and mine joined the

BOOK!

work of its class ont." If you want
Glee Book examiue the Crystal.
Price, $1,30; $13.30 Per Dozen.

“The best

and

Schonactady)

miles from

ward Still Water.
at Saratoga.

BY F. H. PEASE,

WE HAVE TAKEN THE STORE

I think the care of the city had been in
the hands of Maj! Berry. If so, he means
that the entire command marched. It seems

22nd.—Continued on our march and arrived

Hundred.

0T Call and examine at

318 CONGRESS STREET,
Opposite Mechanic’s Hall.

20th.—Marched from Schenectady 10 o’clock
bound to Fort Edward. Delivered the care of
the city to Col. Bagley’s Regiment, who arrived here the 19th inst.

strange that at that early day, Schenectady
should be called a city.
21st.—Arrived at Half-Moon (which is 17

The most popular Sunday School Music Book pf the
season.
“Ffesh, bright and attractive.”
Price .33 j

Holiday Present!

horses.

CROWN:

SACRED

THE

MUSIC,
Folios,

ON

GEOIIGE

317 Congress

Japanese Jewelry.

Silver and Silver Plated Ware,

Sole Agents for Portland awl Vlclpity.

no30

HARMON,

A.

GEORGE

Fox Block.

Presents !

FRENCH

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

Removal.
Dec 16-tf

which ho offers

Gold and Silver Watches,

a

utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Neodlos, Thread and the
rious Sewing Machine Helps and attachments,

LOWER THAN EVER BEFORE.

LARGE STOCK OF

SINGER”-

SEWING MACHINE.

-AND-

& H. U. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
& Union Sts.

A

LARGE PART OF THE

THE

J. W.

ing*

STOCK

up

die Street.

FOB
600

WE SHALL SELL

STOCK IS MADE FROM

mERRILL,

received

Have just

annouuce

IN

EVERY GARMENT

A

LIBBV, 17 1-3 Union Street,

J. AMBROSE

middle'Street,

77

Dec 18-dlw

strength.
Dr. Jacques, after

“THE

WHICH WILL BE SOLD

decl6-dlw

OPKEA GLASSES,

and Science

STYLES IN

Jewelry, Gold Watches, (Ladies’ size.)
Opera and Leontine Chains, Silver
Watches for Boys, Large Stock of
Gold Chains foa Gents, Charms,
Seals
and
Keys, Napkin
Bings, Fruit Knives,
Ac,, Ac,,

Gold and Silver Plated Ware 1

IMPROVED

TRASH!

fine selection of

Ladies’ and Gents’ Gold and Siver

JACQUES,

he may be
more
in all the cases of
and detreatment of which he is so
celeis too well known that
sufter
from the efleets of
and seek in
vain
For none but the
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health and

CLOTHING

IT IS

STREET,

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD CHAINS,

decl2 tf

In the United States.

a

WARE,

LATEST

ALL THE

GERRISH & PEARSON,

BON.
to tail
iV r* HI- II
NUJAl*, JWS C*»ug ea< at.,
head of Ca«co, wime >hev cm iuve tirsi-rla,s
work done ai «e isunable prices.
no8-2m

IB

READY-MADE

AND

SILVER

.

Portland; me.,
DEFALCATION,
confidentially consulted,
WHERE
diseases
especially
STORE-BREAKING, bility forihe
justly
brated. It
hundreds
indiscretion
early
BANK-ROBBING,
educated physician
fo/ relief.

18th,

Watches, Jewelry,

CHAS. H. LAMSON,

dlio_

Portland

IB

ENTIRE

First Class Drug Store for Sale.

SR ACKKORD has rf moved to No 70 Park si
nexi doar above Grammar School Route,
*
3m
au l

L A T N E R

.

Anatomy, Physiology

the

Presents!
FINE

Christmas

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.

POSITIVELY NEW

Repaired.

has returned to

J. II.

Yew York Branch,

""i.dlnsto p.itt-nasfl ILUS &
THOSR
NPET**, ?’ will be to- 1bei» aovtuinge

MONDAY,

George.

dcl9-lw

NOW READY.

Christmas

for Christmas.

on

Clothing.

THE

CONFCTIONERY.

NEW

ALSO,

Rlnck
Velvet Ribbona in all
wi Itlis and best qualities; Also Frenc h a ud German Cornet* of
the best
makes, lloaierv,
Fleece Liuetl nnil Cloth Gior#... j.lnun v.,V
br-Tiered and Imre 19un<lkerchief*, Hamnml
E
Iging*
burg
Inserting*, Hheli and
Giit jewelry, &c., &e., &c., at

Of

kinds of Silver and Plated

J. DEE.miNG & CO., 48 India 103 & 164

~N EW GOODS!

Gent’s

Fringes, Gimps,
nml colored

To the LADIES

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

F**RTE9 !

New

prices.
-AT LATNER’S.

N 29

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

Congress

*

or

York

F

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.

Also other

READY-MADE

No.

Toys,

Gold Chains, Charms,
Finger-Rlngrs, Sleeve Buttons,
Studs, and other Jewelry!
SILVER SPOONS,
NAPKIN RINGS,
FRUIT KNIVES,

usual, re-

tailing them less than Boston

EVER OFFERED

FKKNT, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin St*.

stairs*

ED. B. ROBINSON,
PIANO

Children. Also Buekskin and Kid
Gauntlet Gloves &c.
Gents Castor audDog
Skin Gloves, and as

335 CONGRESS STREET.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

U. F.

BOOMS7

Cnhoon Block, next City Hall, Congress

II

it at

CORLISS, Agent.

JST'Please call and examine.

of

crime laid to his charge.
In the afternoon
Major Berry received orders from Major Gen.
Abercrombie to send a detachment of 100
men, to go to a place called Schoharry (which
is about 4) miles from Schonactady aud borders on the Mohawk River) to press wagons
and horses to send to Fort Edward for which
service 1 was appointed by a warrant granted me from the commanding officer.

MajorGeneral James Abercrombie was intrusted in 1753 with 50,000 troops for the
•VERY
C H IS -A. 3?
purpose of captuting Louisburg, and retak—AT—
ing Fort William Henry and other places in
335 Congress St., (Between Casco & Oak.)' the hands of the French, which gave them
the command of the lakes. The largest divi—BY—
sion of this force was employed at Lake
A. G.

Doc 19-dlw*

P.

Stair BuUder.

ME.

Kid Gloves !

Gloves,

\

$60,000.00.

attended to.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Congress Street.

118 COtliVERCIAL ST,

W Lor,

A CO., No. 153 Ex-

change Street*

GEORGE W. TRUE,

PIANO

finder will be rewarded by leaving
TUESDAY
Commercial st.
dcltttf

Th
12

ALL IN THE SHADE.

Schools.

BY

PORTLAND,

Kid

M. A. BRIGGS & CO.

Lost.
Evening a Gold Sleeve Button

BEST OF

77

With one, two, three and four buttons, for street and
party wear, plain and stitchod, comprising
500 dozen in all shades and colors for
Ladies, Gents Missess and

'*

&c., &c.,

Silver and Plated Ware.

NOW LANDING

new,

.A.T LATNER’S.

Lost.
Saturday evening in the vicinity of the head
of Casco St., about $400 in greenbacks. A reward of $50 will be paid to the finder by leaving
the above either at the Argus Office or at 323 Con-

Masons and Builders.
E. REDEON, 333 1-3 Congre.a St.

Street.

Large Variety

Informs his friends and patients that he has opened
an office for the practice of his profession at

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

YELLOW CORN

dcl9-lw

something

CHADBOURN & KENDALL’S,
62 & 64 Middle street.

(dccl8)

HUDSON’S,
Where may be found

LECTURER ON

DURAN Sc JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

BALTIMORE

FOH 8ALF.

MONDAY

Toys, &c.,

He notes the distance before the march is
completed; frum nbfeSi wo inifr that ha had
learned it this day.
lltli, Sunday.—Marched from our camp 6
o’cjock in the mo. t ag and arrived at Schonactady 10 o’clock in the forenoon. It rained
and thundered.
12th.—Took allowance for my company
and mustered in the barracks.
13th.—Lieut. Brown and I took a walk in
the morning and saw a mill to boult flouer and
also a saw mill with 15 saws.
At 11 o’clock
sat on a court martial to try Seth Ring for n >t
tending on his duty, and acquitted him of thi

SALE—

new

DR. J.

Manufacturers of Trunks, YaUses and

and

Agents

AND

Upholstering.

LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Jobbing promptly

Company.
General

FORENOON, on Congress street, near
Pine,
Lady’s Kid Fur Back Mitten. The
is requested to leave it at
a

Bankrupt

miLLER,No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.

Bought and Sold.
Advance* Made on approved Security.
Deposit Accounts with I merest its agree
of the

Morocco Pocket Book, containing a
of Money, Railroad Ticket, &c., with the

owner’s name stamped on same.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving it
at 68 Commercial st., or at this office.
H. O. PIERCE.
d3t
Portland, Dec, 20, 1871.

finder

GEO.

patterns of real Malta Laces just received
positively offering them lower than cost of
importation. Also lOO pieces of
real Malta, machine made,

Turkey

Clocks, Jewelry,
—FOR

AT

A

LARGE ASSORTMENT OP

A

in-

we

Headquarters

ALSO

Real Malta Laces !

Up-

JA.1IES

Sold.,
Coupons Toll* cled or Purchased.
Sterling Exchange Bought anti Sold.
Lobvh Nigotiated aud Commercial Paper

Managing 'Agents

LOST.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

Secnritiea, Gold. Railroad)
State

C., Press

tjanl

HOLIDAY GOODS.

Dolls and Sleds !

For Suits and Trimmings, colored and black. Also
colored and black Hatins, &c. Ribbed
Hat inn at unprecedented low prices,
.A.T LATNER’S.

Plumbers.

97 Exchange street, Portland,
Town and

a

DAYIS,

particular-

357 Congress Street,

DEANE, No. S9 Federal St.

SONS,

BANKERS,
Government

CLASS BOOK

a

TRADE !

Fancy Goods,

Gros Grain Dress Silks

situation

FIRST
KEEPER,
from the first of January.
By
Address
A. B.
Office.

dcl9

WITHOUT EXCEPTION,

Santa Claus

mile back of Albany, and camped that
The locusts were very plenty.—
all my company well from on board.

bany.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,

This Stock is the Most Elegant,

-A.T LATNER’S.

Wanted.

Sts.

done to order.

LAW,

AT

le: w.thout board,

kinds of Upholstering and Repairing

kindsot dobbin,
apr22dtf

A.JZFAJXS,

COUNSELLOR

to

J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

N.

WILLIAM

Clonk,

Carpet-Bags.

8 HJiUOO & IUAST 1C WOKKfiRii,
to all

rooms

Full Line of

TOWEL RACKS,

Ostrich Tips!

And Iaong Feathers in Plum Color and Garnet.
Also a full line of Black and all colors, of Ostrich Tips, at astonishing low prices,

ARNER

PLASTEUER®,

attention

Also pleasant
o-t io-tr

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

anilTlTHH.

aO. 6 SOCTB ST.,

209 Congress st-, opp. the Park.

& EATON, Old Post Office,

Furniture and

a 22

os

Real

A

HOLIDAY

that has ever been exhibited in Portland, and
vite our friends to call and examine.

commanding

our

10th.—Marched from our encampment 2
o’clock in the afternoon.
Came within 5
miles of Schonactady and camped.
Schonis
actady
eighteen English miles from Al-

53 EXCHANGE ST.

to

appointed

regiment.

HAYING

GOODS,

STANDS,

numerous

was

From the above, we must conclude that
the writer was a captain in the

EASELS,

Gros Grain Ribbons!

be accommodated wi h good

—

Major Berry

_Salted to the wants of the

Dec 18-dlw

In all colors to match the Velvets. Also a full assortment of colored and black Hash Ribbons,
Roman HaahcN anil Henris, &c., &c.
at panic prices,
A.T LATNER’S.

ince ot New York.
June 9th.
Delivered His
Majesty’s
arms to my company, and
ammunition.
officer. We left the sloop, and marched about

HALL L.

ize.

Suita, and selling

!

dc2Q-lw

RECEIYERS,

And many other articles too

-A.T LATNER’S.

Streets.

DAVID W.

hand

Alai
lUierici
Mze all k.iu’g of

ei *.

can

and

desirable for

are

Would respectfully invite the public to call and examine my stock before making their purchases.

MUSIC

wholesale prices,

Goods

Holiday Gifts & Presents
II. Ltinfield & Co.

great variety will be found

CARD

REASONABLE PRICES!

our

night.
Brought

POCKETS,

VELVETS!

less than

O D S !

All

BRACKETS,

COLOR

Sacks, Trimming*

at

to order.

a good as or meut of Itaban
hie, and will r e. ive or iers to
Monumental stock, at pr ces
that nil- nut iail toleiaUe'a* >oiy toall nirtiulewoik-

SHand
cut to

Board

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, eor. Exchange and Federa I

For

order.

to

43 PREBLE STREET.

Yard

FEW Boarders

the

WALL

&C.

Velveteens,Colored & Black

WANTED.
A

Among

-A.T LATNER’S.

care

A

WALTER COREY Sc CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TABBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

All

lit IT,

319 CONGRt sS

situation

Wanted.
MAN of long experience in the wholesale busiis partially employed, would
whose
time
ness,
like business -or the remainder, at moderate pay,—
is acquainted with book-keeping.
decl8*3t
Address, Books, Press Office.

gress street.

Congress and Exchange

cor.

holstering

in

Italian & American Marble,
Office

Velret

Exchange Street.
Id. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

JEWETT,

a

to take

Corner of Centre.

18.

ELEGANT WORK TABLES,

In fact Bonnet and Trimming Velvets in all colors
and shades. Also uncut Velvets,
AT

lound

very attractive and not to be

are

384 CONGRESS STREET.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

Velvet I

ALL

at our

-FOR-

Garnet, Invisible Green and Navy Blue

ON

JOSIAH HE AI.D, No. 103 middle Street.
DR. IV. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD Sc HARDY, Fluent B lock

HOOPER

jy?3J6m

or

or as an attendant upon an invalid.
Call or aadress Portland Daily Peess Office.
Dec 11 eod2w

Dentists.

done

63 Eouth Oanal Street,

1IUNT &

BY
of children,

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Commiss ion Merch ants,

account.

Situation Wanted.
a middle-aged American woman,
as housekeeper in a small family, or

decl9-d3t*

Dye-House.

O’BlilUIN,

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO,

of b!x

Communications addressed to
will receive prompt attention.

Box 803

SILK

store which
at the

campaign of 1758, was Lake
in
the daily record of one of
and,
George;
their number, whose opportunities for gaining info mation must have been excellent,
we followed the daily fortunes of the men on
their passage, by water, from Falmouth to
In the following brief extract we
Albany.
shall see the substantial service they performed, and the loss they sustained during
the first month of the campaign in the Provof Mass, in the

importation.

Ladies and Gentlemen will find many articles

FREEDOM

NOTICE.

Regiment.
25th. Sunday—In the forenoon we were
alarmed by the firing of several small arms in
the woods which was the Engiish Light Infantry, whereby our Proviutial troops mus---

“""

ICICU

engage the enemy. This afternoon Col. Preble marched for Lake George with 500 men,
and Col. Hoar is to march tomorrow with
the remainder of the Regiment.
2Cth.—This day Lieut. Col. Hoar marched
from Fort Edward to Lake George with my
and

Company

Capt.

Libbee’s

certify that I do this day give to my son
time to trade and act
none of his wages, and
after
this date,
his
debts
shall pay
uav nono of
snail
THOMAS T. RICHARDS.
1871.
Portland December 18th,
dec 13-dlw
Is to

killed in the battle and about 00 of our

day 3000 soldiers.
29th—Nothing remarkable. Troops, both
Regulars and Provintials daily came into

7th.—We marched from where we camped
to the end of the Lake where it empties into
Lake Champlain which is about one mile
from the Fort.
Brought up three of our
brass cannon and hove up a breast-work for

fortification.
8th.—Marched on the Army, and about 1
o’clock in the afternoon the battle began at
the French lines and continued a constant
tiring on both sides till sunset, at which time
we retreated
and retired into our breast work.

our

30th—A man in Col. Douiy’s Regiment
fired off his gun accidentally and the ball
went though a man’s belly but he is expected not mortally wounded. I was taken sick
and obliged to keep my tent.

chaplain,

the Rev.
day
July
Mr. Cleveland
camp whom we
received with a great deal of joy. Our numbers increase continually.
our
came to our

It is evident that the Chaplain of the Regnot accompany the Falmouth
troops, but it appears most likely that he
came with the Masschusetts men under Col.
iment did

wounded and missing is two
Their number to ours is unI hail two of iny company killed on the spot and four wounded.
The date of this attack, and the account

2nd. Sunday—Imployed
repairstores
ing batlaux and loading
and provisions. I lay sick.
3rd.—Took allowance for 5 days for the Regiment and were reviewed by our Major General and Lord Howe. Received powder and
balls to complete each man to 39 rounds per
this day in
them with

Geo.

1724.

men.

known to us.

given of the result agree perfectly with all
other records of the event; but in stating
that Lord Howe was killed on the 6th of
July, the journal differs from other records

which make the date of his death the 5th—
day earlier. His death was deeply felt.
In him it was said “the soul of the army
The general court of
seemed to expire.”
Massachusetts granted £250 for a monument,
which that province caused to be erected to

one

his memory in Westminster abbey.
Upon
his death, his younger brother, Richard Earl
Howe, succeeded to his titles and dignities.

In this year of 1758, Richard Howe, in command or a small squadron, was cruising along
the coast of France.
the summer of

After two years service upon this coast,
and returned to England.

ces.

he

resigned

Another brother, Sir William Howe, was
Quebec with Wolfe, in 1750, and succeeded
Gen. Gage as Governor of Massachusetts in
1775, and afterwards commanded the British
land forces in New York and Pennsylvania.
This extract from the Journal covers the
operations and incidents of one month:—a
at

monih of the most active

tle,

and

ending

Augustus, Lord Howe,

was

The country over which they marched was
heavy forests. Except between

Albany and Schenectady,

the soil is wet, and

tuo IWIWO

11**1

UlUOb All* T V.

Halifax,
that of Brig. Gen-

uv

The Art in Farming.
a farm, the land being of
average fertility, which medium state means
it is half worn out or only exhausted of half
its plant food, and thus has the power of
growing half crops. If this man goes on
lowering the condition of the land, he is a
bad farmer; if he does not weaken the soil
further nor improve its capability to grow
heavy crops, he will be a non-progressive one
—a kind of milk-and-water farmer; but if he
manages so as steadily to increase the fruitfulness of the whole extent, till, in the end, it
becomes suthciently rich to grow as heavy
crops of every variety as can be brought to
perfection, he is a good farmer, and one the
country should honor; he has not hidden his
talent under a bushel.
It is easier to farm well than ill. The man
who makes two blades of grass to grow where
only one grew before, and makes every other
kind of produce double, too, is a happier man
than the one who plods on doing neither better nor worse than the average; while the
miserable mortal who impoverishes his land
must feel how degraded a position he stands
in, and his mind must sink lower and lower
If a report of every
with his property.
farm through every parish in the Union was
made once in seven years, and the improvement, the impoverishment or the uon-im-

A

man

possesses

piU«CUlCUt

Ul

VIH.il

“V 1*0

JJUWUJUC'I,

At/

uuuiu

give the country at large a better idea of what
is going on iu agr.culture.
It is no use denying facts, and the truth is,
starting from the ea>t, the land is robbed ot
more than half i.s fertility, aud still as population moves on so does the exhausting system.
If when a parish, a county or a State
is half impoverished, a stop can be put to the
debilitatiug process, why not stop at the beginning? Why not reimburse from the start?
Land is seldom too rich, and when it is what
is said to be “iu the very highest state of perfection,” what a pity to bring it down! Yet
this is the custom, the fashion, and the example set by all. This kind of policy carried
into other lines of business, would cause men
to say the guilty parties were insane or fools.

Land cannot throw up immense crops on water and air; therefore if these crops are sold
oif, the land is that much the poorer, but
science and even common experience proves
there are stages at which some of the productions of the earth can be taken away when
nothing has been abstracted to cause injury,
and if at this period of the crops growth it i.s
turned into manure, the land is benefjtted
without any foreign aid. Thus by having intervening crops of this kind, there may be
things sold one year which will be replaced
the next by this renovation. This is why the
four-course system, or seme other suitable rotation, is insisted upon in England. Poor
land is brought to be rich, and good land is
kept up on the best of estates. Yet there are
annually great quantities of fat cattle and
sheep sold from these farms, aud wool,
cheese, butter, &c., continue to be produced
because there is an art in doin'* this so as to
improve and increase the stamina of the soil.
There is no mystery whatever in the case,
f ir here is a field of barley, say grown after
roots: this barley, probably GO bushels per
the soil,
acre, takes away considerably from
though being a quick growing grain not so
much as other sorts; but clover follows, having been sowed with the barley. Eveiybody
knows w hen clover is cut young the ground
is benefitted by producing it; therefore if it is
mowed twice and cut each time when coming
into full bloom, there will be from the two
mowings tons per acre of matter to be manufactured into manure, which has not weakened the land it grew on; consequently this is a
renovating crop, and has done more in adding
fertility than the barley did in subtracting;
next comes wheat, and that takes away more
than the barley did, but then comes the intervenin'* root, which nuts far more into the soil
by being consumed than the wheat has taken
is a fair
out; and so this easy, plain sysiem
are devised to
exposition of all those which while
sustainenable tanners to make money

ing their land.—Country Gentleman.

The N. Y. Times mentions a rumor that the
Republican
grand jury has indicted a prominent
newspaper for libel upon a city judge, and that
has
been
indicted
for
au editor of a Ring paper

obtaining one hundred and twenty-five
sand dollars in bogus advertising claims.

thou-

O. C. AlcC'reery has been nominated to succeed Garrett Davis iu the U. S. Senate.

M. C. M.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association will
next meeting tor debate n Thursday
at Library Bourn.
Question for
Evening,
debate,
/tno'red, That the State »h iuld enf irce the attend-

hold their
THK
Dec. St,

ance

H.

of

children

and

youth

C. Bab.ves, Aff.

dc20dt_

at the

public

schawls.

C. B. Cabruthebs, Neg.
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.

The Hr. Hall Treadle
Tho most important improvement

Sewing

ever

made

on

Machines.

A Health Preserving nnd Lsksr Waring
laretfliefls
Which can be appUed to all kinds of Sewing MaehincH n >w iu uso- The points therefore are. greater
■need leas labor, and entire escape from those dis’which have afflicted females whan employed on
e‘
Sewing Machine*, ami accomplish tug a much larger

amount of work in the wine time th in will any other
Treadle n >w In use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give en’ire satisfaction. AU pers ns are invited to
eau and see the ojieratiuii of this invention at the

Sole Agency, So. 12 Market

Square,

GEO. C. HOBBS’
Machine Kepnir Hbop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kln ls of 8ewing Machines repaired, anil
evsry jab warranted equal to any In New England.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

Hewing

_nuv‘ltf_

NOTICE.
is to

forbid any person harboring

THIS
my daughter,

or

trusting

MARGARET A. KKH.T,
hills contractmy account, as I shall not pay any
ed by her after lids date.
JAMEg H KELLy.
Portland, Dec 19, 1871.
on

General Abercrom-

set out tomorrow morning to the
French Fort called Ticontoroque as soon aday appears.
This Fort was built by the French, in 1751
and called

mv

liwu*

J

quent rain*. No wonder that, after the fatigues of the campaign, upon the death of
Lord Howe, and the almost immediate loss of
about one seventh of the troop*, “the soul of
the army seemed to expire.”
I. B. Choate.
Windham, Dec. 15.

bom

5000 British troops which arrived at
was

The

covered with

He came to America in command of

eral.
4th.—Order from

for bat-

preparation

with disastrous defeat.

service upon which our Falmouth troops was
employed must have been most arduous.—

I seem to be a li.tle better.

July, 1757. His rank

Eighteen years later, in
1776, he appeared off Massa-

chusetts, as commander-in-chief of the British fleet, and in the capacity of a commissioner to effect a reconciliation with the provin-

Hoar.

man.

loss, killed,

Our

thousand

camp.

1st—This

amissiug.

men

and arrived

there at 7 o’clock in the afternoon. Rained
considerable. It is 19 miles from Fort Edward to Lake George.
27th Lake George—Obliged to live under
the air. Received no tents. Rainedall day.
28th—Worked on the King’s roads and
building breast work. Came into Camp this

bie to
Frank B. Richards his
THIS
f.r himself. I shall claim

5th—Embarked on board our batteaux and
whale-boats 1500 men and pressed down the
Lake towards Ticontoroque.
Rowed that
day about 3u miles and landed.
5th—At 1 o’clock in the morning embarked,
and came at 8 o'clock and landed within 3
miles of the Fort. The French guard, ran at
our appearance.
Major Rogers’s Rangers
came up with part of the French guard killed
7 of them and lost 2 of our men. In the afternoon engaged the French, took 180 of them
prisoners, and killed 110 more. Lord Howe
was

II.

From a former extract from this journal
we learned that the destination of the 300
men furnished by Falmouth toward the quota

GOODS,

our own

(Portland)

OFFICER.

NO.

a

—ALSO—

Lost,

and Builders.

SYMONDS, India St.
dyed and finished.

—WITH—

private

seven rooms.

Rent,

Bleachery.

P.

A.

a

del)

Of

Falmouth

Campaign against

VINCIAL

GOODS!

EXPRESSLY ADAPTED

and wife

Bent Wanted.
SMALL genteel and convenient Rent

sum

WHITNEV & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

No 152 tliddle Street.

All theuew st>les. Kerims. Rembratts, Mod a'Hon
the Porceudiij or V. zzotmt card and me retouched
card l»v »hl*li lies process w« ge id of iieck'ce
mules, wrinkles, and all im per lectio us of the s in.
Cali and jiid** lor yours
otto— Good work at Moderate P» icu»a» a
Aim to ft*iea»v
es.

board in

tan

ONE

SAWYER A tO., Bleacher., No. 131
middle Street.

Carpenters

[PORTLAND, ME.
Copvmgand etila«gina done to order

with
ONE atbe119accommodated
Brackett St.

family,

A

PLUM

FINE

Services of the
Troops In the

DEC. 21,1871.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF A PRO-

reasonable prices.

At

THURSDAY MORNING,

Canada In 1758.

selling desirable

CHRISTMAS

Whitney.)

MILLINERY,

300

Bonne 1 and Hat

MSOI,"

PHOTOfiRAPHBB,

Boarders Wanted.
gentleman, or a gentleman

two

decl9-d2w*

WM. A. QCINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALE & SHACKFORD, No. 35'Plam
Street.

Hose
Manufacturerot
Beliiug
lor
*Ae.t Lea'h**r
*n

or

•

Book Binders.

M.

to Woodman &

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Street.

Jy13dtf

H.

WHITNEY, (Successor

DECEMBER

~S O

N" E YVr

are

Eureka Dollar Store,

ST.,

Several Invoices

---

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGO Sc BREED, No. 93 middle

SCHUMACHER.

s.

MONDAY,

COST !

AT

boTrdefTs

Advertising Agents.
ATWELL A- CO., 174 1-3 Kiddle 81. Advertisement. inserted in papers in Kainc
and throughout the country at the pub-

Street, Portland.

We

HAVE RECEIVED AND WILL EXHIBIT

Nos* 52^. 54 & m EXCHANGE STRF.F.T.
lm_~
---

hot26

Let*

Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
se bago. Apply cn the pr°ms«es,
st.
JAMES A. TENNEY.

WALTER COREY & CO.,
18 FREE

EUREKA DOLLAR STORE.

only

me

SISK,

__

Ileus*, si'iia^d on Horton
be. One or both tenements
ice $70J nnd $8 0 eacb
be sold.
The above
property is well situ tied, suppli d w' ih Sebago water and is a bargain.
Enquire at 6$ Dow st.
ocl8
8w
t»

on

THE—

HOLIDAYS!

THE

HOLIDAYS!
bestowed

—AT

Goods !

Well adapted for the

ATTRACTIONS
FOR

When I intend to make n Speciality of the Furniture BusiuesH.
Having already
the JLargest Stock of Furniture in tke Stute, nearly ail of my ow n manufacture, which
I can warrant to give entire satisfaction.
Please give me a call before pnrchasiag
and save money by so doing.

Nov 30dtf

2 Tenemeut
Dow
ONE
Place,
wiH
r»

GOULD”

NATHAN

Salel

cost to make.
for the liberal patronage

Christmas

press.’

the

E D. S. IL L. &Co.

Straps.

who

SPECIAL

Carpetings, Crockery Ware, Window Shades, Plated Ware, Cutlery,
W odea and Tin Ware, I shall sell at Cost until the
entire large stock is sold.

For Sale
Buildings and lai d on Pearl street, and store
on Poitlapd Pier.
Enquire ot
W. SHEA. 27 Pearl st.
sepJSUtt

|7K)EtSALE—On
C and
lor

348 CONGRESS STREET.

n«v76m

Sale.

for

Chicago after Jan-

HAVING DECIDED TO CLOSE OUT MY STOCK OP

GEORGE A.

Slew Bouse

Detail

Wuole»a)e &

arnu

to

OVERCOATS, $15,00,

171 Fore

Shawl

have Been them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Jnst the
thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s
Patents, 27J Market
Street, Opposite P. 0.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

ON

ttiiscity:

For

& Co.

1

F.

DcCtf

JEllRIS,

aud

remove

buy WINTER CLOTHING less than

J.

Brokers.

He would refer paniet- abroad to the following
named gentlemen of
Hon. Geo. F. Shepiey, Hou. A. W H. Clapp Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
M. CPortland, Nov 1.1870.
noltf

_

Peyret

Mortgage

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

iio2'

H.

This is your last chance to

SELLING

A Brick. House I'or Bent.
story brick house, 12 rooms, gas and
Sebago water, a few miuutes walk fr.im City
Hall, will bo rented to a responsible party for $350
iter year.
Apply to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
decl6-eod2w.

136 MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free

Flour,

MOSCOW BEAVER

intends to

My friends and patrons will please accept my heartfelt thauks
during my residence in this city.

To Bent.

or

THREE

FRESCO PAINTER

Grain and

Sale

onr

Patent

edged by all

CQINC1IINLA OVERCOATS, Blue and Brown, $10.5
A few Odd Sizes, $5 OO, $7 50, $9 00,
REEFERS, $6 00, $7 50, $10 50, $13 50,
CARDIGANS, nil prices, from $1 50 to $4 OO.

Tavern Stand for Sale.
Tavern Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,
three miles from Railroad Station, aud two
miles from Danville Junction; consisting of a 2|
story house—16 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; large
garden. Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWYER, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
dec 12-dUw

the proprietor
uary, 1872.
as

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

CHRISTMAS.

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowl-

CLOTHING!

leas than cost) till 30th of Dec.,

Balance of

odated

dcl2eo<12w_Real

JOST,

de20

pee cent*

A

GIBSON.

and Cross Streets.

WINTER

sum*

TWO STORY HOUSE on Brown street: eight
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 35x46. Iu a fair location for a Physician. Will
be sold at a bargain.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

ter- The house has been thoroughly refurnished
and repaired, and every arrangement will be made
which will contribute to the comfort and convenience
of its guests.
del2
d&w2w

GEORGE D.

an

1871
JQ/l.

HAVE YOU SEEN

CLOSING OIT'r SALK OK

LoanHI

to loan money

For

COOMBS & GIBSON, Proprietors.
COOMBS,

to

r are

--—1

21

_CHRISTMAS.
Broad’s

prepared
from 9100 to any nm nui desired, oa first
class uiorica«es in Portland, Cape Elir.nbetb, Westbrook. or Decriug. Parties deH

DECEMBER

CHICAGO^

GOING TO

House

PORTLAND, MK.

L. A.

_MISCELLANEOUS

on park st. for rent, a three
brick residen eon Puk street, between
story
ana
Congress sts, can be hired for $500 per
Spring
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
year.
dcl4-eod3w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

RE-OPENED.

PREBLE

REAL ESTATE.

_

PRESS

One Inch of space, in

Advertising:

MORNING,

BULLETIN.

1b published every Thursday Morning at 82 50
year; if paid in advance, at S2 00 a year.
Rates
length of

THURSDAY

.■

Geo. R. Rails & Co.’s

At 109

Terms:

PORTLAND,

——

by them Cavillon, in allusion to tb
I music of the waterfalls near by.

_dcindlw*

Fl'BS l'OB SAIE !
Set

Russian Sable Furs for sale at

a

barg-ln.

Holiday gilt wonld do well
Auymie wishing for
Ovr
at MRS. TUL L S
»nd«xandnc May bo

tuc«u
No. i Elm Street.

a

seen

The Mixed Election Cases.—The opinion
of the Judges of the Supreme Court in the
alleged election irregularities and illegalities in
Frenchville and Hancock county, in answer to

PRESS'

THE

1871.
THURSDAY HOUYUYfi. DEC. 21,
Civil Service

IZcform—The

F«.ide».

certain interrogations proposed by the Governor
and Council, has been rendered.
Chief Justice Appleton draws an opinion which" has been

.

IVlrMagc.

concurred in

by
Cutting, Walton,

his associates. Justices Kent,
Barrows and Danforth, to the
effect that the Governor and Council have no
jurisdiction in going hack of the record, as Based upon returns made in conformity with law.
They can only act ppon returns signed and relumed by the proper officers, except in reference to the number of voters and persons voted
for, the statues permitting no discretion in the
performance of their duty. They can inquire
whether such returns conform to the record.
Justices Dickerson and Tapley each give separate opinions, in which they also concur with
the conclusions of their associates, but who are
perhaps more explicit in their answers. Another hearing in the Hancock county case is to
take place, and the result is that on account of
the limited aiid restricted powers of the Governor and Council over the proceedings of electors in the choice of county officers, the Supreme
Court will probably be looked to for an adjudication in both the Hancock county and Frenchville cases.__

<f etat by
The very praiseworthy coup
abolished the purchase
Gladstone
Mr.
which
British army by royal warrant,
system in the
while a parliamentary measure to effect the
same purpose was being shelved by the House
of Lords, has been paralleled by the action oi
President Grant in promptly adopting and

putting

in

operation

practicable

a

scheme ol

civil service reform while the doctrinaires

ol

Congress were busily engaged in discussing
and quarreling over the preliminaries of £
like

It is one of the most brilliam
pieces of strategy which the man who con
quered Lee and afterwards conquered him
measure.

self by

gracefully yielding to the will of tin
people in the San Domingo business ever con
ceived. It will entirely neutralize the bad el
feet of the foolish blundering of some of tb
President’s nominal friends in the Senate,
and Grant will from this day he the most
popular executive the country has had for many
years. There is no character in history who

The Production of
IOllOWlIlg

adopted

the

made up of such men

ought to stop the mouth
Probably the plan is
an approximation it will

Molasses
Molasses

perfect, hut as
be hailed everywhere as the initial step toward a most desirable refonn. Its scope is
even wider than the celebrated Jenckes plan
for it provides for the

tive examination not
cers

and

clerks,

competi-

appointed by

the President with the consent of the Senate
with only a few exceptions. The provision
forbidding the assessment of office-holders for
political purposes is as welcome as it is unexpected. With the aid of Congress we have
no doubt that the President will fulfill his
promise to enforce these regulations, so
amended as to answer still more fully popular

mg their relations with their constituents,
before disposing of them summarily by street

gossip.
Begging the Whig’s pardon, it prefers no
such thing except when
“gentlemen” reside
in its own town so that it can
easily verify
any rumors that it may hear.
Neither the
Whig nor any other paper published in this
State bases its references to public men

solely

statements, for such a course
would be impracticable.
“The style of political itemizing” we adopted with respect to
Mr. Peters is perfectly legitimate. That the
rumor about him had become widely prevalent not only in Bangor but throughout the
State is certain, and if the fact is not in harmony therewith, it is time that such authoritative denial as the Whig has now given
should be made. Everybody will be glad that
the genial, upright and able Representative

promptly

The
ed the

added the

st. jail.

in

republishing

the

ville, Hampstead county, Ark., Monday.
Thus. Hurst, of Brooklyn, was assassinated
last night by three men, and his pockets rifled
of $10. He was found in a dying condition.
The dispatch published yesterday from San
Francisco, stating that the Commerieal Union
Assurance Company of London was about to
retire, paying fifty per cent, of its liabilities, is

the stereotype plates were destroyed in the
fire of 1866. There is a copy in the Portland

promptly

denied.
The President has nominated John B.
Hay,
consul general at Beirut.
The bark Rosetta Ann of Sunderland for
New York was spoken Dec. 13th, short of
provisions, and supplied by the bark Hattie G.
Hall, now at Boston.

Library, and many who have read it
became thereby for the first time aware how
full of romance, incident and poetry is the
early history of Maine. Of all our native hisPublic

torians Mr. Sewall has the most enthusiasm
and the most vivacity of style.

The Atlantic for

Change of the Ontario Ministry.—Considerable excitement exists in the neighboring province of Ontario relative to a change in
the ministry.
It is the first change since the
present organization of the Provinces into the
Dominion, and the first since the adoption of
a written constitution by
each province.
It
takes place on the first opportunity that the
people of Ontario have had to pass judgment
upon the administration. In the last assembly,
the Macdonald ministry had a majority varying from 20 to 30 in a total of about 75 members.
The House just elected contains but

most

__1_...v

,,

tion for railroads amounting to a million an
a half of dollars; that when it asked an
appro

priation

and it

voted it refused to be in
to where public buildings should b !
where
the express sum shouh
was

structed as
located or
be expended on public works, in short that i
demanded appropriations en bloc to be ex
pended at pleasure; that it used its influenci
and the power of appropriations for
purpose!
of corruption, so much so that the Ontario as
has
its
sembly
parallel only in the abuses o:
the late New York legislature. How far thes<

charges

are

true, is

not

known,

but the

peoph

of this richest of the Dominion
provinces ha!
believed them and made a revolution in the
second
to
that of the people oi
Assembly
only
New York in the November election.

About every Republican we meet, like Sena
tor Sumner, hails with the utmost satisfaction
the late action of tho

President relative to tlu
civil service. Only a few will be
sorry—those
political Micaubers who are wasting their lives
in waiting for some office to turn
up for which

unfitted.
In the rigorous enforcement of the plan of the Executive
they have no
hope for the good time to come when they shall
feed from the public
provender.
Demoralized France.—In order to account
for the recent misfortunes of the French
emthey

are

pire,
Jolly, a distinguished member of the
Academy of Medicine in Paris, makes some
statements that are startling. If appears that
the use of spirits and of tobacco has
frightfully
increased, and that a mixture of brandy and
tobacco is working an amount of deteriorizaMr.

tion which will go far to account for
the miserable display which the
French soldiers made
during the late war. Tobacco, it is
said, costs
or
to find
bread
«

forToouim^
di}y’
the’ douC^ntoxtertion'
.dafcohol

“
held in Paris. French soldiers
were
often muddled when wounded that
gthev cmihl
not be cured like those of sober habits.
The
increase of insanity is rising in exact
proportion to the use oi narcotics and stimulants.

The Springfield
Republican, which has been
the only prominent anti-Grant
paper in New
England, comes down very handsomely in view
of the President’s Message and
position on Civil
Service. It says: “His
message to Congress
on that
subject, Tuesday, restores him to pubhc confidence in that
matter, and makes him
maugurator, of Civil
Service Reform.
And
It is greatlv to
lus creilit, and will add again:
largely to his popularity
his PresliSe tor the next carm

RerJ!cct<p'fa le,?def> lJle

pSlg£““gthen

evJit

{r authore»«

of St Elmo (whichfor

thelifeofAb^^P”? 6nfj Plication

forced to read the -vrork n
calamity greater befall
read the life of St. Elmo

ip'™ C.°U

even

his

history

of the

^ 0Ue wa8
d 1,6 but one
"°Uld be to

m

“WaJ ^phene the

or

v

States._^between

It is said that Senator Sumner
exclaimed
the Senate after the reading of the

President’s

message relative to the civil service: “I must
«ay that I hail that course of the President with

joy,”

uiignt

nave

oeen

written

Sumner.

New Music.—O. Ditson & Co., have issued
a choice collection of oratorio and
opera choruses, glees, etc., called the-‘National Chorus
Book, which Prof. L. O. Emerson has carefully prepared for conventions and musical societies. Another, rightly named “The Musical
Treasure,” contains one hundred and nine vocal
and
instrumental
pieces for piano or
reed organ, embracing a
noticeable va-

riety of sentiment and expression. It is handsomely printed and substantially bound, and
either would be a welcome
holiday gift to a
player or singer.

HAY—The market is very firm. Loose hay on the
stand is selling at $30@55 per ton. Dealers are paying §30 for pressed hay, but it does not come in very
freely at that price.
IRON—The tendency of the market is still upward,
and prices are firm at our quotations.
LARD—The market is

change

in

prices.

Louis Pbang & Co., have ready for the hola delightful abundance of
mottoes, flowers, etc., chrotnoed in exquisite style. The gem
of the season, however, is the “Pastoral
Scene"

The

SILK,
POPLIN,
ALPACCA,
SERGES
OR EVEN A CHEAP PRINT !

RICH PAISLEY SHAWL
TO A

Also HOSIERY

are

not

dc21

by J. M. Hart, which now is
recalling the summer’s bloom

welcome sight,
and beauty. Beneath forest trees, surrounded
by sheep and
lambs and stretched at full
length on the grass,
beside a flowing stream, the shepherd lies reading a book, while the sunlight from above
sprinkles its warm rays around him. It is a

soothing, restful picture and
est the longer it is studied.

a

will grow in inter-

A Man Wanted.—A
correspondent sends to
theWiscasset Oracle the following
anecdote,
which he says is “for the benefit of
bachelors
who have attained the
age of forty:”
A gentleman of Newcastle
village desiring
the services of a
laboring man started one
morning recently to go to a rural district in the
interior; on his way he met a highly respectable lady, not as young as she once was"
and
making inquiry of her, finally asked the ques1
tion direct:
“Can you tell me where. I can find a man’”
No, lean not; she replied, “for I have been
looking these twenty years for one myself.”
The gentleman apprised her that such frankness elevated her in his
estimation, and that he
would aid her in the search to the best
of his

ability?

__

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal says it is nine
months
since they have had
anything that could be
called a fire m that city or Auburn.

Journal understands that
the country buying
up
Iffthe ’wy ‘hatscouring
*>« secured. No doubt we
shall
Shan n
hear of a ?an
“corner” in this staple before

siwlfi iLewisU’11
are

hasu,t
rouud
ofTaddMUforraufieniedrei>artmeUt
emergency, says the Journal.
OI

lauutr

a

ior an

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
Mrs. Rebecca, widow of the inf« wmJordan, who died on the 6th inst., at the
nearly 91 years, was one of the oldest inhabi
tants of Freeport, and has left a large
number
of descendants to mourn her loss. There
are
now living five
children, 36 grand children, 62
great grand children, and two great great grand
children.

aglfJJf

CHAMBER

exImot°fTn
°l 0r<i""
all
fJ°
maStu^ o{nArStabli?h,nents
Cluncrjy

a,nd

tS

CHAMBER

A

UtUtUUUlC.

A Present of the Value of Fire Dollars

SPECIALTIES IN PERFUMERY.

BFTtemember the place, 27J and 29 Market st.
out#

M

CHRISTMAS AND

WEDDING CAKE?

Beautifully Ornamented, just the thine for the Holidays ; call and see them 1
—

also

days.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
HINDS, UNDER THE PRERLE HOUSE.

—

-BY-

W.

CHAS.

MAN.
Since competition is the rule
4Mong those in trade who thrive,
A merchant trained in such a school
Must be “a

alive”;

man

when and what to buy,
people’s
meet;
And sell so low when they apply,
wants to

gallon.

PROVISIONS—The market is firm for pork, with
enquiries. Beef is firm at our quotations.
Round hogs are selling at 6J@7c per lb.
RICE—The market .is quiet, with a moderate de-

mand.

Prices

unchanged.
SALT—There is no change in prices. Stocks are
light as well as the demand. The recent arrivals enabled our dealers to supply all the wants of the fann-

That

Sy All

SUGARS—The market is without change, We
quote Forest City granulated at 12f@12|c, and cott'ee

crushed at ll|@124c, according to grade. Forest
City synips are selling at 40@60c per gallon.
SPICES—There has been a good demand for all
kinds of spices. Prices are firm.

TEAS—The market is quiet with

change

no

prices.

TIN—Tho

only

dcl4

OSTENSIBLE
—OF

able box

THE

ALEXIS,

GRAND

HOW

VS

Q.

THE

Postmaster, Portland,

DUKE,

Will

DAO sxvnn.

84
Is

WORK

MIDDLE

STREET,

GLOVE

of the Ancint Landmarks, well known to all
habitues ol Maine where Dry Goods are sold
cheap,
alike to Patrician and Plebian.
dcl3sn2w
one

SPECIAL NOTICES.

JANUARY.

LARGE

|>

for flavoring

GOLD

Syrup*, Ice Cream*, Custards, Pic*,

The

superiority

of

NELSON & CO.,

etc.

BOUGHT

and

only

H. M. PAYSON,

highly concentrated that
need be usod.
so

a

small

.“*v

“‘'““•j

•*1’

dc!8

maintained.

necessary in

de-

for persons

some cases

siring “Burkett’s Superior Flavorikg Extracts,” to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands
offered, because
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT &
CO.,
Solo Proprietors, Boston.
For

sale by first-class Grocers and
Druggists gen-

eral|y-_dc3sxeod

In

EXCHANGE

England,

Sc Hand and Ireland!

Ready for Immediate Delivery
IN

SUMS TO

WII.I I iW

Agent
_

lor

jun27-tf

Portland Municipal,.

g,a
0,,

State of

gi,

St

Louis,.

<j,g

Rockland aid HR.,.

g,a

European* N. A. K. K., ctold,.
Portland <V Ogdcnsburg It. It.

y,g

Chicago,.
T®1®^.

y,g
S’s

FOR SALE BY

BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers.

_oc23sn

MIDDLE

STREET.

mwf

J.

CLAWSON

_dc20an3t
KNEW

patients

HE

powerful competitor
®f—nnd rapidly replacing tlie popular
“English Cannel,” at about one-third the
price of the latter—uncqunled as an OPEN
GRATE COAL, anil also a FAVORITE
COOKING COAL with many. ’Tis oar
impression that we hare the only ACADIA IN TOWN—at any rate consumers
will be sure of
getting the GEN CINE AR
TICLE PROM
JOS’ 11 ROOK A BBO.
rw 19.
,»
Dec
sndtf

WOULD

SANTA

LOOK!!

CHOICE CANDIES For
'80ATH30XS
* ■ VO M’lXXI’I »qi
||!d

30
40

50
tiO

80

MIAO.I

rrnlN

per lb*

ERAS.

«
«
“

COME!

Ar at Cardiff 2d, Rocklight, Evans,-Rotterdam.
Ent out 2d, Chas Fobes, Swett, for Havana.
Back of Goodwin Sands 3d, Envoy, Berry, fin Hull
for Mansanilla.
At Bristol 2d, Helen Angler, Staples, for Mafanzas.
Ar at Galle Nov 4, Alaska. Humphrey, Shields.
Ar at Getioa 20th ult, Walter, Stinson, from Phila-

WIRE!

more

Pliable,

more

Comfortable, and Water-proof, and are warranted
Rip or Gape.
CHEAPER—Because, while tlicir first cost is not
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
Shape much better, and the wetalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth imita-

tions, consumers should be sure that every boot
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.
Sold

or

by Dealers Everywhere*

The Neatest, Cheapest and

delphia.
Sid 30th, Camilla, Fickett, Palermo.
Sid fm Havre 2d, John Harvey, Hatch, for Phila-

delphia.

CO’S,

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA,
And the West, South and
Northwest, may obtain

SPOKEN.
Oct 11, lat 10 09 N, Ion 118 33 W, barque Sierr*
Nevada, from San Francisco for Iqulque.
Nov 26, lat 20 15 N, Ion 121 W, ship J T Foster, fin
Liverpool for San Francisco.
Dec 15, lat 28, Ion 74 22, sch Chas Sawyer, Portland
for Baltimore.

Elegant, Appropriate

On

treatment.

Card.

MRS. DAM has added to her fine stock of La1 lies’ Hair
Work, a very choke assortment of
I ;enuine
Perfumery anil Iiadie*’ Toiiet Articles.
Latest New York Styles Ladies’ flair Work, con« tantly on hand and made to order.
All work war. anted.
No. 2 V. S. Hotel Br lilding,
decl2-eod&wlm sn
Portland, Me.

JOHNSON,
No.

As 1

remarkable

°N’ K°-

Pm

UNION BANK of LONDON,
-AND

remediedB?»k»

2S°U£vZ'^-’

AND ALL ITS

For sale in

Stock and Stand For Sale.

CBAHAM FLOUR!
OF A SUPERIOR

QUALITY, FRESH FROM THE MILL.
Also the celebrated “POSTELS ’’
Aaid Other Choice

sn-oc9-d3m

Brands.
SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY.
For Sale.

dory French roof house, jutt flnTHE
ished, Cushman st.; hou-u pined iJr Sebago,
and all the modern
new

two

or

No 25
hi

improvements.

Emery

st.

Enquiieon

tlie

j. a TENNEY

“THE OED CEOCK.”
There Is In Thomas Block, Commercial
street, an
old clock. For time it is of no earthly use; and in
feet, hardly think there 1b a wheel within its bowels
But for all that It Is of some use. It serves as an excellent land mark tor those In search of a cheap and
reliable place to buy good flour. Opposite this same
lid clock is where the celebrated GOLD DUST is for
sale, wholesale and retail, 85 Commercial Street.
decMsseodlw
W. H. HALL.

to

The

millTnery
AS USUAL, AT

Mrs. C. C.

Only

79 middle

dcl4

eod

St.,

Welch’s,

DR. E. F. GARVIN’S

TAR

REMEDIES,
—FOR—

COUGHS, COLDS

LUNG DISEASES.

For sale at Wholesale, at
PHILLIPS Ac CO., Druggists,
dc8sn3w
No. 46 Middle St., Portland, Me.
W. F.

Ladies,

FLANNELS!

In the best of

Calfdkin, lined with Silk,

Montreal Ocean

Wool and

Ckamoia !

ELEGANT

Flannels in

AND

Steamship

CARRYING

Twilled Flannels in All Colors !
OPERA

Fronts I

dcl4

Furnishing

Co.

to

Co.,

nerer

n

DESCRIPTIONS

DUST

la bought and naed, by old, retired, Flonr
Merchanta.

GOLD
If

naed,

*iee

ono

DUST.
will always

yaw

GOLD
D*a’l fell !•

not

use

An

Extra Article

W.

H.

no23iltf

90

Ladies9 Embroidered Linen
Sets,
Lace Sets, Mourning Sets, Neck
Ties, Needle Cases, (Nobby

HALL,

Si

Styles) Thread Cases, Ac.

Job Lot Silk and Wool

Slippers for Men.
Slippers for Women.
Slippers for Boys.
Slippers for Misses.
Slippers for Children.
SLIPPERS
OF ALL

KINDS A.NO

ROLLED
Beat

G.

is_M.

Musical

TYCOON REPS 23c.

PALMER.

Silk

Plushes,

Velveteens,

all

Manufacture,

Serges, Job Lot, 30c.
Bibbed Wool Hose, live pairs for $1.00.
A Lot Bleached Table
Damask, 65c, worth $1.10.
A Lot all Liuen Doylies, 65c.
All Linen Bleached Huek Towels 24x40 3.V
Another Lot 21x36, 33c.
BEST QUALITY

FELT
Lowest

be obtained at

STREET.
mail._ dcl2cod-6m

Cashmere Shawls,
AX

Proposals

LOW PE.ICE8.

WOOL SHAWLS AT COST,

be received for building
Masonic Hall at
WILL
Yarmouth Corner until December 23th at 12
A. M.
a

ALL

Plans and specifications can be obtained of tl,e undersigned at bis dwelling house. The committee reserve the right to reject
any or all bids.
J. J. HUMPHREYS,
...
Per order of the Building Committee.

E.

to

#80

In Gold or its equivaleut.
Cabin Passage, apply to
H- & A. ALLAN, No. I India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and for
ight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

AX

Covell & Yalpey’s,
CORNER

Istd

II.

SKIRTS;
Yet -#9.90.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

A

71 MIDDLE
ty~Mutic sent by

HRS.

colors, $3.45.

colors, $1.00.

3-4

A

Yarmouth, Dec. 13.1871.

all

*

Seven yards Shirting Flannel, $1.00

ORGANS!

Sealed

87 l-2o.

Best quality all Wool Poplin Plaids, 73c.
Thlbeta, one yard wide, 83c.
Job Lot blight Plaids for 25c.
AU Wool Sergo
Suitings, 37Jc.

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE anti large stock of Sheet Music,
Kwoks, Folios, Wrappers. Also a tine
h>t of Violins, Banjos,
Bruins, Guitars,
Cornets, Concertinas, Hiring., Music Box.
can

to

SOc, 75o, 80o, 87 l-2c, to $1.25.

SIZES.

CELEBRATED

All

1.30

ALPACAS,

BRILLIANTINES,'

'BURDKTT <fc WOOD’S

tlto^lso

$1.25

imported,

30o, SOc, 55c, 6S0,

OP

PIANOS of the best

best

BLACK

Merchandise,
CONSISTING

Poplins,

9 O c.

quality Roubaix Silk Poplins,

Lyons Silk Poplins,

AT 132 MIDDLE STREET.
dcl3-cod3w

Doi.,

per

fine assortment of

A

CLOCK!

I P PER

DOZEN

WORTH *3.00.

Late Japas Tea Store.

Si

*1.00

S3.00.

Ladies’ Linen Handkrs, $2.00

plenae#

OLD

65c.
75c.

«

and I'PWARDN.

DUST.

THE

w51

“

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
85 COMMERCIAL STREET,
OPPOSITE

lad3w

t

il!

It will rertaialy
make borne kappy. You will hear no more
•jaw” from year servant girls. Itissnre
to

STREET.

tl&w

44

for it.

come

CO.,

Initial Handkerchiefs in Boxes, a
Novelty.
Initial Handkerchief^, 25 tents.
Full line Ladies’ Hemstitched
Handkercliiefk.
44
*«
Children’s
Gents’ | Linen Handkerchiefs, } dozen in a
box,

DUST.

bar® aold lOO barrels of it, and
returned !

I

BY

X-M-A-S
PRESENTS.

faila to plenae the moat fnatideoaa.

GOLD

CHEAP

MIDDLE
dcl9

DUST.

GOLD

GOODS

J. R. COREY &

Portland for the
Mon 7!

It

HATCH'S

CONGRESS * BROWN STREETS

STOCK OF

Millinery

and

NUBIAS !

Fancy Goods

And will be sold at the greatest
bargains ever known
111 Portland. This is a nice chance to
buy Holiday
A large lot of Human
Hair, Laities’ and
Children a Ready-Made
Hoaierv and
Underwear,
Gloves. *1.30 Kids selling for 75 ccts. Just call and
sec for yourself, and
you wffl feel weU paid for your

trouble.

Pinking and Stamping done

to

order.

A LARGE VARIETY CHEAP.
N. B.—Everybody ought to have
White Blankets at $3.00.___

a

pair of 10-4
deelsinlw

INTERNATIONALSTEAM8HIP CO.
Eu.tport,

f»l*i"

84.

Windsor and

WINTER

John, Digby,

Halifax.

ARRANGEMENT.

delltl2w

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

IIALFORD

The

On ami after
MONDAY. Dec.
23th, the Steamer New Brunswlek, Cant S. H. Pike, will leave
•Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,

Seat

Sauce

Relish!

anti

BE

HAD

For

FIRST

ALL

OF

A

GUNS.
lot of fine English

BAILEY,

48

P»»Qc'5,ln&:‘t
Keabb for

Digby
Annapolis,
by
Windsor aud
Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Rail»»yr>r Shediac and intermediate fetation*.
l-^-Freight received on days of saHiug nntil 4
clock,

p.

and

theme

rail

to

m.

Winter rates will be charged for freight after Dec.
20th.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
is t Sat
then os
tf

County Bonds

vestment.

CHARLES M. HAWKE8,

del Itf is

!

Very Low!

Exchnnge

ty Sign of the ’’Gulden Rifle,”

& C. Railand Houlto stations.
St' John w,,h
Steamer EM-

Woodstock

SALE at prices which
yield lO to l'J per
IpOIt
cent, interest. Avery desirable security form-

GUNS

received per steamer, to be sold

for

Western City and

MUZZLE LOADING

DOUBLE
G. li.

INEYYNS.

new

BBEECH AND

Just

&

Eastrwrt with Steamer QUEEN,
r„^r<»>I1?ce,lnK
Andrews and Calais and with N. B.

5

Sale in Portland by
S(SE

rhnraday™*
fajr

OROCEKS

CLASS

P-n>„ for

at

leave St‘ John •“» Ea»'P<>rt every

™

USE.

FAMILY

FOR
TO

M°nday-

Lamport anifst

SAUCE

Made in any part of the World

or

Portland, Dec. 5-tf

OF ALL

DUST.
DUST.

GOLD

Towels,

DOMESTIC

new

ia the beat Flonr

It

•n

Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (ac-

and

TURKEY RED DAMASKS,

293 CONGRESS ST.

GOLD
GOLD

-iverpool on
Saturday, December 33rd.
mmediately after the arrival of the Train of the
irevious day from Montreal.
he succeeded by the
NESTORIAN, Capt. Aird,

accommodations).8/0

DAMASKS.

FOR SALE

London-

Return Tickets
•granted at Reduced Hates.
—
■
The Steamship
PRUSSIAN, Capt Dutton, will leave this 1port for

Freight

Napkins

Goods!

Custis &,

tf

FLANNENS,

LINEN

ASD A FULL STOCK OF

TABLE

THE

Passengers Booked
derry and Liverpool.

Payable

BLANKET FLANNELS,

Wool Wristers, Suspenders,
Embroidered
Shirt

First-C.ass

SHIRTINGS,

and Checks.

WHITE SHAKER,

SCARFS,

French Silk Wristers and French

Chas.

Stripes

the latest styles.

In

Canadinn and United State. Mail*.

tne 30th.
Passage to
cruing to

»-4 SACKINGS AND

LEICESTERSHIRE

ALLAN LINE!

For

AND

Gents and

the New Post Office.
&w

roves

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best in the world—perreliable and instantaneous; no disharmless,
fectly
appointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
Hie genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
eontain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
>old by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
1Y
SN
D&W
Jyll

White and Grey Blankets very Cheap.

Near
lw

Good. Sauce.”

appetite and digestion, and it is unrivaled lor its flavor.
We are directed bv Messrs LEa & PERRIN^ to
prosecute all parries making or venose roniRrrieits.
JOHN DUNCAN’* *ON*,
augl2sn6m
Agents, New York.
It iin

SMALL DRESSED DOLLS!

AND

Blankets,

4

Has been removed to

LARGE

Superior Extra California

900 PAIRS, at LOW PRICE.

Casco st., 3d door from
Congress,

suit, by

!

BLANKETS,

for any time

Dolls’ Hats, Boots, Ac.

LEA & PERRINS’ SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs
“

good

Wax and China Dolls

BRANCHES

sums

Bargains

FOB

Companions.

Perfumery and Perfumery Cases!
Opera Sacks and Breakfast Shawls,
Also, a splendid stock of

J. B. BBOWS &. «OMS,
97 Exchange St.
Jel3 sntf

mystockot"’1*11

Ship Timber. Plank. Spars. Knees, Decking, and Tr. enails.
Also 30.000 Cedar R. R. Sleeper., extra .1,.
For partieu'ars call on
L. TAYLfllt
Bept 19-sntl
17# Commercial st.

THE-

Ladies'

Lace

Centres,

l.ong Woolen Shawl.,
Striped and Basket Shawls,
Gents’ Shawls,

o’clock

Collars and Sots!
New Styles Emb. Linen Sets!
Embroidered and Lawn Handke rchiefs!
Linen Hem-Stichei Hdkfs. 20« to $1.
Desirable Silk Scarfs for Ladies!
Gloves and Mittens for Children!
Clouds ol all kinds ami prices!
Ladies' Wallets and Portmonnaies!

Collars,

and Close

mixed

A-

GLOVES & MITTENS

of NEW GOODS suit-

CHRISTMAS!
Lace

or

We call special attention to ourotoek of

79 Middle St., 3d door from Exchange at,

Provincial Panic of Ireland,

leaving the ci y will sell my
contemplate
stock and
place oi business st great decouur
cheap8r llun ev<ir until I close
out

171 middle Street

sntf

BILLS ON BARING BBOS. & CO.,

Marriage.

New anil

MRS. WELCH,
Has a splendid assortment
able for

At Great

of GOODS

STOCK
Presents,

Iqaare,
Stripes,
And Open

New York

received from

holiday

and

In

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,

COMPRISING

DURAN &

STERLING EXCHANGE

fUnli8hed St

and Useful

HOLIDAY GOODS.

fcJp-Remember the name.

Happy Relief for Yoang Hen fi-om the effects
of errors and abuses in
early Iffe. Manhood restored
Impediments lo marriage removed. New method of

sep5dct

sn

The question is often asked, what is the neatest,
cneapest, and most serviceaole present, I can make
Christmas.
DURAN & JOHNSON,
Can answer the question, by saying, they have one of
the finest assortments of Eaitiea’ anil Gentlemen’" SatchclU ever offered in Portland, at prices to suit all, from 91*00 to 915.00
Come early
and examine our stock, as the asso*- meut is now
complete.

Exchange St,

agr^^Snd^

just

HEED

CHRISTMAS.

dcl4

Suitable for

fin

Sid fm Burtisland 4th inst, Kennebec, Minott, for
Bremen.

FOR

through Tickets, by the best and most
reliable routes from Portland, or
Boston, or New
Yofk, to any point desired at the lowest rates at
the old and reliable Union Ticket
Agency, of
Office 49 4-lg

30th, Elizabeth Cushing, Colby,

Ar at Penarth

Antwerp.

Most Serviceable Present

TICKETS

OLD PASSENGER TICKET AGENCY.

premises

504 Congress St.

A\"F.M

are

no28sn7w

os

W.1CCY,
2w

OTHER

SCREW

BETTER—Because they

CLAUS

W. D. LITTLE &

“

“
“
“

CABLE

AGAIN

PROCURE

■

A

all diseases.

AT THE WINDOW OF H. G.
QUINCY,
GOODS STORE, North Corner of old City
®tter
»
lot
of
splendid
w.e
presents for
foUh.w“ereand
Christmas
New Year. Fancy Goods and Jewelry
Bird
Baskets,
vi‘5,etJrCages. Carriages,
Sleds, and Toys.
H. G. QUINCY.
(dcl9sn6t)

a

_00,1

on

phia.

not to

KELLEY,

HOUSE, FRIDAY, the 99d,

To consult with

Selphfe

ACADIA COAL,

a,.on

LATE

19tli, steamship Nova Scotian, from

[Latest by European steamers.!
Liverpool 4th, Josephine, Marstcrs, Philadel-

Ar at

THOSE FASTENED WITH

Will be at the

PREBLE

PRESENTS!

“ACME CLUB SKATES”
Are preferred by professional skaters!
Are the best in the World!
so far as known,
Common Skates, Skate Straps etc.
Pocket Knives, Scissors, Razors, Tool
Chests tor Boys. &c., &c.
G. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange St.
dcl6eodss

,rI’IV

OF THE

Ar at Halifax

Liverpool for Baltimore.

sn-iw

CHEAPER

AND
ANY

Portland.

BOOTS AND SHOES:

BOSTON,

SUCCESSOR

acio

THAN

Bn

w. D. EITTEE A <
Om

CHRISTMAS

LOOK!

N. Y.

ANALYTICAL PHYSICIAN,

6’s

Portland & Rochester R.
B.,.

loo

BETTER

Dr. SAMUEL EDWARDS
OF

ny. Portland.
Ar at Havana 12th, barque T F Whitten, Carver,
Cardiff.
Ar at Matanzas 12th, brig Jeremiah, Ford, Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 11th inst, brig Gipscy Queen, Noyes

O’s

«old,..

SWAM A

at snort notice.

styles,

we nave

A SPLENDID

Sid 2u, sch Fred Spott'ord, Turner, Turks Islands.
Ar at Las Tunas 16th, barque Eliza White, Maho-

Frames, Ribbons, Laces, Fringes.

wnnn

Henry Clews & Co.,

Millinery Goods,

And in fact, our entire stock at correspondingly low
prices. Now is the time to buy your Winter Hat.
Hats and Bonnets trimmed in the most approved

67 Exchange St.

IS

Portland aid It. B.,.

Fall and Winter

our

We have this day marked our prices down from lO
to £5 per cent. We are now selling clear quill

!

SUIT.

V

order to close out

Long

HOLIDAY GOODS!

Sul 15th ult, brig Sparkling Water, Dahl, Buenos
Ayres.
Cld 23d, ship Wallace, Jordan, New Orleans.
In
port 22d, ships Grace Sargent, English, for Callao ; Wallace, Nason, for New Orleans.
Ar at St Thomas 2d inst, barque Annie M Gray,
Genii, Riga for Boston, (put in for water and proceeded): 9th, sch Fanny Elder, Rich, Bangor.

337 Congress St.

Ostrich Tips from 4£ cents to 91 £5.
Ostrich Plumes from 75 eta to 93 50.
Flowers marked down in proportion.
Velveteens 05 cents to 91 £5.

I

OLD

Maine,.

1

DRAFTS ON HAND

I

BONDS!

W. L. SNELL’S,

tf

-ON-

Geyer, Richmond via Pernambuco.

SELLING CHEAP AT

Exchange
*
St., Portland.

ouco

—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger.
They arc the best
and cheaiiest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be
strictly
It is

sn

quantity

u*o

*»»

32

Lamoiue, King, Darien; 20th, ship Fred Tudor,Bradford, Liverpool: brig Ennis, Hopkins, Loudon; 22d,
ship Garnet, Oliver, Newport, E; brig Emma L Hall,

MILLINERY GOODS

|

They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors
of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States

l it

OLD STAND PBAV

Dec 11-8N2W

composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only'true to their
names, but are prepared from fruitB of the best qual-

ity,

mer, Montreal.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 6th inst, ship Matterhorn, Frasier, Cardiff; 9th, Chaudos. Emery, do: barque P C
Merriman, Young, do; 11th, ship Sami Watts, Hyler,
do; 17th, Eldorado, Haskell, Newcastle, E; 19th, sch

MORTON BLOCK,
& SMITH.

BY

these Extracts consists in their

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are usod in
flavoring the various compounds prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the

OF

In

Plaid

Portland.

ARTICLES.

Blauc ftlangc, Jellies, Sauce*,

ONLY

In port 13th ult. Sarah, Tibbetts, for Boston, ldg;
Shawmut, Lord, (from Montevideo) for Liverpool, do;
H A Blanchard, Hardy, for Antwerp; brig Anuie W
Goddard, Johnson, for Boston.
Ar at Montevideo 6th ult, brig Clytie, Dow, Buenos
Ayres; 7th, barque Heury Buck. Nichols, Portland;
10th, Reunion, Tucker, do; 14th, Helen Marion, Bul-

a

ASSORTMENT

FANCY

COUPONS,

with

Cashmere & Paisley Shawls

Fifty Years Established.

PORTS.
Cld at Malaga 28tli ult, brig Helen G Rich, Stroul*
New York.
Ar at
Liverpool 18th inst, barque Annie Kimball,
Stinson, Charleston.
Ar at Buenos Ayres 1st ult, barque Ella, Oliver,

PERFUMERY, JEWELRY, &c„

SHAWLS!

$2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We are
offering special inducements for new subscribers,
in the shajie of
LARGE CASH PREMIUMS.
Specimens and circulars sent on receipt of stamp
for postage.
K. P. EATON A CO.,
dc21d&w w51-4w
Boston, Jlnmm.

FOREION

DESKS,

Together

passage,

Haytl.
Ar 20th, schs Harmona, Burrell, Rondout; Mary E
Daniels, Staples, East port.
Chi 20th, barque Signal, Whitney, Turks Islands.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 17th, schs H Baker, Whittemore, Philadelphia ; Charlie Cobb, Kennedy, Balmore; Union, Arey, Rockland.

BOXES,

State st.. Boston, Mass.

20

damage by Ice

Rockland for New York;
Bertha Souder, Wooster, Boston for do.
Ar lOtli. brig Antelope, Rumball, Mobile 20 days for
Boston; Zeybi, Crowell, Boston for Savannah.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 15tli, sch Loulu Newton, Williams, New York for Portlaud.
BOSTON—Cld 10th, sch A M Bliss, Mclntire, for

CASES,

WHITING

STANDARD FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

Soap*, Gravies,

HDKF.

JEWEL

BURNETT’S

Soda

AND

for

ENGLAND~FARMER.

NEW

Ar 18th, schs Sophie,
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Buuker. New York for Boston; Margie, McFadden,
H G Bird, Drink water,

BOXES,

doing

selling.
TAYLOR & CO.,

dc21-3t

Philadelphia for Portland;
and J E Gamage, Pitcher.

STORE.

up;

business, and will bear thorough

investigation; satisfactory reasons

—

PURCHASES

Cashmeres,
Thibet*,
Crapes,
Alepine,
Brilliantiae,
Cretonne,
Drap De Etc,
Alpacas,

chance seldom of-

Saloon lor Sale.
of ereat value; nicely fitted

LOCATION
good paying

for New York.

LADIES’ AND GENTS’ INITIAL HDKFS.,

old and well authen-

an

their

large and choice stock of

a

applied for immediately;

SCOTCH AND GALA PLAID,
Black

Confectionery, Oyster and Dining

PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, sch Hattie, McClintock,
Savannah.
NEWPORT—Ar 18th, schs Cynosure, Pinkham,
Bootkbay for Norfolk; Diploma, Pinkham, Boston

HANDKERCHIEFS,

EACE

a

by making

per cent,

OTJR

We have

Business,

He will know enough to manage
However this may bo it is
ticated fact that

nearly 20

-A.T

the “old man” should be

in the Czar

save

HOLIDAY

AT HIS PRESENT LOW
PRICES,
ever

PRESENTS.

POPLINS IN ALL SHADES !

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston. d621-3t

Philadelphia

i■

WORLD

LEACH,

DRY GOODS
So that if

decl8

Maine.

CHRISTMAS

Can afford to peddle out his

Unfortunate

suit-

residences, stores,

other device at their

or

office,

JOHN A. J. CRESSWEL,
Postmaster General.

IS TO FIND OUT IF POSSIBLE

A.

ON

Cloths,

Lyons ftilk,

House, cordc21d3t*

and Periodical
Store tor Sale.
a leading thoroughfare; well established; regular run of good
paying business; a bargain is of-

tanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, brig Shannon, Ray, Malaga
71 days; schs Matthew Kinney, Barter, Darien 28ds;
E & I Oakley, Scott, Provideuce: Alice B, Alley, fni
Boston for Philadelphia; Gertie Lewis, Hodgdon, and
Hattie Coombs, Torrey, Rockland; Flying Arrow,
Curtis, Providence for Port Johnson.
Ar 10th, barque Syra, Corning, Marseilles; sch Lizzie L Mills, Armstrong, Jeremie 23 days.
Cld 19ih, brigs II H Seavey, Coombs, St Pierre;
Gazelle, Cole, St John, PR; sch Addio Ryerson, Pike
Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 18th, brigs Mary Cobb,
Tracey, New York for Providence; Reporter, Coombs
lor Boston; sch New Zealand, Cook, ftn
Poit Johnson for Providence.
NORWICH—Ar 18th, sch Annie Leland, Bennett,
Jacksonville.

Very respectfully,

&c.

—OF—

Europe,

lumber.

You will therefore encourage patrons of your
by all proper means, to provide some safe and

THE—

SILKS,

Thibet*,
Natinea,
Diagonals,
Cretonnes,
Epingline,
Empress
Veloar Repp,
Brussels Silks,

French

Cigar, Stationery

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, brig A H Curtis, Merriman, Havana.
Cld 18th, brig Lewis Clark, Smith, Cienfuegos.
Below, a barque supposed the Cardenas from Mar*

Office Department,
\
Washington, D. C., Dec. 7,1871. \
Sir:—With a view to avoid the delays occasioned
by the tardiness of servants in answering the letters
by carriers, this Department favors the adoption by
the public of private letter boxes or devices for the
reception of their letters#

REASON

hy allying »t Mr. Hill'* Boarding
of Franklin and Federal st.

York.

Post

AUTOCRAT OP ALL THE RUSSIA8
For sending his boy over the sea is to study American Institutions; but the
sly old Diplomats do say
that
THE REAL OBJECT

both for pig and
quotations are fully maintained.
WOOL—There has been an advance during the
week on
nearly all grades of wool from 2 to 5 cents
per pound, and large sales have been made in consequence, leaving the market in rather an excited state.

per hhd lbs of sugar; sell Marcia
Reynolds, from St, John, N. B.. to Cuba and back
N. of Hatteras, at 97 per hhd for sugar and 95
for niolass s, Coastwise freights are dull
exceptiug
to New York for which vessels are wanted at
93 for

P. O., Portland, Dec. 16,1871.

eod

sn

THE

our

lasses and 48c

by Club Skaters

re-

Cloakings,
GOODS!

BLACK
Satchel, someStates Hotel and the

ner

SAVANNAH—Ar 18th, ship John Sidney, Bartlett,
Fleetwood for Charleston, short of provisions; sch
Nellie, Philadelphia.
Cld 15th. barque Maggie P S Lord, Hobbs, Montevideo; 18th, sell R C Thomas, Crockett, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Sid 18tli, sch Loretta Fish, Wiley,
Saiilla River.
BALTIMORE—Ar 17th, brig Sarah & Emma, Carter, Providence, to load for Buenos Ayres; Jas Davis,
Partridge, Savannah; schs Chas Sawyer, McFarland,
Portlaud; Maggie A Fisk, Chadwick, and Carrie
Ileyer, Poland, Boston; Louisa Bliss, Strong, fin do;
Tookolita, Reed, and Harriet Baker, Webber, New

GODDARD, Postmaster.

C. W.

Writing Desks, Revolvers, Tea
Bells, Clans, Rifles, Pocket Knives
Are., See,
Any of which will make a useful Christmas Present.

in

FREIGHTS—Cuba freights are flat, there being a
surplus of vessels. The engagements during the
week are brig Etta M. Tucker, hence to St.
John, N.
B., at 15c for flour, tlience to North side of Cuba at
23c for box sbooks under and on deck; brig Mattie
B.. Russell, hence to Cardenas, with privilege of a
second port, and back N. of Hatteras at $4 25 for mo-

kind used

livered silently, and the too early interruption of
pose avoided during tlie winter months.

81ed«,

market is vory firm

Prices are comparatively lower here than in
and a further advance is anticipated.

one oi tnose

Velvets,

CLOAKINGS IN ALL COLORS,

DRESS

JN

«*.

Guadaloupe.

The follqwing notice just received from tlie Department is respectfully commended to the consideration of the citizens with the suggestion that by
compliance with its suggestions, letters can be de-

BOY TOOL CHESTS,
NEW YORK CLUB SKATES.
The

BLOCK,

To the Citizens of Portland.

LUCAS)

purcnase

vv,|

CLAPP’S

Plush

FANCY

Found.
coming out of the New City Hall, on the night
a
of Dec. 19,
lady’s Bracelet. The owner can
have the same by proving property and paying charg-

DOMESTIC FORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 14th, ship Gen Berry, Levensaliqr, New York; Ida Lilly, Otis, Cardiff'.
Cld 14th, sch Neilsson, Keene, New York.
SAT1LLA—Cld 5th, Helen L Suow, Cushman, for

dcl2-sn2wCONGRESS STREET.

Should not fail to call at 69 Exchange St.,

Anu

10

NO.

SANTA CLAUS
B.

a.3

>

Heavy

Depot, or between the Hotel
and Portland^ Ogdensburg Dejiot. The finder will be
rewarded by leaving the same at this Office or 22
Spruce Street.
dc21 3t
Portland Dec. 21st, 1871.

Brig Shanon, (of Millbridge) Ray, at New York ftn
Malaga, passed Gibradtar Oct 8th and had moderate
weather to Ion 38, and from thence fresh westerly
gales; carried away mainboom.

invited to examine the same!

are

Cloth,
Black Astrachan,
Super. Genoa

Leather Hand

fered.

the

Cloth,

German Bearer

3t*

Lost.

fered if

on

some

Bine and Starlet Pelisse
Ladies’ Cloakings,

Lost.
city, Wednesday afternoon one large red
pocket book, containing a sum of money,
receipts with the owner's name on same.

18th, aLadyss
where between the United
DEC.
Portland & Rochester

Philadelphia fm

in the river.

no one can

compete.
ThusFENNo, dealer in Boys “Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete.
Gives bargains, each one knows,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
sn2w
Boston, Dec 21.

are

ers.

Ardrossan, reports heavy
lost and split sails and. sustained

CLOAKINGS.

Stev-

wrecked Nov 18, at the mouth
at
weather

HOLIDAYS!

Dec20

Chinchillas,

LADIES’

situation In grocery store, ns
DOOK-Keejier. nits mui uiree yearn

The finder by leaving the same at the Press office
will be suitably rewarded.
GEORGE E. BLAKE.
dc21dtf
Portland, Dec 20,1871.

Ellsworth—J E Farns-

Barque Heury Knight, Gilkey,

ADAPTED FOR THE

Bine

morocco

Barque Anglo Saxon, Foster, from Sunderland, E,

for San Francisco, was
of the River Platte.

He must know
The

this

IN
and two

Morse.

NEW AND DESIRABLE COODS

Fancy Doeskins,

man. a

young

STREET.

Guanape

ARE RECEIVING EACH DAY

Cassi meres,

of Portland Savdc20-2w
at the Bank.

EVE

A c ible dispatch
.that the ship Gen Chamfor
berlain, of Bath, Capt Morse, from
has
been totally wrecked at
Hamburg, with guano,
Haack. She touched at Falmouth 5th inst, where
she took a pilot and was lost after entering the North
sea.
The vessel registered 1361 tons, and was built iu
1861) at Bath, where she was owned by Hon J P

A LIVE

Castor Cloths,
Tricots, Broadcloths,

Lost!
of Dec. 19,1871, on the way to or in City
Hall, a Gold Band Bracelet, “Mary” engraved
thereon.
Ownership and reward at 58 SPRING

states

m

WE

a

-m-w naicMunu or

MEMORANDA.

Dec 19-sndlw

LUCY,
364 Congress St.

dc20-sn eod t,t,s2w

X>y

A note from Capt Ilcoriques, of U S steamer Me
Culloch, says the Buoy on Bantam Ledge is gone.
This is a dangerous ledge and should have some mark
on it immediately.

Prices marked down for the Hol-

ICE CREAM MADE TO ORDER.

Woodward,

WOOLENS,

connected, heat-

room

Goods!

Bearer and

experience and can furnish best of references.
Address Real Estate and Employment Agency,
dc21d3t*
351$ Congress st., Portland, Me.

& Co.

worth.
Sch Telegraph,
worth.

Desirable

Wanted.

Sch Nevada, Davis, Fall River—Bunker Bros.
Sch S E Nightingale, Hilliard, Boston.
Kr.h Gazelle. Gardiner, Pembroke—J E Farns-

gents, Toilet Sets, Pnlf Boxes, Dry
Perfumes, Pocket Books, Ac.

C IKE OF ALIj KINDS!

Inquire

ings Bank Building.

eous.

«ii«r,........

our

with ante

19x20,
ONE
ing including, in Becond story
room

FINE ASSORTMENT
or

Office to be Let.

Sch .John & George, Smallage, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Vixon, Roberts, Bangor for Boston.
CLEARED.
Brig Omcr, (Br) Keith, St John, NB—John Port-

t'oloimcs. Examine our Cut Crystal Bottles, Pun-

atffl

A

ot
CHRISTIAN FERDINAND PUDOR, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demacds upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make paymeut to
AMALIA L. PUDOR, Am’x.
dc21 W,-3w*
Portland, Dec. 19th, 1871.

& Co.

Our assortment of Extracts, Colognes and Toilet Water is the
largest in the State. Try our Lavender Water our Florida Water,

THE WORLD.

Boston—iron to A E

HAVE RECEIVED

has
given, that the subscriber
hersell

is

Sch Walton, Merrill, Boston for Bucksport.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Ocean, Grant. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Winslow Morse, Oliver, Bath—salt to Dana

GIVEN.

ALSO,
manufacturers of the best Spring Bed

Doe

ens

dc!8lwss

Black Walnut Chamber Sets'.
SOLD AT GREAT BARGAINS.

IN

Challenge.
Sch luirepid, Anderson,

ANDERSON’S,
3 Deeriug Block.

0 00D S!

J. R. COREY & CO.

dc21-3w

hereby
been ill ly appointed and taken upon
NOTICE
Administratrix of the estate of
the trust

Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York,—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Delia Hodgkins, Bernard, Tangier—oysters to
Jas Freeman.
Sch Citizen, Upton, Newport, with clay from schr

buyers.

D R Y

late of

Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,

•i'W

■

P.

indebted to said
to exhibit the same; anil all personB
to
estate are called upon to made payment
W.
BRADBURY, Adm’r.
ALBERT

ARRIVED.

and Tics. Wallets, Fancy Boxes,
Fans, etc., all of which will be offered at prices to suit the closest

SET,

DURING!

WILL BE

1 VIXV.

.livn

LEWIS,

miscellaneous.

Portland,
ip the County of Cumberland, deceased, anil given
bonds aB the law directs. All persona having demands upon the estate of Bald deceased, are required
ELIJAH

ISTEWST

P. BEALS & CO.,
THE HOLIDAYS,

THOS.

V'OTICE Is hereby given, that the subscriber bus
been duly appointed and taken ujhju lduiself
L v
the trust of administrator of the estate of

If you are lookiug for useful arIn Biddeford, Nov. 29, Chat. W. Abbott and Annie S. Goodwin.
ticles for Holiday Presents, you
In Biddeford, Nov. 29, Lucien A. Mclntire and Mawill find tlie best assortment at AN- ry Huff.
DERSON’S, 8 DEERING BLOCK. All
DIED.
kinds of Wool and merino Hose,
for Ladies and Children. BalmoIn Deering, Dec. 20, Mrs. Lydia Baker, wife of Abel
M. Baker, aged 03 years.
ral and Tartan Hose, men’s meri[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2£ o’clock.
no half Hose and heavy ribbed all
In Paris, I>ec. 17, Mrs. Ann H., wife ot Chandler
Rawson,
aged 39 years.
Kid
Gloves
in
endless
wool Hose;
Iu Oxford, Dec. 3, Mrs. Abigail, widow of the late
Kid
Alanson Bryant, aged G7 years.
variety and choice colors,
Iu Bucktield, Nov. 23, Mrs. Lucy H., wife of LoGloves and mittens with fur tops,
renzo Atwood, aged 69 years.
lined Kid Gauntlets with Otter fur
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
tops. Buck Gauntlet Gloves, chilDATE
NAME
FOR
FROM
dren’s blue and scarlet clotliGloves,
Nevada.New York—Liverpeol.Dec 20
Java.New
York..
Liverpool.Dec 20
long wrists. Also a great variety ol Columbia.New York.. Havana.Dee
21
Linen Handkerchiefs, for Ladies’. City of Washington.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 21
23
Prussian.Portland_Liverpool.Dec
Gents’, Boys and Girls Linen Hand- Cleonatra.New York. .Havana.Dec 23
kerchiefs in half dozen boxes at North America.Now York. .Rio Janeiro.. Dec 23
City of New York .New York. .Liverpool.Dec 23
the wholesale price. Embroidered
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
Linen Sets, elegant styles, Lace Cuba.New
Missouri.New York. .Havana.Dec 28
Lace
imitation.
and
real
Collars,
Nestorian.Portland-Liverpool.Dec 30
.lillUiJIVUl
smbroidered and llem stitcneu VIIJ
Handkerchiefs. Under-Wear for
Miniature Almanac.Uerembcr ‘i'i>
Ladies’ and Children, all sizes. Sun rises.7.27 I Moon sets.2.14 AM
Sun sets.4.30 | High water. 7.00 AM
Skirts, Corsets and Paniers, SeamLilmisses
and
for
Felt
Skirts
less
MARINE
lies. Nubias, Cashmere Hoods for
Hisses and Children. Bibs, Tidies,
PORT OF PORTLAND.
FoiletCovers,Infants Knit Sacqucs
Weilnemlay, Dec. 91.
and Infant shirts. Roman Scarfs

leads.

more

West Paris. Dec. 5, Harvey Hildebrand and Miss
.Lizzie Farrington, formerly of Portland.
In East Ram ford, Dec. 1, Henry J. Abbott and Mrs

PRESENTS!

HOLIDAY

OF

large.

-AT-

has votcd
unanimously to
taxation for the term of ten years
us“d
woo] a,ld al> the maund
u cm.b’o
capital used m
ojierating the same.

SETS!

TO ALL WHO PURCHASE

rather

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

W arrants have been issued for a
special election of Mayor of Bangor on
Thursday, 23th
inst., to fill the vacancy occasioned by the decease of Hon. S. H. Hale.
The Whig says young
Spaulding, who was
run
oyer by the care at Carmel Monday, and so
badly injured that it was necessary to amputate
Ins arm, was brought home to
Bangor Tuesday
His recovery is still
considered doubtful.

an

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL I

OILS—Portland kerosenes are steady at 29@34c
with a good demand. Linseed is higher, and selling at
unsettled. Fish oils are dull.
PAINTS—There is no change In the market for
The demand is fair.
PLASTER—Our quotations are advanced to 92 50
for hard and 92 75 for soft, per ton. The sudden cold
weather froze up a number of vessels loaded with
plaster for this port.
PRODUCE—Potatoes do not come in so freely and
prices have advanced to 50@55c. Onions are in good
at 92 50@2 75 per bbl. Eggs are higher and
supply
have been selling at 32^33c per dozen in large lots.
Poultry is in good suppiy at 10@15c for chickens and
I2@l8c for turkies. Cider is selling at 25@27c per

STREET,

Under Falmoth Hotel.

charged.

the transactions

GLOVES,

133 MIDDLE

STORES—The recent advance is fully

NAVAL

and

All at Great Bargains during the Holidays.

MOLASSES—The stock] in first, hands is small.
Grocers have a fair supply. Prices are firm.
NAILS—Nails are steady at the recent advanced
rates of §4 05 per keg for assorted sizes, which include from lod to 60d. For sizes smaller than lOd an

maiutained, but

WOOLEN.

CHEAP

supply is good.

75c is

A

FROM

LUMBER—There is a better demand and price#
are much firmer than they have been.
On laths there
has been a sharp advance.

to

GOODS!

—IK—

LEATHER—The market is firm and full prices are
realized for all kinds of sole leather.
LIME—There is a moderate demand for Rockland.
Prices are firm at §1 25@1 30 per cask.

advance from 25

DRESS

ELEGANT

little firmer without any

a

FROST’S,
—SUCH AS—

idays

lieves that

lately

ton.

ever

ton, Stedman, Dc Mille, Celia Thaxter, H.
James, Jr., John Fiske, Howells and Parsons
among the contributors. The new political department sets off in a dogmatic confident way,
like all new departments, and from its
strong

by Charles

COOPERAGE—The demand is light and there is
but little business doing.
COFFEE—There is no change in prices and transactions are rather limited.
DRUGS AND DYES—The business is very firm
for the season. Prices arc unchanged.
DRY GOODS—The market is very firm for all
staple goods both cotton and woolen. The recent
advance on the raw material has induced heavy sales
of cotton goods.
DUCK—Prices of Portland manufacture are steady
with a good demaud. The products are taken up
about as fast as they can be turned out of the mill.
FISH—There have been no transactions the past
week of any importance. Some six hundred quintals
of hake have been sold at slight advance from former prices.
The market is dull both for dry and
pickled fish.
FLOUR—The market is rather dull, and sales are
only made in small lots, as wanted by the trade.
Prices are unchanged from last week.
frittt—liaikinu ar« ateadv. as ate all otner unca
fruits. Lemons are selling at §4 tKoTTso per box.
There are a few oranges in the market, but hardly
enough for quotations. Valencias, imported here,
have sold at §10(^11 per case, and Cuba# at SKKfctf
per bbl. There are some Fayals, but they are too poor
fruit to quote at any price.
GRAIN—Corn is not as firm as it was last week
and we quote mixed at 89@90c and yellow at 90tg)91c.
Oats are firm at 57®60c, and shorts at $32@35 per

the

anything

it

|

probably

brilliant number of that periodical

iUC

by Mr. Macdonald. The specific charges madi
against the out going ministry are: that it wa !
most profligate in its
expenditures for publii
institntions, improvements, a single appropria

is

of the same length he ever
published—are not all these a feast to set before a
Besides
these
are
king?
Bayard Taylor, Paras

v

...vu.uviu

January

issued. Longfellow’s “Lady
Wentworth”, Bret
Harte’s “Grandmother Tenterden,” the beginning of Hawthorne’s posthumous story, “Septimius Felton,” aud best of all, Dr. Holmes’
first paper of the new series called “The Poet
at the Breakfast Table,”
containing as much of
the genial and learned author’s wit and wisdom

twenty six of the fifty-six ministry members
that went before the people on the merits of
the administration while the opposition held
-—
—

in the Ludlow

has lied to avoid arrest.
Miss Holt, aged 16
years, was outraged and
murdered by some unknown person near Nash-

Ancient Dominions of Maine by R. K. Sewall
Esq., of Wiscasset as the fourth volume of their
second series of “Historical Collections”.
This work was first published in 1859, and

oil

has commenc-

Peter B. Sweeney left New York Monday
morning, and it is generally believed that he

The Maine Historical Society is about to

thing

grand jury of Jersey City

Connolly is reported quite sick

of Gen. H. M. Plaisted to our list of
candidates for the succession.

in prices.

plate tins, and

investigation of the Fisk-Mansfield case.
The Fourth National Bank of
Philadelphia,
has been put into the hands of a receiver.
Capt. Carle of schooner Columbia, of Bangor,
was accidentally drowned Tuesday evening in
6
Boston.

name

do a very proper

Congres-

resignations.

from the Fourth District is not to retire from
the public service. Before taking leave of the
subject it is worth while to note the fact that
the Advertiser of this city must in some
way
have heard the rumor which the Whig says

existence,

s

inasmuch as the city in realitydid not own the
stores, and to a great extent the Government
did.
The next annual reunion of the members of
the New Hampshire Veterans’ Union, consisting of the officers of all regiments of the State
who served in the late war, will take place in
Manchester on the 16th of January next. The
citizens of Manchester will provide a dinner for
the members of the Association on the occasion, and it is proposed to give a grand ball in
the evening.
“It is said that Win. M. Tweed has no desire
to enter the Kingdom of Heaven since lie has
read Rev. xiv., 2, and learned that there will be
Ilai'pers there.”
At a meeting of the King’s County Supervisors Tuesday to elect a keeper for the Brooklyn Penitentiary, Harman, (reD.) charged that
$38,060 a year were paid to political strikers,
appointed as Court officers, for political services.
Mr. Johnson (rep.) stated that $500
were offered a Supervisor to vote for the
“Ring”
candidate. Mayor Kalbfleish was for taking up
the charge of bribery, but the election was proceeded with and the “Ring” candidate was
elected.
On a witness in the Ku-Klux trials at Columbia,S.C.,remarking that he had been taxed in a
ltlan in Georgia to contribute to the order, Mr.
Reverdy Johnson asked what was the purpose
of the assessment. The witness
replied that
lie understood it was to pay the gentleman
and
liis colleagues; whereupon Mr.
Johnson, nothing abashed, told him he was glad he contributed to so worthy an objecfc
The last New York swindle exposed is that
of the collector of assessments who has
pocketed half a million or dollars in a few years. The
present incumbent, one Starkweather, Goverernor Hoffman’s
father-in-law, was appointed
by Tweed in 1867.
The Ontario ministry have tendered their

nnnnrtn___ 1_
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for it

Patterson

Joseph Medill, in answer to an inquiry as to his reason for requesting a military
force in Chicago during the
days succeeding the
fire, says he signed the petition asking for
troops because tne immense quantity of stores
collected could not he protected by local forces,

No such report is current in this city, and
the assumption is entirely unauthorized. Mr.
Peters has given no intimation of such a purpose, and when he desires to make any public
announcement it will probably be given
through a more responsible medium than
that of a “current report.”
This style of political itemizing may be considered legitimate
by some, but we prefer to allow gentlemen an

has no

Investigation—The

The Hon.

The Bangor Whig, referring to our statement that rumor has it that Hon. John A.
Peters will not be a candidate lor reelection
to Congress says:

their own

mat

Items.

requirements.

on

nines asserts

sional sub-committee which investigated the
Custom House affairs in that city some time
ago manipulated the witnesses in a manner unworthy of a Tombs lawyer, placed impediments
in the way of witnesses it aid not want to hear
and garbled and suppressed much of the evidence received.
The promised
Congressional investigation
into the general order of business here excites
much interest among importers. Startling exhibits of frauds and extortion are expected.

of subordinate offi-

only

but of officers

(cane) gallons.6,600,000
(sorghum) gallons.16,041,000

Custom House

The
iv. r.

which has hitherto constituted the ideal of

reformers,

(maple).28,443,000

Sugar

of every fault-finder.

most

.29,761,265

bushels.

P. M.

market

CHEESE—The market is firm at our advanced quotations of last week.
COAL—Prices are unchanged. Dealers are delivering the best qualities at $9 UO. The prospect now
is that there will be no further advance.
CORDAGE—The transactions are light. No change

Rice, pounds.73,635,021
Tobacco, pounds.262,729,540
Cotton, bales.2,999,721
Wool, pounds.102,053,264
Potatoes, bushels.143,230,000
Sweet potatoes, bushels.21,631,000
Wine, gallons.3,096,000
Cheese, pounds.53,492,000
Butter, pounds.514,002,460
Milk, gallons.
236,500,000
Hay tons.27,416,000
Hops, pounds,.28,456,609
Sugar (cane).87,043,000

promptness and enthusiasm
recommendations of a board

the

improved.188,806,731

Buckwheat, bushels.9,821,662

That the President has

not

i5u x xUiXt—mere is a large supply and
hardly as firm as it has been. Tubs of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

_MARRIED.

NOTICES.

Hattie H. Morse.

—AT—

steady though moderate de-

a

SPECIAL

USEFUL HOLIDAY GOODS!

mand for all kinds of hard bread.

w*-

Wlieat, bushels.267,730,931
Rye, bushels.17,000,000
Indian corn, bushels.760,963,204
Oats, bushels.. ..282,095,996

and respect of the country, but have been especially prominent as advocates of radical civ-

reform.

BREAD—There is

NOTICES.

In

price.

is
prime Vermont bring 30@33c; fair to choice 25@30. Farmers
ask 33(a)35 for boxes from their wagons.

Barley,

SPECIAL

BOX SHOOKS—We quote them at 70c, hut sales
have beeu made at little lower
There are not
many in the market and the demand is rather limited.

Agricultural implements.$336,890,871
Wages paid.$310,068,473
Farm products.2,445,602,379
Value of live stock.$1,524,271,714

by Curtis, Medill and other gentlemen who
have not only enjoyed the perfect confidence

the rates

chased at lower rates.

unimproved.59,366,633

ed

Wednesday, 20th,

On

APPLES—Prime winter fruit is not very plenty,
excepting Western, which has been brought nere in
Maine
large quantities, but which decays very quick.
fruit is scarce and sells quick at S5 per bbl, for choice.
Dried apples are scarce and selling at 10@llc per lb.
ASHES—Our quotations are unaltered. The business transactions are light.
BEANS—The market is poorly supplied and is
firm for Eastern, hand-picked beans, and the prices
are fully maintained.
Western beans can be pur-

Country.—The

the

me

Tuesday,
108}(fi:i09.

on

were

Cash value of farms.$9,261,775,121

tious circumstances.
It is difficult to see how even the most captious opponents of the administration can
find fault with a scheme that has been devis-

service

1083

Woodland.158,902,121

temporary unpopularity, merely by disclosing
his innate honesty, patriotism and sagacity,
obscured for the moment by purely adventi-

with so much

I

the year ending June 1, 1870, received at the
Census office and applied to the entire country:
Acres

has so many times delivered himself from

il

l»

;

Review of Portland Markets*
Week Ending Dec. 20, 1871.
Our wholesale dealers have found a much better
business during the past week than they did the preceding one. The advent of Christmas and the New
Year has brought country traders here to replenish
their stocks for those occasions, while our retail dealers have had as good business as could have been expected. The markets are very quiet and the changes
in prices very slight, as may be seen by reference to
our prices current.
The money market continues rather stringent. U.
S. securities maintain full rates. Gold is lower and
sold on Monday and Tuesday at 109^)109J, It tonched

St.

no24eodtfSR

28

Exchange

St.

Toilet Slippers.
with neat-

SLIPPERS SOLED
at
GENTS’and dispatch
UOWELL’S SHOE STORE,
TOILET

ness

dcOood

n

tf

Under Falmouth

Hotel.

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, DEC. 21, 1871.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advertisement*

New

To-Day.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Christmas Cake.—-Chas. W. Lucy. *
Dry Good*—P. M. Frost.
Chamber Sets—Thos. P. Beals & Co
A Live Man—Fenno.

ENTERTAINMENT

COLUMN.

Assembly-West End Boat Club.
Dancing—A. B. Gee.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Notice—Estate of Elijah P. Lewis.
Notice—Estate of C. F. Pudor.
Offices to Let.
Business Chances—Taylor & Co.
New Englaud Farmer—R. P. Eaton & Co.
Lost—Satchel.
W anted—Situation.
Lost—Bracelet.
Fouud—Bracelet.
Lost—Pocket Book.

still

Putnam.
Court.

TERM—LANE, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday.—Josiah L. Doughty vs. Alonzo H.
Libby. Replevin against the officer of furniture attached by him on a writ against the mother of the
plaintiff aiul in favor of Abel Sawyer et al. Plaintiff*
claims title under a mortgage. Defendant says that
tlie mortgage is fraudulent, and further that the
statute provisions with relating to furnishing the attaching officer the amount of the claim after notice
of the attachment have not been complied with. Decision reservd.
O’Donnell.
Frank.
In tlie case of James M. Jewett vs. Daniel Dyde,
which was an action on a qote of hand, and defence
failure of consideration, the Judge gave a decision for
the defendant.
Locke.
Howard & Cleaves.
Job H. Cressey vs. Eugene Merrill. Reported yesterday. Decision for the plaintiff* for $72.30.
Strout & Gage.
A. A. Strout.
A. B. Stephenson vs. C. S. F. Hilton et als. Action
on account annexed for ship’s stores.
Decision for
plaintiff for $87.06.
Locke.
Putnam.
The foliowing assignments have been made:
THURSDAY, DEC. 19.
268—Fogg vs. Baker.
282—InU'bt s of Harrison vs. Inb’bts of Sweden.
339—Tukey vs. Matthews.
DECEMBER CIVIL

945—Stuart vs. Muins.
346— Dulon vs. Staples.
347— Winslow vs. Chase.
296—Blaisdell vs. Melcber.
311—Rice vs. Smith.
290— Bacon vs. Sylvester.

FRIDAY, DEC. 22.
395—Chase et als. vs. Batchelder.

painful

iilne

a

grand

the well-known clerk
ruAiimri 1,rr

;s

sneezing which was so long and violent that the
shoulder-blade was dislocated and the services
surgeon were required.
We are glad to learn that the Haydns realized something over $100 above expenses by the
concert of Tuesday evening.
a

The Army and Navy Union have been negotiating for Charlotte Cushman to supply the vacancy in ther course, with a reading, but on the
terms proposed do not think it expedient to
close an engagement.
Hale received from

Goupil yesterday a lot of
charming photographic copies of German artistwork; such painters as Meter Von Bremen,
Brun and others.
No criminals were before the

Municipal

Court

yesterday.
The G. A. R. have a sociable at their hall
this evening.
The temperance meeting at the Allen Mission
Chapel last evening was of unusual interest.—
The addresses of Francis Murphy and Capt.

by
apprecimeetings ought to be

Dutton were listened to
ative audience.
more

Such

a

large and

frequent.

Suicidb.—The town was startled yesterday fore-

by the report that. Mr. Luther

A. Coombs,
the senior proprietor of the Preble House, had
taken his own life in his private room at the hotel
in the presence of his wife. It was some time
noon

in dress goods in his
windows. Inside the stock will be found exMr. Frost has
ceedingly large and varied.
been a resident of Portland for many years,
and claims, justly, to equal any of his competitors in the quality of his goods and the reasonableness of his
Miss E. N.
has procured
dren ;

some

ware, and toys and fancy articles in china.
Thomas P. Beals & Co., No. 27J Market

street, manufacture of chamber sets of almost

description. This is one of our largest
manufacturing establishments in this particular department. An excellent spring bed can
be found here, for which they have the patent.
George A. Whitney, 52 to 56 Exchange street,
is another large manufacturing concern, occuevery

a

recommend, are Keed & Butler, MarSquare, M. G. Palmer,No. 132 Middle street,

McCorrison,

No. 283 Congress street.
The Eureka Dollar store, comer of Congress
and Centre streets, is apparently in the full
tide of prosperity.
..
--

__a..

street, has lately removed

destruction was probably hereditary insanity.
His father committed suicide by drowning, and
it is reported that he had attempted to take his
He has had occasional
gloomy spells since thd firm opened the Preble,
but they were thought to proceed from a feeling of great responsibility incurred in attempting the successful management of a hotel like
the Preble. He was in good spirits early in the
morning, and suicide was the last thing suspected of being in his mind. Mr. Coombs was
about 35 years of age, a native of Bucksport,
and for several years was steward of steamer
City of Richmond. He has left a wife and a
son 12 years of age.
On the 11th inst., only
ten days ago, the firm of Coombs & Gibson
opened the Preble House, which had just been
put in complete repair, and were meeting with
excellent success.
Coroner Hall was called
after the death of Mr. Coombs, but decided tbftt
in his

once

before.

judgment

an

inquest

luug

proved

to

increasing experience gives

as

unnecessary.

him the

Mr. Hastings is also
opportunity to do so.
agent for the celebrated McPhail pianos.

Whittier,

at the

junction

of Free and Congress streets, reports the trade in holiday goodsHis customers have almost comvery brisk.
pletely exhausted the large lot of baskets which
he received from New York a few days ago,
and tlie Scotch-wood goods, fancy boxes, mantle ornaments, toys and confectionery find ready
takers.
Mr. C. W. Lucy, No. 346 Congress street,
will exhibit this morning a triumph of the con-

fectioner’s art—asplendid bridal loaf, of beautiful

design, elegantly

inscribed.

wedding

was

in

and

son

It

ornamented and suitably
ordered to grace a silver

Massachusetts, and is the gift of a
daughter to their honored parents.

Lucy's candies, bonbons and cake are fresh and
very tempting.
Drop into Dr. Loring’s, comer of Federal and
Exchange street, and see if you cannot find
something in the gift line that will please you.
He has quite

an

assortment of appropriate

goods.
Dedication.—The India street Universalist
church will be dedicated this evening. The
pastor elect, Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, will preach
the sermon. Friday evening Mr. Bicknell will

Large Library.—One of the finest libraries
that we know of is that of D. C. Colesworthy,
the poet, of Boston, formerly of this city. It
numbers over twelve thousand bound volumes;
and embraces many rare and valuable works,
not a few of which were imported expressly
for him, from England and other parts of Europe. He has besides, over twenty thousand
unbound works, including pamphlets, reports,
sermons, &c.. Who knows but that he may
remember his native city, should he ever distribute these literary treasures?

following

is clipped from the Green Bay
(Wis.) Advocate. The work here mentioned is
in addition to that reported by Mayor Kings-

bury, on the part of the Relief Committee, but
is not the least important of the good deeds
that Portland has done for the sufferers by the
recent great fires:

Pensaukee,

Nov. 13,1871.
Editor Advocate:—I would like to have it publicly known what a noble work Mrs. D. D. Barker is doing in this town. She has had from
twelve to fifteen large cases of clothing sent to
her from her Eastern friends, to be distributed
to the sufferers by fire in this locality, and most
faithfully has she performed her mission. She
was seen driving a big lumber wagon home laden with cases, an'1 through a snow storm, too.
She has given her time to the work; has distributed clothing from one extreme end of the
town to the other, and she has the thanks, the
prayers, and the blessings of this whole comOne or her neighbors.
munity.

I’eriodicals.—Harper’s Monthly for January,

1872,

has been re-eeived and is for sale al
the book stores of Messrs.
Bailey & Noyes, and
H. L. Davis,
Exchange street; Loring, Shorl
& Harmon and
Augustus Robinson, unde:
Falmouth Hotel, also at
the school-book, mus
ic and periodical store of E.
C. Andrews, No.
36 Center street, and at the book
and periodical
depot of Messrs. Fessenden Bros., Lancaste:
Hall.
Harper’s Bazar.-This
beautiful weekly
publication is the standard with ladies for all
the fashions of the day. Besides

containing nu-

fashion plates and their
explanations
gives a large amount of first-class literary
which
always renders it a welcome vis
matter,
itor to the parlor circle. The number for th<

merous

it

ensuing week, richly illustrated, has been ra
ceived at the periodical depot of Messrs. Fes
seuden Bros., Lancaster Hall; also by D. Went
worth, dealer in books, stationery, &c., 33 ^

Congress street,

comer

We are glad to know that many little Misses
will be made happy during the coining holidays
from the fact that twenty young ladies at Co-

gia
employed for several
days past, dressing exquisitely, most beautiful
Hassan’s have been

dolls for Prof. Stone to be given away at Fluent
Hull during Christmas week.
Another lot of Japanese goods just opened
at Whittiers.
Baskets, bamboo, over 40 shapes
and sizes.
Fire screens, bamboo cups, real
China cups and saucers, watch chains, Chinese
for vest and long (around the neck), oval and
square mats for table use, Japanese charms for
watch chains, magic flowers, fishes, idols, chess
and checker sets—ivory .carved by

hand—elegant

sandal-wood and

of Oak street.

A well selected lot of beautiful Christmas
Russia leather goods, imported
toilet sets, in assorted colors and stylish.
Every
requisite for toilet use at Whittier’s.

gifts, Bronzes,

Prof. Stone has provided five hundred dollars worth of the most beautiful and costly Holi-

day presents

Rev. J. C.

Snow, principal

of Westbrook Sem-

Prof. Stone.—This

gentleman began his

again Fluent Hall last evening. His
auditors are increasing in numbers, and a large
number of professional gentlemen have become much interested in the mysterious science.
Last night Miss Alice Jewett drew the gold
_

Secretary;

Rufus H. Hinkley, Trustee for two
years, Slasonic Board of Relief.
Dramatic.—The entertainment by the members of Pocahontas Lodge, L O. of G. T., at
Grand Army Hall, last evening, was of a very

pleasing character. The scenes from Pizarro
were
very fairly presented, and the music,
tableaux and other features of the performance
gave excellent

Mannion,

was

Therb is

satisfaction.

A selection from

admirably recited.

exhibition in Schumacher’s window a small picture of Lake George, painted by
Miss Etta Quincy. One of the best artists of
the city speaks in high praise of the taste displayed by Miss Quincy.
on

Dancing.—Mr. Gee will begin another course
of assemblies in connection with his dancing
Christmas night and Continue them
He will also begin another
every Monday.
school on Wednesday following. See advertisement.
on

The Maine State Press will contain this
and every week, a carefully condensed report of
the news and events of the week. No better
Christmas present at the cost of $2 can be sent
to an absent Maine friend than the Weekly
Press for a year.

Portland, Me., 1871.

Received—Ladies and

Just

Gents Gold
Watches, Boys Watches, Solid Gold Seal Rings
(new styles) for Ladies and Gents, Silver Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Childrens Gold Rings,
Fine Pocket Knives, Common and Russian

Leather Wallets, Few Mechanical Toys.

have made a careful detailed test of the relative performance of the “Blanchard patent"
boiler and two horizontal tubular boilers in use
at the “Portland Co.’s” works in this city. Tin
water and coal were accurately measured, and
every care possible taken to prevent either accidental or fraudulent error. The test extended
over a period of four days of ten
hours each;
two days of which were in actually running the
Portland Co.’s Works; one day with “Blanchard’s boiler,” and the other day with “Portland
Co’s boilers,” and from these we have taken our
results.
Indicator diagrams from the engine were
taken every and each ten minutes during the
twenty hours, carefully taken and accurately
computed, thus reducing the chances of error in
estimate of “power” to a minimum. The test
was a severe one for
the “Blanchard boiler”
while running these extensive works, owing to
its size, and in viewing the results this should
be remembered. This you will readily understand when you compare the relative sizes of
the competing boilers in the following table,
viz.:
Blanchard. Portland Co.’s.
Grate surface,
3S. sq. ft.
111.5 eq. ft.

Healiugiio.

834. sq.ft.
1 to 43.4

1552.6sq.ft.

1 to 20.5
Proportion of grate to h. s.
We have to report the following, with coal of
same quality in both cases and
cold feed water
at 50° temperature.
evaporation.
Portland Co.’s boilers 8.06 lbs water
lb combustible
Blanchard's
12.20
Per ventage in favor of Blanchard's boiler 51.36 f> ct.
temperature of oases in uptake.

Portland Co.'s.750°
Blanchard’s.
850“
Temperature of air. 52°
While doing work of Portland Co. the Bla'nchard boiler seemed to have a reserve of power.
Horace McMurthie,
(Signed,)

MacConneli,,

1st Asst,

Engineer.

Eng’r,

U. S. N.

Extensive

Rurglary.—The residence of
Edsall, at Ridgefield, N. J., was robbed on Thursday night of bonds, money and notes valued at
$100,000. Choloroform was administered by
the burglars to Edsall, who is resolute, notwithstanding his age, 83, and always slept with a
pistol under his head.
It is said that some of the extreme legitimists in the Assembly will secede from the
monarchical party if D’Aumale is chosen leader.

__

Hathaway & Simpson’s block in Deposit, N.
Y was burned Tuesday. Loss $20,000. The
fire communicated to a keg of powder which
seriously wounding five or six men.
exploded,

Gregoris P. Colian, of Chicago, has been sentenced to the penitentiary for life, for murdering two men in his saloon the night following
the great
tire.__
The Toledo (Ohio) & Saginaw Railroad

opened

Wednesday.

was

MAINE.
FATAL

Exchange St.
_C. Day,

SUPERINTENDENT OF THE MAINE CENTRAL.

Bangor. Dec. 20.—Mr. J. L. Lunt, Superintendent of the E. & N. A. Railroad has accepted the superintendency of Maine Central road,
in place of Edwin Noyes, resigned. He will
his new position on the 1st of January.
Mr. H. Angell, General Ticket Agent of the
E. & N. A. Railroad, is spoken of as Mr.
Lunt's successor upon that road.

assume

XLIId CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION
SENATE.
Dec. 20—Bills appropriating
quarter of a million for the Geneva Commission and $02,000 for the mixed commission expenses at Washington, was passed. Several

Washington,

petitions
presented.
Mr. Anthony asked that fifteen thousand
Comof
the
on the Civil Service
report
copies
were

mission and accompanying message be ordered
to lie printed.
Mr. Cragin presented a bill to pay the expenses of the prosecutions in Utah.
GARULOUS DAVIS.

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky, offered a long resolution directing the Investigating and Retrenchment Committee to a report concerning the
President’s interests in public contracts, the appointment of his relatives to office, and also of
those who have made him presents; also concerning the San Domingo treaty and the President and heads of Departments absenting
themselves from Washington.
Mr. Edmunds |tliought the resolution was
scandalous, but wauted it printed as he desired
ten thousand copies as a campaign document.
Mr. Morton desired to see the resolution pass.
The resolution was laid over.
SALARIES

Jr. & Co.

Every person who attends Fluent Hall is not
only astonished with the marvellous experiments, but perfectly astonished at the large
number of costly presents given away each eve-

ning.
Christmas gifts at Cogia Hassan’s, 129 Mid-

dle street.

Soap.—Every kind of toilet soaps—French,
English, German, Russia and American, at
Whittier’s.
Holiday goods at low
129 Middle street.

prices; Cogia Hassan,

The Best Chance Yet.—Sweetser & Merrill
have removed a lot of Fine Holiday Goods
from their Wholesale Store to 169 Middle St.,
which for ten

prices.

days they will

Give them

a

wholesale

sell at

call and

save

your money.
dclU-St*

__

in the toy line at Cogia
He has the best stock in Portland.

Business is

Hassan's.

lively

Whittier, druggist, junction

Free and Con-

gress.

Messrs. C. R. Chisholm & Co., at their book
and periodical office at Grand Trunk depot,have
rftPPIVfld fill t.hp

.Tfinnarw

nnpindioolu

aud all the new works

1

recently published.

The eclipse of the sun, Nov. 30, cannot be
in tills city, but Cogia Hassau can be
found at 129 Middle street with thousands of
presents for the holidays.
seen

The Hygrodeik, for regulating the humidiof the air in the house or conservatory, is a useful instrument and a beautiful ornament. For
sale

by C.

H.

Farley.

decl9th-tf

How long ought a lady to wear her crinoline?
Not much above two feet. To avoid all trouble

get just the right length of Cogia Hassan, 129
Middle street.
A new and extensive invoice of those beautiful Japanese baskets, in great variety, just received this

morning at

Exceeding-

Whittier’s.

ly appropriate for Christmas gifts.
Brackets iugreat variety at Colesworthy’s
Obin Hawkes & Co., 290 and 292 Congress
street, have a large stock of Hosiery, Shirts and

Drawers,

also Hats and caps.

dec lG-eod2w

To housekeepers and heads of families we
commend the immediate purchase and use of
the famous Halford Leicestershire Table Sauce.
It needs but a trial to assure them how much
fish

palatable soups,

more

made

by a

dessert

spoonful

and meats
of the Halford.

are

Kid Gloves, Fur top Gauntlet:, and Mittens,
splendid assortment at Anderson's, 3 Deering
Block.
_

Southmayd’s Candies.—Whittier, agent for
these delicious candies, put up in fancy gilt
one

Lots of

pound each,
juvenile

a

nice Christmas

cheap,

Books

gift.
Coles-

at

Call at Whittier’s, early this week, and
look over the novelties he has for selection.—
Goods marked plain. No goods offered except
perfect and fresh.
J. F. Land & Co., comer Exchange and Federal streets, have a large and well selected stock
of goods, useful and ornamental, suitable for

holiday gifts.

lwd

An extensive line of fresh
new in this market, at
ist and Druggist.

entirely

Emcroidered,

Handkerchiefs in great
3 Deering Block.

perfumes, Many
Whittier’s,ChemJ

aud

Corded

variety

Hem-stitched
at Anderson’s,

A nice place to buy Christmas presents is at
I
Geo. A Whitney’s No. 56 Exchange street.
have a large variety of useful which I will sell
so you can give your friends a
Geo.
present.
A. Whitney, No. 56 Exchange St.
Successor
to Woodman & Whitney.
dc20-lw
The headquarters for the “Brilliant kerosene
burner is with J. F. Land & Co., cor. Exchange
and Federal streets. The “mammoth size” jus1
received.
lwd
Received this day twenty pieces black twilled velveteen, silk finished, 3-4 wide aud are

selling the

same

3t

for 85 cents per yard.
Covell & Valpey.

Japanese work and jewel boxes. Japanese
wax-wood and malacca, puff and tobacco boxes,
Chinese puzzles aud fans, tops,sleeve and shirt
buttons. Over 400 curious and novel articles from
China and Japan, for Hholiday Goods, selected

by

a

gentleman just returned,

around

from

a

“tour

world,” expressly for Whittier,
Druggist, junc. Free and Congress streets.
the

Sleighs—Pungs—Sleds
stock selling at low prices,

aud

all

kinds

of

the Bazaar, 14
Call and see them.
dc20-3t

Exchange St.

at

The young ladies of Plymouth church will
hold a sale on Thursday afternoon and evening,
t.hpir

vpst.rv

Hatful

ami

fanrv

articles, suitable for Christmas presents, refreshments &c., will be offered iu abundance.
dec20th-2t
Parties purchasing lamps, or table ware at
Cogia Hassan’s have expressed their surprise

finding

assortment of the latest
styles, and are perfectly satisfied that the parties in charge of that department fully understand the business in all its detail.
dc20-4t
at

so

good

an

German Florida Water.—Genuine Farina
Florida Water. The only place in the city to
get the imported article is at Whittiers.
The Hyorodeik is a useful instrument in
every house. It is an instrument your friends,
ministers and teachers want, but have not got.
For sale by C. H. Farley.
dc20th-tf

$1.50 buys
$2.50 at

a

decl5-dtja25

Scotch

Havelock Cap worth
Maher & Co.’s
Opp. Post Office.

Sleighs. Pungs, Lap Robes, Blankets, Halters, Circingles, and everything in connection
with driving at the Bazaar, 14 Exchange and

Repository,

67 Federal street.

decl6-lw

For $1.50 you can buy a genuine Scotch
Havelock Cap at
Maher & Co.’s,

decl5-tja-25

Opp.

ACCIDENT.

Lfwiston, Dec. 20,—David B. Cress' y sus
taiiied a probably fatal fracture of the skull at
the eity buildings to-day. An iron hammer
weighing four pounds fell ninety feet, striking
him on the head and crushiug the skull.

94

dcl9-5t

fHpp

vo.

Gentlemen,—A lreeably toyour instructions

C. J.

away at Fluent Hall

at

Masonic.—The annual meeting of Atlantic
Lodge was held last evening and the following
officers elected:—Francis E. Chase, W. SI.;
Frank H. Swett, S. W.; George R. Shaw, J.
W.; D. W. True, Treasurer; A. G. Rogers,

school

given

to be
Christmas week.

BY TELEGRAPH.

a

Fluent Hall.

worthy’s.

inary.

cases.

If you desire to secure some beautiful Christand New Year’s presents, free of cost
go to

this church to-day and to-morrow.—
The occasional sermon will be preached by the
meets at

ivory card

mas

boxes,

we

The

Mrs. Partington says she does wish they
would hurry up and pass the silver service bil
in Washington. The old lady needn’t wait foi
that. She can get a splendid service at Bailey’s
auction room cheaper than one would cost to
coine by way of Congress.

be installed, the Rev. W. E. Gibbs preaching
the sermon.
The Cumberland Association

Mianenara Maine aiaie aouer
was

UCCU Bbauu'

the comer of Federal and Exchange streets. The organs and
melodeons manufactured by him received the
highest premiums in the New England and
State Fair in 1869, and their quality is daily im-

watch.

and the people in the house
who were summoned found Mr. Coombs still
alive but unconscious. He lingered in this condition until about twenty minutes past 2 o’clock
when he expired. Immediately after the shooting became known Drs. Tewksbury and Small
were summoned.
An examination showed
that the ball entered the head just above the
right temple and passed through the upper part
of the brain.
The cause which led Mr. Coombs to self-

uatc

andvarie'yof

ing attractions for buyers in that part of the
city.
Wm. P. Hastings, formerly on Chestnut

and Charley,” and instantly, before she knew
what he was doing, she heard the report of a
pistol, and her husband fell upon the floor. She
ran out
streaming for the housekeeper, and
when they returned the blood was gushing from
a fearful wound in the head.
The wife imme-

diately fainted,

The richness

J;_i_l
non,

seances

life

No. 324 Congress street,
a large stock of toys for the chilof them new inventions and all of

them pleasing. Millinery and fancy goods compose the regular line of goods to he found at
this well-known store.
J. F. Land & Co., corner of Federal and Exchange streets, have an elegant stock of china,
glass and plated ware, cutlery, lamps, etc.; also
a lot of
busts, vases, smoking sots in poriun

before the facts could be learned, but the most
correct version of the affair is as follows:—
About half-past 9 he entered the room and
handed his wife a package of papers in an envelope, saying, “These will take care of you

own

prices.
True, at

Gowell, under Falmouth Hotel, and Adams &

Hall, has just been enlarged and is now well
packed with a great variety of holiday goods.
A servqnt-girl, living in a family in this city,
while employed about the kitchen stove on
Tuesday, was suddenly seized with a fit of
of

splendid bargains

some

ket

which has confined him to the
house for many two weeks.
The store of H. G. Quincy under the Old City

a

Congress street,
always make great preparations for the holidays and their stores are very tempting places.
P. M. Frost, No. 122 Middle street, shows

we can

Ball in the hall of Pavilion, Lake Sebago.—
Extra trains will run on the Ogdensburg Railroad.
la

357

The hoot and shoe-dealers qre, or ought to be
busy. Among the many in town whom

rapidly improving.
The eighth of January there will be

Fnraat P!t\r

George Hudson,

very

Brief Jotting*.
Joseph W. Akers, Esq., of Bar Mills, formerly of this city, who was prostrated by a severe pulmonary attack in September, is now

Higgins, Esq.

and

season.

very large store, which is filled from
basement to attic, with almost everything imaginable in the furniture and house-furnishing
line.

406—Snow vs. Robinson.
412—Sullivan vs. Jacobs.
389—Hart S. P. vs. Davis.
391—Woodman et al. vs. Mains.
254—H ‘lines vs. Jordan.
351—Green vs. Dunning.
291— Ran tall vs. Davis.
292— Pinkbam vs. Taylor.

Micah

assortment of ele-

an important part at this
The little tots must have their
“tandy bads,” and figs, dates, oranges, grapes,
nuts and such things are agreeable additions to
the dinner table.
L. J. Perkins, Morton block, John S. Litchfield and William Allen on Exchange street,

pying

397—Redl-rn et al. vs. Cressey.
402—Nutter et al. vs. Floyd.
403— Bates vs. Storer.

of tllP Shvinmr

an

niSCELLANEWim NOTICE*

Confectionery plays

festive

Mattocks & Fox.

He has also

bound music books, including many operas, oratorio’s and selected publications, just
the thing to present to a lady on Christmas.

JUDGE FOX.

Superior

manufacturers, Burdett and Woods, also music
books, folios and sheet music for holiday gifts.

gantly

trial.

on

collars and the usual assortment of a well regulated hosiery, glove and corset store.
In musical matters Hawes & Cragin’ No 77
Middle street and Ira Stockbridge, No 156 Exchange street, are recognized authorities. The
former firm have afine lot of new reed organs
for church or parlor use from the well-known

prominent.

Wednesday.—The case of Charles P. Mattocks,
of Aretas Shurlleff vs. National Traders’

assignee
Bank, is

handkerchiefs iu boxes, kid-lined fur top gloves
and mittens, and embroidered linen sets, lace

Stockbridge is paying attention to imported
music, in which Scandanavian compositions are

U. 19. District Court.
BEFORE

C'hrUimns Goods.

George Anderson, iu Deering block, tells hie
story well in our advertising columns. For a
series of years he has been a
champion of low
prices, and consequently has been very popular
among the ladies. Among the many good
things in his present stock, we desire to direct
especial attention to ladies and gentlemen’s

Post Office.

By JT. Illarion Mims, HI. D.
[From The Medical Gazette of June 24th, 1871.]
For about 8 months I have been usin g Khnxkdy's Concentrated Extract of Pinds
Canadensis in affections of the rectum, vagina
and cervix uteri, and I consider it a most valuable remedy. I have used it diluted with water as a vaginal wash, with great success; but I
prefer to apply it to the os tincae on cotton
wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or
glycerine and rose-water. Tlius applied, it
should remain intact for two or three days and
then be renewed.
In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginitis remedies in a few
days that had resisted the ordinary remedies
for weeks; I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrhoe disappear very rapidly under its use.
I have not time to say all that I could about
it; but I am sure that it will soon be recognized
valuable addition to our Materia Medica.
Knowing Mr. Kennedy as I do,I can confidentas a

ly

commend him to my professional brethren.
His method of manufacturing the extract is
such as to warrant it of uniform strength and

purity.
New York, 1st June, 1871.
For sale by W. W. Whipple & Co., Druggists, Portland, and by Druggists generally.

decl6th-lw

OF

CUSTOM HOUSE OFFICERS.

Mr. Fenton from the Committee of Finance,
reported a bill to reorganize the custom service. It proposes in lieu of salaries moities
and perquisites of all kinds now
paid to officers
in the custom service to fix their salaries as
follows: At New York, Collector $15,000 per
annum: Surveyor $10,000; Naval Officer $10,000.
The salaries of Collectors of other ports are
fix<xl u.s folio wo s Bouton a ml S!a.n Er^nri&oo,
$10,000; Philadelphia and Baltimore, $8,000;
Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinnati, $0,000. The
salaries of other officers at the above named
ports are scaled in proportion.
The salaries of all customs officers of all other
fixed by the Secretary of the
ports w ill atberates
commeasurate with their duTreasury
and
ties
responsibilities, but in no case to exceed the amounts now received from all sources.
All fines, penalties and forfeitures shall be paid
into the Treasury and no portion thereon to any
officer of the United States except he actually
detects the fraud and makes the seizure, iu
which case he is entitled to a fourth of the net
proceeds. Any persons not employed by the
government is, under the same circumstances,
is entitled to the same share. The act wrill take
effect July 1st, 1872.
Mr. Buckingham offered a resolution, authorizing the Committee on Retrenchment to sit in
New York and its sub-committee to administer
oaths and take testimony. Adopted.
!
Mr. Sumner’s resolution asking for information about the United States naval vessels sent
to San Domingo, was passed unopposed.

and

lory

sending ignorant boys
or

journed.

HOUSE.

girls

to

the

pil-

disclaimed any such motive.—
He had offeree the amendment because lie believed that a committee so appointed would be
fairer and freer from objection than any commission appointed by the President.
Mr. Hoar said that two things were to be ac-

complished by an investigation: 1st,

sentatives of the United States of America
that there shall be

in

example.
Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, advocated the proposed investigation, but believed that it should
be made by the Committee on Education and
Labor. He cared nothing for what might be
advocated by the international or communists;
our people were enlightened, knew their rights
and dare maintain them.
Mr. Shanks, of Indiana, advocated the bill.
Mr. Stevenson, of Ohio, had read a letter
set

an

from the President of the Iron Moulders’ National Association of Cincinnati favoring Mr.
Hoar’s bill.
Mr. Hoar closed the debate. He said the letter just read was a fairspecimen of which, from
all parts of the country from men interested in
every form of labor; he had received during the
past week. He characterized the amendment
offered by Mr. Campbell, to refer the matter to
a select
committee, as au attack upon the President.
Mr. Hoar had a word to say to the gentleman from Delaware.
He hoped that he would never be led in debate to exchange crimination or recrimination
in regard to the history or character of the different States. If any American State, labor,
humanity or morality were disgraced it was the
common
disgrace of every American citizen.
As to the working classes of Massachusetts, did
his friend from Delaware remember that the
fact he had stated, so far as it was a fact, had
been disclosed by an investigation of precisely
the character of that proposed now, which was
ordered by the Republican legislature of Mass.,
and if he (Hoar) could not find a better argument fur the bill he would say that if a single
Iwy or girl of 15 years instead of being in the
common school or bosom of a family, was working in a factory until nature failed and water
had to be thrown in face, the cost of the commission would not be thrown away if that one
thing alone was disclosed, held up in the face
of day and remedied.
He would ask the gentleman from Delaware if the Mass, law which
forbade the employment of children in factories
unless they had an opportunity to attend school
was not better than
having any common school

The daughters of Cuba had an interview
with the President yesterday and came
away
sayiug they had accomplished their purpose.

FOREIGN.
GREAT

Senate,

London, Dec. 20.—The English journals,
while expressing no opinion as to the merits of
the case, regret the difficulty into which the
American minister has fallen, and cite as precedents the cases of other ambassadors and notably that of tile Duke of Saldauhana who, while
minister of Portugal to a foreign power, was
permitted to engage in private speculation.
THE PRINCE OF WALES.

Tlie Prince of Wales is recovering rapidly.
DOMINION OF CANADA.
DISASTERS AT SEA.

Halifax, N. S., Dec. 20.—Letters from Ingonishe, Cape Breton, confirm the loss of the
ship Trauquai, from

Montreal to Cork.
On the 0th inst. a party of fishermen fell in
with the remains ot a wreck between Neal’s
Harbor and Ingonishe. One
body, iu a nude
state, was found hut there was no way of ascertaining her name. The sails, ropes, spars,
chares and timbers were all mixed iu oue mass.
Efforts are making to discover other
bodies, papers or articles which will identify them
The schooner John Mitchell was lost iu the
late gale, but the crew were saved.
Tlie French schooner Ripple has been wrecked
at the Bay of Islands.
The schooner S. V. Coonan, of Halifax, was
totally wrecked at the entrance of St. Pierre
harbor. The crew have been brought here.
Tlie brig Brother, from Bristol, put into Shelburne for repairs. On the 7th inst. she reports
having seen a ship on fire, bore down and lay
by her for three hours, but saw no one on board
aud supposed the crew had been taken off.
THE NEW ONTARIO CABINET.

Toronto, Can.,

Dec. 20.—The new Cabinet
Ontario consists so far of E. Blake, President of the Council and Premier, A.
McKenzie,
Provincial Secretary, A. MeKiilar, Commissioner of Agriculture, Immigration and Public
Works, aud Adam Crooks, Attorney General.
Treasurer and Commissioner of Crown Lauds
ill

three persons of whom one
shall be practically identified with the
laboring interests of the country and who shall be selected from
civil life solely with reference to their character and
capacity for an honest, impartial investigation, who
shall hold office the period of one
year from the date
of the appointment unless their duties have been
commission of

a

are

nccomplished,

who shall invcsiigate tlie subject of ways and hours of labor, and of the division of
the joint profits of labor and
between the laborer and the capitalist and the social, educational
and sanitary condition of tlie laboring classes of the
United States, and how the same are effe ted by the
existing laws regulating commerce, finance and currency; provided that the said commissioners shall be
appointed irrespective of political or partizan consideration.
Section 2d, That the said commissioners shall receive an annual salary of $5000 eacfl? shall be authorized to employ a clerk aud shall report the result ol
their investigation to the President, to be by him
transmitted to Congress.
The House at 3.30 adjourned.
sooner

Tliioiu of Telegram* and

Washington, Dec. 20.—The Secretary elf the
calls in the following U. S. 5-20 bonds
of 1802, the interest on which will cease on the
20th of March next:
Coupon, 2d series, $50, from No. 5461 to 10,775 both inclusive; $100, No. 13,004 to 25,034
both inclusive; $500, No. 7065 to 16,170 both inclusive; $1000. No. 11,121 to No. 27,443 both
inclusive. Total, $16,000,000.
Registered, $50, No. 608 to 840 both inclusive;
$100, No. 5080 to 5001 both inclusive; $500,
No. 2484 to 2058 both inclusive; $1000, No. 10,000 to 13,150 both inclusive; $5000, No. 3404 to
4101 both inclusive; $10,000, No. 3900 to 4724
both inclusive. Total, $4,000,000.
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Indianapolis... .30.35
Key West.30.01
Mt.Waahington.29.10
Montreal
-29.65
New London... .29.74
New Orleans.. .30.25
New York.29.95

Norfolk.30.16
Omaha.30.09

Pittsburg.30.33
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Hy rain

Clear
Clear
Lt rain
Fair

Clear
Clear

NW
N
Calm
W
W
NW
N
N

Clear
Lt snow
Clear

Fair
Clear
temperature and elevation

Establishment.—Every one will acknowledge that the hair-dressing room in Boyd
block, Middle street, opposite the new marble
post-office, is equal to any establishment of the
kind in New England, The proprietor gives
his personal attention to it, and, with the assistance of his accomplished artists, Messrs

Jackson, Murphy,

and Kuowlton, customers
waited upon and served in the best style,
and with case aud neatness. Todd has recently
added to his stock some of the choicest toilet
and fancy articles that can be found, and a look
at his magnificent window will convince any
are

HAMPSHIRE.

DEATH

OF, BISHOP BAKER.
Concord, Dec. 20.—Bishop Osman C. Baker
of the Methodist Episcopal church died at his
residence in this city this noon aged 59.
Five
years ago he had a paralytic shock and gradually declined. The funeral will be Saturday
forenoon.
Bishop Baker entered the ministry in 1829
and was raised to his present position in 1852.
One of the bishops, Rev. D. W. Clark, has died
thie year and two died in 1870, Revs. Drs.
Thompson and Kingsley. Bishsps Morris,
James, Scott, Simpson and Ames have now the
whole Episcopal work to perform.

of the fact. If you wish to make a nice
Christmas or New Year’s present just look at
the stock in No. 76 Middle Street.
one

There

diseases of theurino-genital organs, be what they may, but what can be expelled from the system by Smolander’s Bucnu.
Aggravated cases of kidney, bladder and
glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, diabetes, gravel and female irregularities
readily succumb by an occasional dose of this
extraordinary medicine. In a word, it restores
health to the human frame.
deelfl-eodlw

MASSACHUSETTS.
BOBUKSV.
a

of

Baptist

Strafford, Vt., while passing over
Dover street bridge this evening was knocked
dvwn, chloroformed and robbed of a silver

are no

The mind governs the muscles through the
Nervous System, as the telegraphic apparatus
is influenced by a remote operator through the

watch and $1000 in bills.

YORK.

wire.

If the mind is impaired by age or other
causes, the sympathetic nerves become debilitated, and through the nerves the muscles of the

BANKS.

York, Dec. 20.—Geo. Irwin was arrestyesterday at Pittsburg. He was in league

New

Stomach, Liver, Heart, Lungs

or Genital Organs become weakened, and disease in the
form of Dyspepsia, Disease of the Heart,Weak

General Debility, follow with their
Lungs
accompanying trains of evil. Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypopliosphites restores tone
or

the mind, the nerves and the
this way it overcomes disease.

to

muscles.

Jn

decl6th-ded&wlt

MAYOR HALL.

To those wlic are bowed down by nervous
Debility, and despair of ever recovering the
vigor and mien of manhood we earnestly recommend Dr. Walkers California Vinegar
Bitters. Before they have finished the first

bottle, they will feel the restorative principle
at work in every portion of their broken-down
systems aud hope will spring up in their hearts.
No

of

Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Intermit
tent Fever, Rheumatism, Gout or kidney disease, can resist this unequalled vegetable tonic
which is unpolluted by any distilled or fermented liquor.
dec9-d4w

TUCKERMAN.

The funeral of Henry T. Tuckerman took
place this forenoon at the church of All Souls,
which was filled with mourners from the literary circles. After the cofiin was deposited in
front of the pulpit, Rev. Dr. Bellows pronounca funeral oration, giving a short sketch of the
life of the deceased. He said that the genius
and talents of Tuckerman had ever been used
for the good of his fellows. He was eutirely
free from the besetting sin of literary men,
egotism, and will ever be remembered as a man
who lived for men. The eulogy was concluded
by reading Mr. Tuckerman’s poem entitled,
“Lines to Mary.” The remains were taken to
the train for Boston and will be interred in the
family vault in Mt. Auburn cemetery.

case

Kidney, bladder and glandular diseases need
no longer be regarded as incurable.
The introduction of Smolander’s Buchu, which is one

perfections of medical science, is now
regularly prescribed for such as well as .for all
diseases of the urino-genital organs in either
sex.
It is a diuretic solvent and alterative,
and imparts tone and vigor to the whole huof the

man

THE WOOL GROWERS CONVENTION.

frame.

decl2-eodlw

A World of Thanks is Due to the botanist who first discovered the virtues of the Quil-

Syracuse, Dec. 20.—-The wool growers and
convention
manufacturers national
to-day
adopted resolutions in favor of the continuation
of the present tariff on wool and adjourned sine
die.

laya Saponaria, or Soap Tree of Chili. The
wonderful cleansing and purifying property of
its Bark gives to the fragrant Sozodont much of
its unrivalled efficacy
teeth.

OHIO.
COLD.

as

a

preservative of the
M&W

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

m.

GRANT’S FATHER.
Jesse R Grant, father of President Grant,
was stricken with paralysis this afternoon.
He
fell to the floor at the Covington post-office and
remained insensible an hour. He was able to
sit up and converse some this afternoon.

ST

Receipt* by Railroad*

Steamboat*.
Steamer Montreal from Boston—63 coils cord20
12
bdls
casks
age,
nails,
washboards, 151 axles, 45
cases shoes, 50 bbls apples, 25 kegs soda, 2 bales slieep
50
boxes
30
bdls
skins.
cheese,
tubing, 15 bbls liquor,'
40 do beans, 35 do beef, 50 do beer, 12 empty trunks,
1 c:isk oil, 2U0 hi lea, 1 c;ise tobaceo.lU bags oysters, 400
boxes raisins, 3b do oranges and lemons, 1 horse and
wagon, 100 pkgs to order; for Canada and up coumry
—lu bdls straw boards, 13 casks oil, 12 bills calf skins,

THE LEGISLATURE.

Columbia, Dec. 20.—There was much excitement in the legislature to-day aver ihe resolution for the impeachment of the Governor.

and

125 bbls flour, 200 bales rags and paper, 100 bdls leather, 4 crank pins, 2 casks ochre, 2 do sheep skiuw, 3 pcs
marble, 20 bales wool, 1 piano, 4 bbls ink, £0 pkgs to
order.

majority

consider Bowen’s statement of the
over issue of bonds greatly exaggerated and the
prosecution of the Governor malicious. A spicy
correspondence was introduced by Sir. Jones
(colored) from Georgetown, which shows that
Bowen hirnslf prevented the Governor from
prosecuting Kempton, State financial agent in
New York, when the Governor had retained
Judge Barrett for the purpose.
The resolution of impeachment will be voted
down to-morrow. It is said the Governor has
secured enough to secure Bowen’s expulsion for
which a determined effort will be made.

Steamer Franconia from New York—348 bales
rope, 25 do rags, 17 do cotton, 32 do tow, 21 do d >meslics, 43 Ixils green hides, 30 do paper hangings, 39 rolls
leather, 20 do cari>eting, 55 hints molasses, 65 casks
linseed oil, 15 bbls saltpetre, 10 do vinegar, 5 do brimstone, 10 do oysters, 35 bf chests tea, 30 car wheels,
24 prs car wheels on axles, lu kegs spikes, 75 boxes
soap, 50 do tobacco, 20 do hardware, 25 do drugs, 50do
tin plate, 16 do slate, 10 do stove i>olisli, 50 do
raisins,
2 bales burlaps, 7 pianos, 200 pkgs to order.
lfork Ntock and money market.
New York, Dec. 20—Morning.—Gold 108$.
Money
1-32 to 1-16 per eeut. per diem. Sterling
Exchange
1091
100$. Stocks strong and steadv. State Stocks
New

THE KU-KLUX TRIALS.

METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Foreign Export*.
Brig Omer—2000 bbls flour, 10 tons
gals relined oil, 2 bbls and 7 bags sugar.

JOHN, NB.

bran, 4044

SOUTH CAROLINA.

The decision of the court in the Ku-Klux
cases have been certified to the United States
Supreme Court as to the jurisdiction of the
federal courts over domestic crimes.

THE

PAST

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 20 (7.00 P. SI.) 1
barometer
and
clouProbabilities.—A falling
dy weather, with rising temperature will probly prevail on Thursday west of Michigan and
Alabama, with rain or snow in Dakota and
Wyoming. Fresh northwesterly winds with
falling temperature and clear weather will con-

tinue from Florida to Virginia. The area of
greatest oold will extend over Pennsylvania and
New England with continued northwesterly
winds in the Middle and Eastern States.
TELEGRAPHIC ITEMS.
The national wool growers and manufacturers convention was organized at Syracuse, N.
Y., by choosing Henry S. Randall, president,
Gen. Horace C. Lee has been appointed Postmaster in Springfield, Mass.
The election of a successor to Gov. Washburn, of Massachusetts, has beeu fixed on Jan.
2d.
The dead body of a boy about twelve years
old, was found Wednesday in a lime kilm at
South Boston, with both legs burned off.
Richard Wise was convicted Tuesday night of
the murder of his wife at Siug Sing, N. Y., last
October.
Charles Francis Adams and Lord Tenternen,
have arrived in London from Geneva.
Government invited offers of a million in
bonds in Sew York Wednesday, but only $305,100 was offered at 108.74 to 100.10.
The coal companies in the Lehigh region

BIOLOGICAL

.!!!!!.. fi!
811

...

Andronttaue every evening up to and including
MONDAY, Jan. 1st, (Sunday excepted) positively
to conclude on
Monday, Jan. 1st.
Perfect Shower of Holiday Gifts !

(Social Dispatch by International Line.)
Boston, Dec. 20.—[Reported for the Press.] The following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Domestic—Ol io and Pennsylvania pick-lock 70 ^a,

75; do choice XX 60 ® 68c; do fine X 64 fv 66c; medium 65 (a,1 68c; coarse 60 ® 65c; Michigan extra and
XX 64 uj 66c ; fine 64 ® G8c; medium 64 ® 67c; common 60a) 62c; other Wcs'ern line and X
62® 64c;
medium 63 ® 66c, common 60® 62c; pulled extra
60® 80c; superfine 60 u soc; No 1 40 a 60c; combing fleece 68 @ 72c; Calif ,rnia 35 ® 55c; Texas 30
®47K'*> Canada combing 72 ® 74c; Smyrna washed 28 ® 40c; do unwashed 1R ® 30c; Buenos Ayres 31
® 42c; Capo Good Hope 38 a 41c; Mestiza pulled 55
® 85c.
Remarks—The excitement in the Wool market continues without abatement, although the very extreme
prices asked and the small BU»cks tend to restrict transactions.
Combing, delaine and pulled wools are
quite firm and have been in demand, and for ull kinds
of foreign very full prices arc obtained.
In New York the market continues active with

Will be

dull.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6*8, new. 63$
Virginia 6’s, new. 6*
Missouri 6’s. 97$
Louisiana 6’s, old. 61
ijouisiana 6’s, new. 50
Alabama 5’s. 65
Georgia 7’s..
78
North Carolina 6’s.
22#
South Carolina 6’s,
135
New York. Dec.
20—Keening.—Money was very
tight this forenoon at 1-16 per cent, per day, but foil
tins afternooli to 7 ]»er cent., and closed firm. Disootints 10 (a) 12 per cent. Sterling Exchause dull at
1094 @ 1094.
Gold dull at JOgJ @ 109; loans were mode from 3-64
down to 5 per cent, and finally flal. aiie clearances
amounted to $57,000,000. Governments
quiet and
steady. The Treasury took only $M,000 at 108 74-100
o’ 108 75-100.
State bonds heavy and lower.
One
hundred and forty thousand dollars iu coin was disbursed in the redemdtion of 5-20’s.
The following are the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1174
United States 5-20’s 1862. .lUliI
United States 5-20’s 1864.!. ’.Iti9|
United States 5-20’s 1865, old... Ill
United States 5-20’s 1865, uew.
114
; United States 5-20’s 1867..
1151
United States 5-20’s
1154
I United StatA 10-40’s., coupon.
iu9j

new.!.!!!.!!
new.!!!.!!!.

|

1868.!!’.!!!!
6’s...!!!!.!!!. 1133

Currency
Stocks were strong and higher, Paciflo Mail and
North Western being the cldef features. The former
touched 53|, but reacted some at the close."
The following were the closing quotations ol
Stocks:

Western Union Telegraph Co. 681
Pacific Mail.7.
.52i
S. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated-92s
N. Y. Central arid Hudson River consolidated sep 845
Erie.
32
Harlem.
Harlem preferred.

a

valuable

tut "fitch.

amu^d^u.’l «J®

r.ir Children. They will be both
?1'" mall, with Holiday Present».
Wl™
lhl» “■«*

h™,

»blolEiitertalnmeiit?,OUr

-rour I-ady
wtn™S,h«<^'!X,TMESVtak®
phenomena of

Friend, to

wtne... the marvelous

Electro-Biology,
“f tUC H•'auar',11«»ei>tt
distribute!

eSih'Ulgbt*0"1®

ffr’CJo one and all, old and young to Fluent Hall.
Admission (only) 15 cents; Reserved Seats 30 cents.
Children undt-i l‘J, to Second Seats 15
cents; Reserved Seals, 15 cents.
Doors open at 7 o’clock; to commence a* 8.
Tickets for sale at Hawes & Cragin’s, 77 Middle
st,
and at the door.
dcllMltf

a

Christmas!

Merry

The Ladle* of

the

FIRST BAPTIST SOCIETY

h«>l lers are not anxious to realize even at the advanced rates.
Ti.e Philadelphia market continues
lively with an
upward tendency, and for all descriptions of domestic
especially, there has bceu an active inquiry both from
speculators, local an l eastern manufacturers, and
about all the cheap lots to be had have been taken.
The stocks are reduced to a low figure, aud the extravag int rates prevailing abroad would seem to indicate higher prices duriug the balance of the season.

the same week last year.
The shipments from Lynn for the week have been
1423 cases, agoinst 1208 cases for the same week last
year.
The shipments from Haverhill for the week com729 cases, against 672 cases for the same week
las year.
There is an increasing number of buyers in the
market, but thus far they have neither bought many
goods or given mauv orders lor future delivery. The
various suoe towns nave been visited, and a good deal
uf pains taken to ascertain the quantity of g'oods
made up. A careful inspection lias led us to believe
that there are fewer light goods for women’s wear
than were on hand at the close of last year. Comparatively few o-Yters wer givcu last November, and
the factories gv...-rally have produced but a very ligut
supply of gooas, au l it looks now as though prices
would increase in i.. :•• uess as the season advances.
Shrewd buyers will ui.
abtodly purchase quite largely early in the seas n, but the majority of Southern
and Western buyers will undoubtedly purchase only
for preseut wants.

each evening, including
distributed
'.old

Hunting

good demand for d -niesiie and a further advance
has been established, but the light supply restricts
transactions. There has lteen an active demand for
foreign, partly speculative, induced by favorable foreign advices and the high prices prevailing for domestic. The stock in dealers’hands by thejhw ge sales recently consummated has been very much reduced,
and at the close higher prices were demanded, though

Bouton Boot and Shoe market.
Boston, Dec. 19.—The shipments of Boots and
Shoes from this market to places out si Je of New
England for the past week comprise y,lG5 cases,
against 10,039 for the same week last year.
Tue total shipments from this market since Jan. 1
have l>een 1,223,929 coses, against 1,139,089 cases for

SEANCES!

Wednesday Evening, Dee.ifo,

Wool market.

The

Will bold

a

FAIR AND LEVEE
tho Ve.try of the C hurch
Corner

In

of Con.
WEDNESDAY

“•reel., on
?,rr*rrrr-r,a v"i0*
afiernt*>“* and

?u

•*
evenings,

io.

Decem-

ber LHJtli and 21st.
A variety of useful and fancy
article., Chromo.,
&c., suitable for Holiday presents, will be for sale
also the usual refreshments at GJ
o’clock, and durin
each evening.
Admission free.

MTW&T

The Ladles’ Guild of St. Paul’s Church
Will hold

I Fancy and

sale of

a

Useful

Articles,

AT THE

RECEPTION KOO.V, Cily Hall,

prise

On the Afternoon and Evening of Satur*
day, December 23d.
A

REFRESHMENT

will also be
age of their

TABLE

spread,

and the manager, ask the patronmen 1. and the public.
Admission Free
dec Ltd

!_

GRAND

BALL,

-BY-

PORTLAND

Typographical Union,

Domestic market*.
Gloucester Fish Market, for the week ending
Dec. 20.—George’s Codfish in light stock; market
firm at 5 uu fc> quintal. Rank Coufisli—stock fair; we
notice sales of prime oualiiy at 4 25 ^ qtl. Mackerel
—stock iu Glouces:er ligiir, n it exceeding SuOohbls;

-AT-

CITY

IIALL,

Christmas Night, Monday, Dec. 25,
MUSIC -CHANDLER S FULL BAND.
Tickets $1.25 admitting gentleman and ladies: to
be obtained

of the members of the Union.
New York, Dec. 20—Evening.—Cotton 4c higher
with a brisk speculative demand; sales 3772 bales;
axen^so **
*» the
disposiUof
Mid lling uplands 204c. Flour dull au 1 heavy aud luo
Clothing taken care of without charge.
lower; sales 4200 bbls; State 5 70 @ 7 00: round hoop
decl8td
Ohio 6 33 (jg 7 30; Western 5 70 @ 7 15; Southern 6 30
g{9 20. Wheat in buyers ft vor; sales 45,000 bush;
No 2 Spring 1 46 @ 1 51; Winter Bed Western 1 53
vgj 1 57; White Michig tn 1 60 (g) 1 68. Corn dull; sales
34.000 bush; new Mixed Western 77c. thus quiet;
REVIVAL OF FUN AND PRESENTS.
sales 26,000 bush; Ohio and Western 54 (a) 56c. Beef
quiet and steady. Pork quiet and heavy; new mess
POSITIVELY FIVE NIGHTS ONLY.
13 00; old do 13 50 @ 13 G2. Lard is a shade easier at
9 (® 9Jc. Butter quiet and steady.
Whiskey fairly
COMMENCING
active; sales at 94c. Rice firm at 8} @ 9c. Sugtr
dull; M uscovado 82 @ 92c; refining 9 (gj y|c. Coffee
DEC. S3.
quiet and linn; Rio 164 M 202c. Molisses firm; New
Orleans 45 @ 53c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine
Return of the Original
firm at 682
69c; R >sin firm at 5 Oo (gj 5 10 for s: rain
ed. Petroleum dull; crude 13c; refined 224c. Tallow
active; sales at 8? g; 92c.
Wool quiet and very firm; tubbed 752c; pulled 58
In his pleasing
@ 03c.
GIFT MAGICAL BOIREKft,
Freights to Liverpool heavy; Grain per steamer GJ
7d.
AIDED 1IY
Chicago, Dec. 20.—Flour unchanged. Wheat in
speculative demand ami lower; No 1 Spring at 1 222 ;
No 2 do l 172; No 3 at 1 08. Corn in fair demand and
lower; No 2 Mixed 39J (g> 40c; rejected 38c. Oats in
And the Wonderful
fairroquest and lower; No 2 at 3l2e; rejected 284«-.
Rye is firm; No 2 at 624 (gj 62c.
Barley unchanged;
MARIONETTE
No 2 Spring 592c. Pork in fair demand and lower;
Mess at 13 05 (a} 13 10. Lard in fair demand ami low- i
lOO Beautiful Presents Given
er at 84 @ 82c.
Hams in pickle 84 <3$ 9c. Green meats
Away
Nightly.
unchanged. Bulk meats unchanged ; shoulders 4le;
short rib middles 52c; short clear middles 6jc. Live
The Best Entertainment
Traveling.
Hogs dull and lower at 4 00 (eg 4 3u; Dressed do at
Admission 35cents; Reserved Seats 50
4 80 @ 4 90. Whiskey in fair demand at 89c.
tents; Children
2j
cents.
Receipts—4,000 bbls Hour, 14,000 bush wheat, 131,I>»ors open at 7; Performance at 8.
000 bush corn, 19,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 12,000
Grand
Matinee Christmas afternoon.
bush barley. 16.000 hogs.
dc20
d&wtf
w51
Shipments—1,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 14,oro
bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 9,000 bush barley, 14,000

tickets."

|

THEATRE!

PORTLAND

FAKIR OF VISHNU,

BRIGINSI
FAMILY.

_

hogs.
Cincinnati, Dec. 20.—Pork is quiet and weak at
1375. Lard quiet and weak at 8$ @ 9|c for steam.

Bulk meats nominal. Bacon—shouliers 62; sides 71
(a> 7Jc. Live Hogs quiet an 1 unchanged at4 log; 4 65;
shouldreceipts 9500 he:ul. Green meats
ers 42c; sides 52c; hams 7} g 82c.
Whiskey steady
at 90c.
St. Louis, Dec. 20.—FI >ur very dull. Wheat—buyers off' an l sales small; No 3 Fall Red at 1 434 @ l
Com
high Mixed on track 42c. Oats—
Pork dull at 14 00, seller
buyers and sellers
April. Bacon and Lard weak; no sales.

drooping;

drooping;

apart.

The IV olfe Tone Association
Will give their first

Grand

Annual

LANCASTER HALL
ON

Wednesday Evening,

121
126

Reading.
U5j
Michigan Central.118
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 90-

Dec. 37, ’71.

Toledo,

Dec. 20.—Flour unchanged. Wheat dull
and declined le; Amber Michigan at l 412; No l Red
1 40; No 2 do 1 33. Com a shade higher; high mixed
48 @ 484c; law do 472c. Oats dull and unchanged.
Milwaukee T>oc. 20.—Flour is nominal. Wheat
dull and decline.. I *; No 2 at 1 17; No 1 at l 21. Oats
32.
Corn quiet; No 2 Mixed
easier; No 2 Mixc
40c. Rye is steady; N
1 at 634c. Barley steady; No 2
Spring at 6u4c.
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 22,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour.

Charleston, Doc. 20.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 18| @ 19c.
Savannah, Dec. 20.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 184c.
Doc. 20.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

The Committee will endeavor to make
this,
first Ball, a. Interesiing as possible.
Music by Raymond’s Full Band. J. W.

Prompter.
P. O.

J;
T. 0

Floor Director—J. H. REILLY.
AIDES:
\V. Casey,
J. Haley,

Sullivan,
Bbikx,

Tickets One Dollar, admitting
be had at tlie door.
X. B. Clothiug checked free.

M.

Mid-

Liverpool, Dec. 20—10.30 A. M.—Cotton heavy;
Middling uplands 92 @ lOd; do Orleans I04d; sales
12.000 bales.

M.—U. S. 5-20’s 1865, old,
93$. Refilled Petroleum 47d.
Liverpool, Dec. 20—1.30 P. M.—Cotton is heavy;
sales 12,000 bales.
London, Dec. 20—4.30 P. M.—Consuls closed at 924
20—1.30 P.

924; do 1865,

Paris, Dec. 20—4.30 P. M.—Rentes 56f 35c.
Boston Stock List.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Dec. 21.]
Maine Stats Sixes
United States 5-20s, 1865,.
American

July,

Geut and Ladies

can

declfitd.

L.

A.

supplementary course,

European Market*.
Dec. 20—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 92J for
money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,924 ; do 1865.
old, 93|; do 1867, 93f; U. S. lu-4u’s, 91f.

for money ami account.
American Securiiies—U. S. 5-20’s 1862.
old, 934; do 1867, 934; do 10-40’s, 914.

j. e. Farrell,
j. Mi Glynn,
M. Quinn.

j. c. Boland,

commencing

London,

London, Dec.

their

Raymond.9

^Mobile,

New Orleans, Doc. 20.—Cotton
irregular;
dling uplands 192c.

Ball

-AT-

100
110

1863.

113j

Gold.

Iu9
119

Michigan Central Railroad.
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth BE.
[Sales at Auction.]

1294

Boston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad.
Chicago City Sixes.
Franklin Company, Lewiston.
Vermont Slate Sixes. 1877.
Western Railroad Sixes, 1875.

1194
iuo|
93
11G

Wednesday Evening, Junuiiry

MRS. CELIA
TO BE

by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
...109
Gold,.IO84.
Government 6’s,
1881,.117_1174
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.1094_110
Government

BY

SALES~

AUCTION

Elegant Silver Plated Ware

Descriptions.

5-20’s, 1864,.1094. .110
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.H04_ill
Government 5-20’s, July, 1805,.1134. .111
Government 5-20's, July, 1867,. 115 _1131
Government 5-20’s, July, 18G8,.115_115*
Government 10-40’s,.109_lot)*

FOLLOWED

Mi»» KATE STANTON,
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.
Miss KATE
REIUNOl.ns,
Mrs. K.TIII.Y STRAW
FOREMAN.
VW Concert by the Portland Band before each*■
entertainment.
Tickets to the Course,
including Beecher’s lecture
January 10th. *1 25. Evening tickets. 50 terns*
Patrons of the Regular Course
by exchanging Tick,
No. S at Stockbrl Ige’s, 158,
Exchange street? Ha wet
& Lraann s, 70 Middle street, or Daniel
Wentworth’s
337 Congress street, before December
25tli, can obi
tain tickets to the
Supplementary Course with Coupon tickets to Beecher’s lecture for 75 cents. Tlia
gallery seats will be reserved fir the Course at a
cents each (not including Beecher’s
lecture). T1 •
sale of reserved seals will commence at nine
o’clocc
Saturday morning, Dec. 23d, at Stockbridge’s Musi a
dec 13-t jau 4

984

Corrected

BURLEIGH.

Subject: “Houses and Homes.”

994

Portland Daily Pres* Stock List.
For the week ending Dec. 20, 1871.

3d.

WITH A LECTURE BY

AND

AT

CUTLERY,

AUCTION.

..

On

Tuesday,

Dec.

10,

at

iO

o’clk, A. M.,

..

State of Maine

Bonds.100_luoX

Portland City B >mls, Municipal,.
Portland City, aid of R. R.,.
Bath City Bonds,.
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.
Calais City Bonds,.

964_ 97*

95_96
90
91
91_92
92_94
Cumberland National Bank,_ 40. 59
60
Canal National Bank,.100.129
.130
First National Bank,.1U0.129_130
Casco National Bank.100.ian
Merchants National Bank,.... 75. 93
95
National Traders’ Bank,.UKI.129_130

and continue until all is

sold.
At 10 A. M. and 2i F. M. each
(lay.
shall sell the largest and most
magnifleunt
stock of SILVER PLATED
in this city, consistiug in part of.

WE
rerea

....

WARE^vcr

Tea Sets, Card and Cake

vcixj

....

Second National Bank,.100.114_115

Comiuany,.loo. 55_ 60
bo
Ocean Insurance
95
100
Atlantic & St. Lawrence 11. K. 50
55
A. & K. R. R. Bonds. 88
90
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100
30
35
Maine Central R. It. Bonds, 7’s,.98_100
Leeds A F'rm’gton lt.lt. Bonds,100. 88
90
Portland
Ken. It. R. Bonds.. 100. 88
90
Portland & Ogdenslmrglt.lt. Bonds,
gold, 88_90
Portland & Rochester It. R. Bonds, lot,... 934
944
Portlanl & Rochester It. It. Stock. 30
35
Portland <& Forest Av. R. It.,. .100. 48 _50

Portland

Mugs and Goblets,

Company.100.

....

Ice and Water

....

....

ENTE RT AINM ENTS.

Celery Stands,
Napkin Rings, Knife Rests,
Butter, Pie and Cake Knives,
Fish Knives and

Soup, Oyster, Gravy and

HALL,

All

James Mahoney,
Thomas Ball,
Edward Claiian,
MUSIC—CitANDLEU’B Fill Quadrille Band.
ilc21eodlw
Clothing checked free.

cjTn- g7

1ST

quadruple, triple,

Ac.

manufactures’

double pinto

or

ware.

ARRANGEMENT:

John C. IIavekty,
John Gohman,

7

Spoons,

bearing the reliable trade mark of the Wilcox
Silver Plate Company, Holmes, Booth &
HayQen'a
Meredian and other equally reliable
All

THURSDAY EVEN’CS, Dec. USth.

13

Oyster Forks,

Cream Ladles,

Table Forks,

—AT—

COMMITTEE OF

Forks,
Fruit and

BY THE

LANCASTER

Pitchers,

Dinner, Breakfast, and Pickle Castors,
Cake, Pie, and Fruit Knives,

FOURTH GRAND ASSEMBLY

West End Boat Club

uisiies, rruu Stands

Spoon Holders, Fruit Dishes,

Portland Gas Company. 50. 58

....

Baskets,

Vases, Boqnet Holders,

...

ILLNESS OF PRESIDENT

The

Will resume his

....

Cincinnatti, Dec. 20.—The river is blocked

with ice and the thermometer at 1 o’clock p.
was 2° below zero.

road

SI O.

A Fine

MARRIAGE OF HON. EUGENE HALE.

FXdTJK^T~ITZ]LLr
PROF. STONE,

SATURDAY EVENING,

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

BISIMvSM NOTICES.

Hon. Eugene Hale, member of the House
from Maine, and Miss Chandler, daughter of
Senetor Chandler of Michigan, were married
to-night at the residence of the bride’s father.

OF MR.

Cloudy

N
NW

.30.16 07
30.11 30
Barometer corrected for
..

Fair
Clear
Cloudy
Clear

NW

-1
66
-10
-5
07
40
05
11
04
-2

Washington..
Wilmington

to

Calm
Calm
NW
N
NW
NW •

securities:
Central Pacific bomls.
Union Pacific do.
Union Pacific stock.
Union Pacific land grants
Union Pacific income bonds.

entertainments.

nolice Helen (if 9;III I. ,1m Riv immu a, 1 d ^11 av KKI
Shore do held at 38 00 (g 20 00, according to
qualify;
last sales of l’s at 11 5u
bbl for Bays, and 15 50 f ,r
Shores; last sales 2’s at 8 50 for Bays, anti 10 00 f»r
Shores. Smoked Hullibut—New Greenland offered at
l-'e V lb. Oil—stock Very light; we notice small sales
at 6oc
gal.

0

O

Illinois Central.132
Cleveland* Pittsburg.1271
Chicago * North Western. 02]
Chicago* Northwestern preferred, cx-div. 8Sj
Chicago* Rock Island..104
Milwaukie* St. Paul_
501
MUwaukie & St. Paul preferred.!!!.’.’!. 77
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.
95J
The following were the
quotations for Pacific Rail-

we

I

NW
NW
SW
NW

Savannah.29.57 10
Savannan.30.11 32

government.

FUNERAL

i

•

Cleveland.30.21 -4
Coriane, Utah. .29.57 43
Duluth, Minn.. .30.20 -0

The Secretary of the Interior, in a communication to the House of Representatives, recommend an appropriation of $185,000 for the immediate relief of the Navajo Indians. Eight or
ten thousand of them, by the total failure of
their crops, being entirely dependent on the

THE

«

Chicago.30.38

STARVINO INDIANS.

SWINDLING

.f
•bserration.

for the benefit ol

i

Boston.29.63 10
Charleston,S.C. .30.01 35
Cheyenne,W. T.29.08 39

Treasury

NEW

FUce

1
|
a
2
n

FIVE-TWENTIES CALLED IN.

clergyman

Report*

Commerce.

WASHINGTON.

Boston, Dec. 20.—Calvin Handy,

uuappoiuted.

Weather Repart, Dee. 40, 13 P. M.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Di-

capital

NEW

BRITAIN.

MINISTER 8CHENCK.

Con-

The Times alleges that the grand jury were reported to have the case of Hall under consideration yesterday and that there was a fierce fight
over the disposition to be made of it.
It is stated that Hall’s resignation to take effect the first
of January is shortly expected to be made public.
The Times says that Mayor Hall evidently
has friends among the present Grand Jury who
fight step by step all the efforts of the honest
men in that body to indict him.

/vatiital nwninrr

Belmont indignantly denies the
N. Y. Times, relative to his conwitli the Tammany ring.

August

in the
charges
nection

assembled,
appointed by tlie
gress
resident, by and with the advice and consent of the

SAYS.

Mr. 15iggs replied that he had always advocated the interests of the laboring classes.
Mr. Hoar suggested that that was no answer
to the question.
Mr.
Biggs suggested that if Mr. Hoar had
read the history of his own State he would find
that boys and girls not fifteen of age were kept
at work in tbe factories of .Massachusetts until
the superiuteudeuts had to throw water in their
faces to keep them awake. He also rema
that it required a combination of all the political factions in Massachusetts to defeat Butler,
the candidate of the workingmen's party.
Massachusetts was so given to meddling with
other people’s business that she could not rest
satisfied. The gentleman (Hoar) was afraid of
the next Presidential election and wanted to
manufacture political capital. There was not
an intelligent man in the country who believed
that a man could obtain a livelihood for his wife
anil children by working only eight hours a
day. What right had the State to come here
and say a man should not work ten, twelve or
fourteen hours if he saw proper? If the gentleman wanted to regulate tbe relations of labor
and capital he should go to his own State and

railroad.

and fair ascertainment of the facts, and 2d, the
satisfaction of the country with the result.—
Both of these were impossible under the
proposition of the gentleman from Ohio—au investigation by a committee of the House and Senate consistent with attention to other
duties,
and in the next place these were all members
of one or the other political party, so that the
proposition, when translated, meant that in the
investigation no member of the labor party
would be competent.
It could be otherwise,
and therefore the proposition belittled the
measure.
It was true that the President might
nominate and the Senate
might confirm three
gentlemen of the class described by tlie gentleman from Delaware (Biggs), as broken winded Republican politicians.” The President was
a man of
courage, but there was one thing he
dared not do, and that was to devote this commission to partizan purposes.
The President
was to exercise the authority conferred
upon
him in the eyes of an anxious, expecting and
aroused sentiment of the laboring classes.
Mr. Hoar inquired whether no women were
whipped there a second time.
Mr. Biggs was unable to say, but there had
been quite au emigration from Delaware to
Massachusetts.
Mr. Hoar said that if the gentleman or anybody else thought the system of Delaware was
better than that of Massachusetts, or that it
was a matter for an
exhulting sneer or laughter
he was welcome to either, he had nothing further to say. This was simply a demand for an
investigation into the question whether the legislation of the
general government did in any respect operate injuriously on laborers who would
dare to refuse an investigation demanded by all
organizations of labor, and refuse to have it
made by the ablest, most impartial persons?
On those two propositions he would rest the
bill and call for a vote.
The several amendments relative to the character of the commission were rejected and the
bill filially passed. Yeas 134; nays 3d. [Of the
nays 28 were Democrats and 8 Republicans.]
The bill as passed, reads as follows:
Be it enacted
the senate am House of Reirro-

ed
with confederates who hail purchased a number
of small drafts on the Bridgeport, Ohio, Bank,
which they altered to large amounts. One of
these altered drafts reached the Nassau Bank
in this city Monday, but was not paid. Another reached the same bank yesterday for some
$4000, but was not paid and a dispatch from the
cashier to Pittsburg resulted in Irwin’s arrest.
It is believed that he is one of a large gang who
have been thus swindling banks throughout the
country the last few months quite extensively.

mr

signing.
Regular trains commenced to run Wednesday ou the Connecticut & Western Railroad
from Hartford, Ct. to Millerton ou the Harlem

thorough

a

Mr. Upson, of Ohio, from the select committee on civil service, was instructed to inquire
into the expediency of the election of postmasters by the people.
The post route bill was passed.
Mr. Gallegoes, Delegate from New Mexico,
was sworn in.
Mr. Roberts, of New York, introduced a resolution, which was referred to the Committee
on Foreign Relations, declaring the regret of
the House at the recent murder of the Havana
students.
m
WHAT THE MEMBER WHO WASN’T ELECTED
Discussion was then resumed on Mr. Hoar’s
labor wages bill.
Mr. Campbell, of Ohio, thought the Education Committee the proper one to refer the matter; if the commissioners were to be selected by
the President God
only knows who they
would be; perchance Borie at the head and Tom
at
the
tail, sandwiched, perhaps, with
Murphy
some Yale or Harvard men to go abroad for the
benefit of science to report on the character of
vermin, bugs and lizards as in the San Domingo matter. He asserted that no party had been
so guilty of oppression to labor as the Republican, citing the action of Cougress on the tariff
and other measures in support of his assertion.
The proposition of the Republicans to repeal the
income tax amounted to relieving the rich at
the expense of the mass of consumers.
Mr. Dawes, of Massachusetts, asked if the
Democrats were prepared to vote for the retention of the income tax.
Mr. Campbell replied that he only represented his own individual views. Jie would act
with the Democrats as long as they strive to remove Republican oppression from the
producing classes of the country. He said that the
conflict between labor vs. capital in 1872 would
be one of the most remarkable events in the
history of the country, and the gentleman
might as well set sails to meet the coming
The motto of labor would be, “Equalistorm.
ty of mau before the law."
Mr. Biggs, of Delaware, contended that the
Democratic party was the natural protector of
the working classes, and that the Republican
party had extorted more money from them
than all the Democratic administrations for
forty years.
Mr. Hoar inquired whether during all that
time the gentleman had not advocated the poli-

has voted to continue the same rate of
wages
in 13i2 as
paid the past year.
Another Spanish
has
ministry
resigned, and
no statesman can make one
that will stand the
test.
Theirs has promised a Protestant delegation
that waited upon him, that religious equality
should be maintained.
Already 14,.'578 commuhists have been tried,
of whom 2,022 were convicted and the courts
are still at work.
Mayor Hall says he has no retention of re-

Campbell

r

THE AMNESTY BILL.

The House amnesty bill was considered.
Mr. Robertson said the bill was favored by
all the Republicans at the South, and its passage would gain the Republican party more
friends than any other measure.
Mr. Buckingham read an elaborate speech
which set forth at great length the enormity of
the crime of rebellion, and expressed the opinion that Jefferson Davis and others ought to
have been executed immediately after the end
of the war. The government however had
chosen a different policy and released so many
individuals from political disabilities, that there
was some apparent reason for charging it with
injustice if it refused to release others no more
guilty than those relieved, but he did hope that
no other amnesty bill would be introduced.
Mr. Morton offered an amendment providing
that the act should uotbe construed to antejdate
so as to validate the election or appointment of
any Senator or member of the House of Representatives, or any officer civil or military of the
United States or of any State, who at such a
time was inelegible.
Mr. Sumner said he believed in being just before generous to the rebels of the South.
He
thought it a good opportunity to do justice to
the colored race and therefore offered as an
amendment the supplementary civil rights
bill.
Mr. Hill of Ga., supported the bill but believed Mr. Sumner’s measure impractical.
Mr. Morton modified his amendment so as to
apply only to members of Cougress and United
States officers.
Mr Edmunds moved an executive session.
Lost.
Mr. Trumbull appealed to Messrs. Morton and
Sumner to repress their amendment.
After further discussion by Messrs. Alcorn,
Scott, Morton and Thurman, Mr. Wilson said
he would prefer to vote for the bill as it came
from the House.
He would vote for it not as
a matter of expediency, not as a means of
quietus a matter of justice to
the
not
ing
ICu-Klux,
the South, but simply as a matter of mercy. He
did not hate nor never had hated tlio South or
any section of the country, but the longer he
lived the more the wickedness of the rebellion
He was glad Mr. Sumner had
grew upon him.
offered his amendment because the attention of
the Senate had been directed to it and he hoped
it would soon be taken up and passed, but he
preferred that it should not be tacked on to the
pending bill.
It was agreed to take the vote on the bill and
amendments to-morrow at I o'clock. The Senate then went into executive session and ad-

and

whipping post.

Mr. Biggs said that it was right and proper
for Massachusetts to establish her labor bureau
but she should not come to Congress for that
purpose. As to the whipping post, that was an
institution which the
people of his State were
It only had been established for
proud of.
felons, scoundrels, thieves and robbers, and it
was said to the
great glory of the State, that a
man was never
brought back the second time
after being properly whaled.
[General laugh-

!T|H. A. n. GEE’S
Second Course of Assemblies in connection with ti e-'
last half of his D.mclng School, will commence ou
CHRISTMAS EVENING, Mon ay, the 25ih, and
continue every Monday Evening.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.
Mr. Gee will commence his Third term for beginners in Dancing, on Wednesday Evening. Dec. 27th
at Army & Navy Union Hall, cor. Brow n and Congress sts.
Private Lessons each day except Fridays, For particulars apply at the Hall.
dc21tf

Fine Table and Pocket
Of American

Cutlery

and

English mamilacture, in
variety and finish.

ererr

We ask Ladles and Gentlemen to
call at r,„r mem,
and examine these
elegant and reliable gynis
confident, if they will, they will pronoume
ih.m
.n
m ***'*
finest display of plated go--N ever in
this citv
So favorable an opportunity to

S!

buy

Useful and Elegant
was never

Holiday Gifts,

offered to the public before
Every article offered sold
without

^positive.

deelT-td** BA,LKV * CO., Auctioneer*.
Entire Furniture

and

Fixtures

-ok TUB-

LITTLE BAREFOOT
BUT

A
A

McCORRISON'S,
FEW STEPS

MUSIC
Where you will find

Boots, Shoes

a

splendid assortment

of

Slippers,

ToUetSUp*^:X"yfl
288
decl9dlw

HOUSE,

AUCTION.

TUESDAY, Dec’r 26th, 1871, conin'
ten o’clock A. M., we Hhall Hell th»*
*<!nc
ture and FlxtureH of West Gorham r ‘,nlire
Ing of Parlor, Chamber, Office d
Kitchen Furniture,

Congress St.
Ol’VOSn'E PREBLE HOUSE.

2®

!','"^

Crockery Be’,’,iin~l

FROM

HALL!
and

GORIIAn

BY

ON

GO TO

ADAMS

WEST

K.S,
Sale
Dec

S

Sldgh>

Wagons,

7

Harness.-,

positive.

BAILEY

16dtd

It.

A

CO.,

Anrlinnrrn.

K. HUNT,

Commission Merchant

and

Auctioneer

Congress St., will sell every evening a larpa
assortment of Stanle and Fa^cy Goods.
day in lots to suit
Goods will be sold during
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on ail
description of go-nls. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 18G8.

NO

316

TO LEI.

TITE PRESSCurrent.

1*animus} Wholesale Prices
ss
Corrected for the Pin-

Cookfng,APP'*W«3
10 ®
S
rwJ*’}*’.310
Prtei,..

£.

^
r>
4
Pearl,

i!

New
11
1(J (

9$®

tJ3 ffc)

»

W*
\®
i.ealher.

00

..Beaus.

TO

29
30
30
41
Slaughter,..
1 10 @ 1 30
Am. Call,.
Lime.
Rockland c’sk 1 25 @ 1 30

@
@
@
39(a)

Lumber.
(2) 70 Clear Pine,
Pine,.
Nos. 1 & 2, 52 00 @ 58
Bread.
No. 3,. 42 00 (eg 47
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @
No. 4,. 28 00 @ 32
Pilot ex. 1001b 7 00 (a)
Shipping,.. 19 00 @ 22
Ship. 5 00 @ 6 00
D
100
35
40
Crackers,
(eg
Spruce,. 15 00 @ 17
Hemlock,.... 13 00 @ 15
Buttt*r.
35
25

12$@

13

Mould, 4>ib,..
Si>erm,.

Clapboards,
Spruce ex,
do. No.l,

20 00

Pine,.

35 @
37$ Shingles,
! Cedar ex,...
Cement.
40
2
Cedar No.l,
@ 2 45
Tp bbl.,.
do. Shaved,
4’hcesc.
13'
lb
12
Pine do.
Vermont,
@
Factory, new, 15 @ 16 |Lalhs,
12 @ 14
N. Y.
Smuce,....

Dairy,..

Coal—(Retail).
Cumberland,. 8 50 @ 9
Pictou,. 7 00 @7
Colfce.
28
Rio,.... 22

Java, |)lb,...

Pine,.

@

Store to

3 Free Street, Basement and first floor to lot
favorable terms.
Possession given January 8,1872. Apply to

4
3
6
7

2 75
3 00

@

3 00

I

45 @
43 ta)

New House for Sale,

Whale,..

new

House, 6$

To Let!
House fronting
409

tants.
Dow

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

Henry Street.

is offered to the public as a great
invigorator and remedy for all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

going complaints

JURUBEBA

Congress

is confidently recommended to
every family as a
household remedy, and should lie
freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It
health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, IB, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular. 4w

street.

gives"

SThe

Nov 24-dtf

COUGH!

"ITH

Why will you Cough when you
lieved by using

*\

^
TO

MIDDLE ST.,
THOMPSON

47 Wnbnoneob A

Post Office.

/’'I 4
Vy

TT^FTOlVr
(J JL A vX1a

(to 4 50 Turk’s Is.
(to 27
hhd.(8bus),. 3 25
(to 22 St. Martin,..
3 25
Bonaire,
to 14 00 Cadiz,duty pd 2 50
(to 11 00 Cadiz,in bond 1 50
to 8 00 Liverpool,duty

Great

(a)

noi

JLET

PLEASANT

one room o

Cast Steel,—
German Steel
Blis Steel

Eng.

Spring Steel..
English,....

5*to

R- C.

8}to
Russia.. 20 to
Belgian,.... 22 to
Lard.
Kegs, P’ib... 11 @
Tierces, 4f* ib. 10 to
Pall,.to

Caddies,.

12}to

every Lady or
tie man. Sold by Druiccisti^^/
and Dealers In PEItFUMERY,

tl

LttT.

water. Apply
plenty
Jy28ti

at

ATOW complete.

No. 3 Lincoln st.

1

_jy!3 dti_E.
the block

ol

LOCKE.

7 THEA-NECTAR
a pure black tea
the Green Tea Flavor,
j Warranted t o suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacilic Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
no22-4w

I TH or without board.
A!?o Ladv Hoarder?
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st, No

juu30tf

6

5506.

JLET.

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes and hair, you will
THIS
receive
return mail

FLUENT BLOCK,

Either Single

a correct picture of your future
by
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
Y4w

in Suit*.

or

These offices

are the most desirable in the city, besituated and heated by st am.
Also, !>• ck roam and desks furnished il desired.
niar9d(.l

nlea-anily

PROFITABLE
desire to

EMPLOYMENT.

engage few
Agents to sell the
WEWorld Renowned
Improved BUCKEYE SEWa

more

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General
Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
4w

SEXUAL SCIENCE
Manhood, Womanhood and their
INCLUDING
tual inter-relations. Love, its Laws,
Power, &c.,
Prof.

O. S. FOWLER. Send for Circulars and
by
specimen pages. Address National Publishing
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
dee5-4w

Ml., Principal,
A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative
powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for oil diseases of the
L rinary Organs existingln male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Keddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous auu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinucnccof Urine,Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

__

Mathematics, Drawing
Asisstaut in

and Paiuling, and
will be secured as

Music

soon

an

For sale by all Druggists and Dealers
everywhere.
uo28
eodly

Winter Term Commences December 5th,
and Continues JKleren Weeks.

BOARD

Seminary Building will be devoted to the
THEcommodation
of young ladies for boarding, yet
THEdr, is
the classes may be arranged
to include both
ac-

sexes

as

Hoard for

Young Ladies 840 per Term.
Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
be furnished with rooms in the Seminary
Building.
Each room is designed for two jjersous, and will be

on

hand

Penmanship, both,

Piano Music...

A.

W

Bethel, (until Nov. 25th),
ATERMAN, (Secretary,

or

$10 From 50 Cts.
ey
-|
LL

WICKES7
E L E C T I

the
fconds

Joun,

^defences;
Apply from
Free

street,
oc4dly

HENRY B. CLEAVES, Adm’r.

Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W
Symonde,

one p. m. to
or in writing

Portland. Nov. 7th.

three o’clock p. m.. at 3G
P. O. Box 18GG

and

ardieg

TOR

Bay

School

as

BOVS!

Stats

Chri.-tmas d erm will begin
F >r

admission app
#e|‘6hl
REV

v

Portland,

on

tr»

Me.

Daniel F. SMITH, Rector.

A«KNTS

FIRE

1

DEALERS IN

and

United States Bonds.

FOB

THE SALE OF
JtTRLiMiTOs, Cedar Kapids, anu AlI.NNESOTA
irst Mortgage K. R Bonds. 7
p<»r ceni id Ho*d.
Northern I'sctpic It. It. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,

?

property,

The Machine is portable,

get out
always ready, cannot
to life and

!
<

of order;

harmless
and at the sudden outbreak of tire invalua-

on

an'! °K

bui-IUUSaluU Stm-ss me B uus in Bus*
Sro,k’ lu‘iuirics by mail
promptly

n"were,|.Ne"'

Mass. Horticultural Society
Rooms,

IS? f^1

at

on”

4

All

parties

arc

BUSWELL,

warnn.i

7

henryTayloh
STATE AGENT,
14 Exchange Sfrcet.
FOR CIRCULAR.
TuThS
tf

MEND

dc!4

pastiilian,

uf_

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

MARK TWAIN'S

Treas. aud Supt.

Extinguishers of any
a,ga.mst buying or using Fire
nated with Carbonic-Ael.i <■>.11 wb*cb water impreggutebing element, except thS«Lusefl.as tlw ExtinCompany, or others duly licensSV1) iactuit)d by our
us, on pain of immediate prosecutu, JU„,tll<!rizofl by
011 for iu
meat.
fringe-

F yTEW Book is ready for canvassers. It is a eomP?P‘on volume to Innorcnt. Abroad. Don’t
aste time
on

books

110 one

wants, but take

one

poo-

to subscribe for.
f.: H.oS11.8-0fi
y0U.to 1 th? streets
a time
laugh, and all who read this
,er£\,j8
b( ok
win see clearly that time has
come.
Fur i/irri
t/jrriry

a

or

Prepaved only by
H. Gr. WHITE,
37 Court Street, (Opposite Court House),

1

aro

YOU DESIRE TOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
THOMPSON’S
POMADE
OPTIME,

DO

Notice.
proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
notified
that
their annual meeting will
hereby
be liolden at the Counting Room of the Wharfinger
on said wharf, on the first Tuesday,
lieing the second day, of January, 1872, at 3 o’ciock P.M., to act
on the following articles, viz:

THE

dcl6*3t

upon easy terms.

ranted.
hut wo am iwmauitAii bv one or
Hardly a <lav
more young men with llic above disease, some 01
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and iu a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Middle-Aged Men,
There are many men of the age of t hirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient canuot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkisli hue. agaiu changiug to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is llio
SECOND

I

Ifvou

particular?

One Dollar for
JACOB A. MYER S,
Portland, M,i jae.

Portland, December 18th, 1871.

warrant

can

a

OF

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

perfect

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obafter all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any par t of the country, with full
directions,

structions

DR. HUGHES,
Cumberland Street, Portland.

172

proprietor of

Gallery

HAS

Cl Hancock

Consulting: Office,

Street, Boston,

NO FAMILY

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

dclStd

VAUVABLE

Monday, the first) day of .January,
three o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
choosiug Seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business which may then
be legally acted upon.
A. WRIGHT, Secretary.

MEDICINE.
It cleans tho Brain, relieves the Burdened Sys-

at

td_GEO.

merchants National Bauk of Portland.
rilHE Stockholders of this Bank, are hereby notified
A to meet at the Bank, on Tuesday, January 9,
1»72, at 10 o’clock, A. M., forthe frllowiug business:
1st. For the election of Directors for the ensuing

tem,

Impurities of the Blood.

To decide what change, (if any,) shall be made
in their By Laws.
3d. For the transaction of any other business, which
may legally be brought before them.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
dc92tawtd
Portland, Dec.8,1871.

Casco National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bauk of Portland, for the choice
of Directors and ihe transaction of such other business as
may legally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth day of
January, 1872, at 10* o’clock, A. M.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 8,1871.
td

The National Traders’ Bank.
rilHE Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
A that, their Anuual Meeting will be held at their
Banking Room, on Tuesday, the 0th day of January
next, at 3 o'clock, P. M., to choose five Directors for
the ensuing year, and to act on any other busiuess
that may legally come before them.
EDWARD

GOULD, Cashier.
dtd

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the

THE

Cumberland National Bank of Portland, will be
held at their Banking Room on Tucxilay, Ihe 9lh
day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clock 1». UI.,
for the election of Directors and the transaction of
any other busiuess that may then come before them.
SAM’L SMALL, Casliier.
Portland, Dec. 6, 1871.

_dc7dtd

llov

Xinnm-u

1 <170

11

uec7-td_B.

A

the

World.

Price 50 cents.
dclo

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,
FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOB.
A
is

medicine that cures
al public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
scrieB or complaints,which
are always afflicting ami
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
and
whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, t he disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys. Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Eire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrlicea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease, Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
a n

prepared B\r

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical ard Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

dec9d&wevery3dwly

HALL’S

TiIt

C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES !
only the tinkling, Bweet-toncd little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sounds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call

Constipation.

no

mayGdly

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of ‘-The
Canal Nat’l Bank ofPortland,” for the election ol

Directors, and for the transaction of any other
busiuess that may legally come before them, will be
held at their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth

cures

Sick Headache, Billiousness, and all Humors aud
As a medicine for Children

equal.
Sold By Druggets throughout
it has

year.
2d.

Portland, Dec. 8,1871.

'tin,,.

junUdlyr

HAIR

Not

soon

at 33

COURT STREET and select

large stock,
or

rin^

so

one

that it may

from the

Chime Christmas,
the New Year, in the ears of your delighted

RENEWER.
IT

In prices ol clensing anti
repairing clothing, lower
ban ever. I shall cleanse
Coats ior
$1.00
Pants tor
75 anu gocts.
V est tor
Ladies garments

27 •*
cleansed cheap, and with my usual
Second-hand lotting tor sale at tair
t>4 Federal Street,
WILLIA M BROWN.

pro'ji|,.tness.
r,ce?*

un~g_

is hereby given that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the Will oi

7th?im.H

BEST

New

A‘

POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
TO ITS ORIGINAL COf,OR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
HAIR

dressing in the world, making lifeless, stiff* brashy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
It. P. HALL & CO.
Nausliua, N. II. Proprietors.
dc6 eod&oow d

Buck-Wheat,

NEW

OATMEAL,

eow w

w4£)

2m

Company

is

now

prepared under thi-; undoubt'

There wdl be an
aclvauce of ra'esbui i/ will not be excessive or ex
travagaut. It will be such as the public will justify
sound and

reliable office that intends to pay
every dollar ot lo«s.
The undeisigned is prepared to issue
policies in
this old, safe and reliable Office.
a

JEVEMfAH VOW, Agent,
NO. 07 JbXe HAlVGh ST.

CHASE

BOSTON,

declDeodlw

1«0 Commercial Sf.

October

12th, 1N7I.

BOSTON,

U. S.WATGH GO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)
Cash

MASS.

CapstaS,

For Sals by all

First-class

13 Maiden Lane, New Yo:l

BAUMBACH’S

nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Gobds. Price 25 and 50 cents *tier
bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.
___

h

*

D^n$«Fnm?£r.yEAK

AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION?
Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumat ism, or pains of any kind? try one of

Strengthening
8

They will certainly
They are are composed of choice emollient gums
the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
Sold by Druggists
are worn with ease and comfort.
15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street, X. Y.
#

*

Dealers

WHOLESALE ROOMS
& CO.

GILES,WALES

NEW

Asset#,

#1.430,000
Liabilities,
(Includio

COLLECTION

MUSIC.

A. f

DITSON°^^S& C0-

0. H.
dec!2 d&w50tc

A.seis
_

NATH’r.F HIE HI KG, Agent,
I’OKTLAIMI, MR,

Loss in Chicago

omv

#120,000.

1 fool/
and SOFT Wi OD
coin street. A lso Dry

HARD

o^GdSm

Wood/
fors.le at No. 43 Lin

Edgings.

WM. HUSE.

days.
S7F“CVmnectingat Eastport

f ame

steerage.

$30.Cuneuey.
ussia.

au

FRIST

CABIN.

Single,
keturn,

8ECUNJ

$13) Gold. Single,
$250 Gold. Return,

j

>r

$80 (VId.

$1*0 Gold.

]

Connecting at St. John with steamer EMPRESS
Digby am! Annapolis, thence by rail to Windsor
ml Halifax ami with tbe E. & N. A. Railway for S'>»iao ami intermediate sta’ions. Winter rates will
e charged for freight after Dec. 20th.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’clock,
sep 20 2is

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSENGERS
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown
Boston or New York,

or

D

y to

■

^34 CURRENCY.

Passengers booked

1

all par s of the New England
Stat'®.

to

Drafts Issued fo

Steamer QUEEN
& C.

with

1

>r St. Andrews and Calais and wUli N. B.
lailnrnv Kir VVArwInInrlr on.I Hfiull.m .l.tlnru

1

CABIN.

tc2os_A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

[at3

1

t onil
C'nlnln,

port,

Steamship

ami

fft.

Windsor uu<t

and upwards.

do

Jobu, Digbf,

•

Halifax.

Fall Arransrkments.

For Freight, and Cabin or Steerage Passage, pply
at the
COMPANY'S OFFICE, 80 STATE ST. BOSTON. !
JAMES ALEXANDEB, Agtnl.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

_

rDO 1 HIPSTER

WEEK.

And Alter MONDAY, October
be
Steamer New England
E Meld, and ilie Sti-em-r
Bruniwick (,»pi J; H. pike
• eve
Rillroad Whan, moi d
i»tc ktreu.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY
(l o'clock p. in. for Easiporr and Si. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport •
• be same nays.
i ff" Connecting at Eastport nek
Stcarcei
tot 't. Andrews and Calai* an.I wkb
I. B. & C. Railway ior Wooostock and ticul.oc

i

Winter Arrangement.
On and after Monday, December, 18,
1871, passenger trains leave
or Rochester and intermeiliate stations
.it 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Wiunipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Wiunipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

i

Portland

| ; [UrEN,
S ta;

ions.

Connecting

ar St. John with the Suan cr EMand Anuapolie, tbeuce by rail 10
Uallias and with tb. K. .V N. A.
‘■‘bcdlac aod intermediate *I.Hon«
Mf Freight received on davs of eitlling nuiiU o’,
f lock p. m
e ep-inbis t c2
R. STUBBS. Agent.

Digby

'UESS tor
Windsor and
i a I "ay for

t

I
|

os_A.

:'or

Halifax, Nava Scotia
WEEKLY

LIMB.

Stages

Limington, daily.

Leaver

and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satalternate

"at

days.

WILLIAM H. TURNER,
Dec. 15,1871.

MAINE

CENTRAL

WINTER

Superintendent.

RAILROAD^

ARRANGEMENT.

all di*oid»*rs ari-ii g Horn malaiiou* causes
They
are highly recon-m n »e-i as an A
nii-DM«pci»iic,
and >o
'uiligCHtiou ?»'*• iu valuably*. At
raaejsof
an Appetizer am
Kecupernut, and in cases oi
Generul Debility they have uev» r in a
single iup:ancw tailed in pr ducing ti e most
happy iesult«.

--

1

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.C0 A. M., taking freight cf night
previous from Boston. For Waterville aud all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan vit Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Iiath and Lewiston, at G.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M.. connetting therewith through trams to Boston. From
Augusta, Lath ami Lewiston, amt all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
f>r Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every momiug

f ie best known to the r'hirma or-ceia.
but little t-» giv^ them a tiir trial, and

as

considered

ly. purchasing Mckct- via the

prni

Railway

RNIA,

any other point in the

macy.

E.

juno2tf

-job-

patent hiving

HAVANA.
From Lincoln’s Wharf. Boston. The
At fast sailing Sc h. “A I.C VON K”
*J. A. DAVIS, Master, will have imme-

new

mediate Despatch. For Freight or Pa*.
S-sugc. a; ply to
BLANCHARD, POUSLAND & CO.,
dcl8-10t
14i> Commercial Si., Bosjon.

B ON

PHI LA

Dishes'o”\“t*”uis

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

an;l after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
Trains will run as follows:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stalions.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
On

F™m^Ioatl'cal,

7e«*?»el®
Fri-lub* ior the

ag
t 7

H

__

__

Ivor ONE HUNDRED PACES—printed in
'wo Colors, on Buprrb Tinted Paper.Vir Hundred Engravings of Flowers, Harts
,r.J Vegetables, with Descriptions, tmd TWO
I0L0KED PLATES.-Directions tad
’Ians for making Walks, Lawns, Gardens,
5C.-Tho handsomest and best Ficral
• tlidc
in tho World.-All for Toil
't’lltS to thoso who think of buying Seeds.
-Not a quarter tho cost-200,000 sold
f 1871, Address
JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. V.

Woodbury,

M O

tical Jas V Z Biauey, M »>,
Prot chemistry,
M»do-.*l CollegJ B Walker M D,
T b Hovi-e, M D,
'ibos p*EllK M D
J A Halm, M D

Mor’n * Bains, M D,
RLudlam, M D.
Jas A Collins, MD,

Rush

S Tne Rising Sun

Nearly alt ,.f whom ate Protestors iu ue or the
other ol the Medi al Colleges
No other Hitteis have ever been offered to the
publie embracing so many valuable temedial agents.
.1 L Vattter M D
L A James M J»
C T Simpson, M D,
s P Bonner, M M,
S C Mutcralt, M D,
GW Bigler, M D,
W T Tatiia erro M D,
J J Quinu, M L>
J H Buckner, M U,
W It Woodw .pi, M D
G A Doherty. M D,
1{ S Wayne, Chemist,
U Wcwviward M D,
G K Taylor. M D,
O W McCarthy, at D,
PE Man v, M D,
B U Johuson, M D,
SB Tomlinson, .d D

PUMP!
Simplest,
and

Most

Durable,

use.

Whitney,

General Agents for the State ot Maine.
oct7-dtr

Coal

Republic Life Insurance Co

P

Massachusetts,

Office of Insurance Commissioners,
Boston, Dec. 8,1871.

L. G. Lowe, Esq., General Agent.
Dear Sir t In reply to your inquiry relative to the
report iu circulation that the attaint of the Hannetnann Life Insurance Company were in such condition as to compel re-insurance "of its risks or retirement from the State, 1 may
say that this Department
liad no reason at any time to distrust llio financial
standing of the Company. Its rc-insurance wjth the
Republic Life was understood to have been arranged
for the sole purpose of securing for its
policy-holders
die benefits of a larger capital and increased
facilities
tor business.

-d,

for

sale

FISHERMEN!
TWINES AND

RETTING.

MAJS'Db’Ai TUBD
tr*r.

WE
1

J

J

!

jfj’KAMKK,

««!?•*,’V

» o.,|*r
__1__

broke.,,1
CHK«TN(TT COAI,*®'
■

i rce. de.ill p,»-

en.2dtt is

given, that the inhabitants of Harpswell
IS hereby
aud Brunswick, will petition the
Legislature of

Balliuiorr, i?Id.

D?il

Maine, for 1872, for authority to build a public bridge
;o connect Bailey’s Island with Orr’s
Island, in the
rnwn of Harpswell.
HUGH SINNKTT, 2d,
Kov. 27,1671.
Aud 70 other*.
U028
dTT&S
w48 3w

Fn FE

*°

A,gent*

40

introduce

_nu2yt-o<Uy
I

of K street.

Oillce. 1*' 8

;it<? s

..Hoste

l.

Sewing Machines
ANDBI'TTERICK'S

Patterns <f Garments

1011**

PL’ MM

article.

Fanny Job Printing

corner

ELIAS HOWE

jjlf

171

WILDJE;

Mlddl,3t„ C|,Stair,.

For Sale.
i \NE Large Express Pnng; nearly now, with dnubJ lo runners, and in tine order. May ho seen a
tl c Stable oi Mr. J. F, LIBBY, Congress st.

l? !,be,I advaniase to call on tv »i. M | I
arks, at the Daily I ressjob
Printing5 odice, Exiltange Street, Portland.
|
a.
1

<

or

rriJsf

STVTSO/V cC POPE,

Tiarf aao Dock, firtt,

,JgP^ MUtaeVer^h20U8tt'wLat,a*L'u'* «“►
P,a"'

_1

O’ bnn^ and sawed to
diioecsu'ns.
41ABD ViHK l*liA!% K,
IBABn PHE ridOOIllYO ARID 4TEP<
BOA RDM, for pair by

R

Portland Drv Dock and Ware-House Co."
ikfyriJE
I buve leased their Diiefcs and oiber prop, rtv in
to James K
Simpson tor one teat
Elizabeth
Japs
ton Jan. 1.1871, »o Jan. ',1072. aril dnnng sain
inr. the Company will ool be responsible lor am
tebta contracted fn their name or on their rccnui t
inless auttoriznd or approved by the President101
ol
CD AS A.LOMBARD
.hecompany.
President P. D. Dock and \Var«-’hnn.e <•„
his
By
Attorney, L.
SW E V1
Portland, January 28tb, isri
jo

[Notice

BOMftsTlIBBlTAHT,
9« nn.nt

1 lard and WhitePine limber

notice,

WHITNEY.

A Week. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewing
Machine in the world. Agents wanted.
dec7-4w
J. S. 11AYES, Great Falls, N, II.

Cargo

WILL SELL

i •*'»
lo-w- rn.rt t'
t, verfd on hotril .t pta-'r ol sh’paiert
n.l
,ro vcskIs l> trn»«r.oU f
» h..
n

JellMy

BUSHELS New T motby Seed; also
Clover atm Red l'op tor sale by

Portland *ept ,2, 1871.

.IMP,

STOVE and

y. uoopkb <o soys.

ieuii lo" price-list.

SEEM!
a

the

by

va. U.

Commissioner.

•>(OO
4( If’)
Ks

Propr’s,

,le.ir.it

JULIUS L. CLARK,

SEEM,
—

Oc ••»h

-——---—

Respectfully. &c.,
ucclG

H

bv ail Dru.gists and Grocers.
James A. Jack-on & Co, I'roi>rirtor».
Laoratory 105 and 107 N Second st, St Louis, Mo.
For sale bv
•lohu W. Perkins & Co.,
ju!}'2f.-uCmo
Purtlaud, Me.
»

OF CHICAGO.

Commonwealth of

MORSE BROS,,

'kkivdall’s

They aie adapted for Cisterns and any depth of
Well up to ;5 le-t. > asilv arrran r«d so a- not to
reeze, and so simple m »onstruction thil any one
can pu* them up aud keep them iu
repair.

&

y

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

Cheapest Pinups IWade.

Kendall

k

l

They neither Rust, Poisou, or give the slightest
lame to ihe wafer, heuce; are n il'll superior to
wjelal or other wuodtn Punips. Made by accurate
macuiuery, perfect in al' tweir art-, raising a large
amount »f water with a lit tic labor, durable and
reliable, fhe> are acknowledged, alter yeaia 01 thorough trial
The Best and

trade: MARK.
£
For Beauty of Polish, Saving of Labor, »
Frooness from Dust, Durability Sc Cheap- "
ness,truly unrivaled In any Country.
^
Beware of Worthlesa Imitations, under other name# *
hut resembling ours la shape and color of
Wrapper, *

I intended to deceive.
tiiuuieut Physician. in UrmokiH.
The Rising Sun Polish In bulk, for stove dealers ^
The Hume Bitters are an invaluable to
tor in| 9* use at twelve
edy
cents per pound—twenty-five and fifty
digestmu ar.d diseases arising to; in malaria causes.
pound boxes. **C hcaper than any other Bulk Polish S
G. B. Thornion, M D.,
A,ex. Er-tine. M D,
I
3 for nothing."
in charge City Hospital, M B Budges, M D,
t
J M Budgets, M D,
Paul ttrev, <1 D,
•
H W Pained, »■ D,
M A Edmunds, W D,
San lord Beil, M D,
Jos. E Lvncb ill D,
»
CANTON, MASS.
0 BThirnt n M D,
A let Erkskiue. M D,
oclldl2w
bn
to cuarae
!
Hospital, M K Hodges, M D.
City
J M Kongers, M D,
Paul ote
M D,
II W Purnell.
M A Edmunds, M D.
santord Bell, M D,
J0» E Lynett ivi D
iu l°ill*burgh,
It IS
““‘if.0* I'hywiciann
V\m. Low.s, M D,
**,!*•
WR Childs,
M D,
D H Willard. M D,
muxs,
L> W uib, chemist,
J H VcUe laud, SI V,
BY R.tNDATiL ANDIGWA,
Auil Hundred* of Olhrr*
j iRte of the Gardiner i^otrl.tbe !\l»*ne liotei at DamIn al! parts o' the
North, West and South,
rirfcottn, and olutubian H ease. Bath.
J E Garner, M D Milwaukee.
KP*"A good Lively Stabie is connected with the
Curnul Bluffs. March 27,1871.
I loupe.
mr24dtt
James A Jackson At Co—Havir.g ex.immtd 'he
iorntu a of the
Home Stomaolt Bitters,'' I hive
,
promised them in practice tor some lime, and proI
trounce them the best 1 111r Bittets now iu
use.

Cheapest Dump
in

j

1 STOVE HH POLISH!

_

The

by tbe Peon R R. and ^oatt

connecting lines lb; v\ar<lc(l <ree o* comm 1.1*1011.
PASSAGR, TEN DOLLARS.

For Frelybt nr Pr.p>age anplr fo
WHITNEY A NA.YIPNOW, Agents,
Jng-My70 l.ong Wharf, Komoo.

Comstock,

ti A Manner, Anal;
Ch m;st,
K S Habn, M 1),
ia DcVicar, M D

Long Wharf. Barton, at ijnn,
Pin.street Wh'irl. Phlljilelphi a. a 10 a. ai
Insurance one ball the rate oi sail*

x

Theformu'aot the Home Bitters lias been sub
mitted to us and we believe them io l»e the best tonic and stimulant Jor eueral use now offend io ihe
public.

Accommodation from So. Palis arrive at 8.45 P. M.
I:J?“Sleepiiig Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not resjionsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding S50 in value (and that pei-sowal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every S500 additional value.
0. J. LRYDGES, Managing Director.
II. BAI LEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

Line.

Fr<MB
Fioin

They are superior to alt other Stomach B t'ers.
Eouo Sunder*, Analvii a.1 Chemist.
No Bitters in ihe world can exetl’ihem.
Nianou lEii-Hch, Analytical Chemist.
Emiueut Phy*iciau* of Chicago.

stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From strata Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
n

I)E L PHI A

leave each port evaij WcdnesdaviSaturdvr

E. B. Fiatkl'u, *8 D.
Frof. ot Homeopathy Meu.eat Col'ege.
T J VasMn*. MD,
ti
M i).
Prof 01 Midw.t y and Diseases or
Women, college
Homoeopaihic k hy*ici«n? and Surgeons.
John
leinpic, ?l. D..
Plot Materia Medina and Therapeutic,
Hommopathic Meui»al Cohere o> Miss- uri.
•Imo. t«*uzdiuaii
t». fj, Lecturer
On Diseases ot Children U m.e pailnc Colli geof Mo
"
ha* leu Vuniinc. f| *>.,
Prot of Physiology, Hunmupaiinc Medical
College
of Missouri.
J; Im ISnriuino, l?l D
Prot ol Clinical Medicine, Col. noinceupatldc Physiei ms and Surgeons.

sept25dilBaogor,

TO.'

Steamship

J.U*U ll'blall, F»q.,
oi M«dicai
relit\ts.
Dr C V K Lu >w;g
S Gratz Muses M D
W A Y\ i-cnx, M D

m

SAMPSON, Agent.

33 Central Wharf Bolton.

Merchants’ Express Line

AI Fed Heacoek. MD
C »i erricks, vi D,
C A Ware, M D,

j

u'mn imu

fc*'vn

PaHsen^er acconunocal ions.
Fare including Berth and Meal* to Norfolk *12
hue 48 hours: to Baltimore 815, time 85 limns.
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information am.lv to

Drake JVIcDowej| M. D
Late President vi-.-oun denied College
K A. 1'larU.Nl I*.,
Prot. Surgery, Medical Coll-gc, „n
the bit* Ke.-icient Physician City Ho-pitut, M L .uin, Mo
lit rbcil rnuun, •‘rot.,
Prot. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis Coiitgu of Phar-

GRK4T WEST.

-----

no

•;....

Fine

oV'w^n.^dfc'e’ol

Ob-tetibs and
Meuical College.

-FOB-

WINTER

It cost#

Obstetries and Diseases
Physicians, and 1 to memoer Boatd «f Heatm.

$5X10 SAVED

OF

patent med‘cine,

NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Steamships:—

Lawrence

“George Appold.”
WilUam Kennedy.”

The

p\nJ

ALTERATION

as a

William

uMcOicllan Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington hr
! iteamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Peterslurg and
tichmond, by river or rail: ami by the fa. A 'Jena,
hr I/tne to all
{*oints in Virginia, Tennessee. Alaf anui and Georgia ; ami over the Seaboard and Honr our It. ft. to all points in North an l South Carolina
1
y the Balt. <t Ohio Jt. ft. to Washington and all
i laces H eat.

been t^ken tor it, We have examined the formula
tor m iking the “H,.me Biiters,” a.id
unhesitating'y
say the« ombinanoa is one ot rare e*ce*l< nee, at)
articles used in its composition are the be>t of the
to
cU?«
wh*ch they belong, being highly io*'ic Stimulant, Stomachic. Carminative, and sliuhtlv I axa*
tive. The mode ot Preparing them is stii*-ri> in accordance with the rules of pbaroiacv. Having us d
them, seen i s effects in our rivate practice, we ia»-e
pleasure tr recommend ug them to a*l p*r o s desirous ot taking Ri ters as being the be?t Tun
c an 1
Stimulant now offered *o the public.

Skowhegan

l'o not be deceived bv “Oi«i reliable office,” or
•‘best routes” advertised by otlmr parties but ca'I
it Grand Trunk Gffi e under Lancaster tla'l. oi at
ib»* Dtpol and obt-dn i-rices, ami see rue
saving in
time and rtis ance. Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars ?e. uie-i irom Portland lo C' icago.
D. 11. BLaNCUawIViS, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 oongre-8 street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent
Me

**

denominational papers
United States Marine hospital.
St. Louis, Mo. Uci. 8, 1870.
Jamf.s A. -Ta^ksox & Co— 1 have examined the
formula lor making the ‘Home Mo roach Bitteis
sn«l used them in tins hospital the last four mm
lip,
I consider them the most valuable torn, and * iniu!anr now in u-c,
S. H. MLLOUER.
Resident Physician in charge IT. S Maiiue Hospital.
James A Jackson & Co— Gentlemen: As you
have coumjunh ated to the med r*l profession th*»
recipe oi the “Home Bitters” it cannot theieiore be

intermediate stations at 6.43 P. M.
Freight train from Bang >r and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.3u P. M.
From
via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Watervnleand intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
BSTThe passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor at 7.40 P. M., with through
trains with Pullman cars to St. John and all stations
on E. & N. A. Railway same
night.
The night express from Pori land connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent
D. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 6, 1871.
nov8-tf

Or

for
1

Every Family tfhonld Have a Docile.
No preparation in the world can produce so
many
unqualified cn 1 or sp dents bv nbvMciaus ol ‘lie very
highest standing iu ti-etr protes-in...
tiir Enaorted a! to by the Clergy and the
leading

except Mondays.
Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and

OALIFO

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf,
Boston,
Tuesdays ami Saturdays at 4r. x.
end

BENEFICIAL TO FEiTIALES,
strengthening «lie body, invig- raiing the mind, and
giving t ne and elasticity to the w h >le system* Toe
Home Sitter* ire compound'd wiih the
grcaHat
care, am no Ionic siimulant ha* evt-r betoie been
ottered to the public so eLU AS ANT IU THE
Ta TE an-» at the same time combining so many
remedial Hg^r ts endorsed by the medical fraternity

night except Mondays.

Trunk

*

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

They aie particularly

only

Grand

I ect

Are

decl6-tc

Ou and after November 13th, curthe new line *>«tween Danvillo
md Cumberland will be open for use,
nil
and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kenuebec R. It. Co. iu Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every
——

v

making close connections with the Nov. Si etu
; I taliway, far Windsor. I'roro. New
.u.j
1 ’’cton. and with Allan's Mail Steamers ior
Qnecos.
owu and Llverptol.
11 Retaining will leave Domini n Wharf, Ualtlar <rvendorsed and prescribed b\
* iv Tuesd&v, ai IP M.
more leading Pbys:eians than
any other Tonic oi
Cabin passage with state Room,
«; oe
Stimu ant no* in u.-e. They are
For further infotinnion apply to L. BLLUNcS
A SURE PREVENTIVE
Ltlantic Wharf, or
JOHN PORTROCS A**ot.
For F*-v*r a»-d Ague, Intermittent*, Biliousness and I
shplstt
!

Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

Portland,

The tavorlto Stramkhlp CAR
will ■*.*. i.’ait’* Wlirl
kaUKDlt,
»
**. “W
tor HaJtpix di.

\\LOTl'A

I

for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

At Buxton Centre

KENDALL

#1189,000

who have

been anxiously waltinir for its
appearance may now send in tileir orders; and
noi o.nf. wdi be drsappmnted In tlie
quality of nm3.C. To Beuins,
Benedicltee, Responses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Ducts, Sentences, and all ftist class_
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a bgreat recommendation.
Price in Cloth, S2 50; Boards, S2 00
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

rpiIOSE
X

those at Chicago,)

#310,000

—OF—

SACRED

/

$80 Gold.
$150 Gold.

On and after Monday, October 2d,
the S'eamcr New England, <’a; t.
K. Field, and tho Steamer New
Brunswick, Cant. J. II. like, will
1
leave Railroad wharf, f mi of State
K treet,
MONDAY
and THURSDAY, at rt
every
1 'Hock, P. M., f*r Eastport and St. John.
R turning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

————

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
noytf
Portland, November 8,1671.

MaHHtaetBisws5
Company,

Two Trips Per Week.

$100 Gold.
first cabin.
$21*0 Gold. Single Tickets
$80 Gold !
Return Tickets $150 Gold

•Special Rates per Scotia

♦Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
tVia 7.40 A. M.
IT Via 3.15 P. M.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portlaud in seasou for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

oct17lf

BROTHERS,

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

----

and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebatro aud Bridcrton.*
At Kamwin jor cormsh, lvezar Falls anu Porter.!
At Brownfield for Denmark and Biidglou.1T
At Brownfield for East Fryebuig.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.«[

.nwtport, Calais, nud Ht. John, Digby,

9

SECOND CABIN.

Stages Connect
South Windham for North Windham, Casco,

C0~

Windsor anil Halifax.
JL< M.

CABIN

Single,
Return,

Raymond, Naples

Cucumber Wood

The

FIRST

Ret urn,

9-dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

16.
I

Ki

Single,

a. m.
p. m.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
^•O. Conway Will bo flcltht trainu with 1'tuwoticm' car
attached.

Fire Insurance Com’y

ed security to take good business.

May

follows:

CALABRIA.Doc.

By Wednesday Steamers, By Saturday Steamer*,
♦Scotia* Russia cflPcepted)
Carrying Cabin
and Steerage
Carrying
Passengers.
h
OulyCaUn Passengers.

On aud after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
until further notice, trains will run as

THE CELEBRATED

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its li avy
losses at Chicago, comes out with its cap'tal uoimpared. and assets amounting to over oue million
live hundred tlaoiiftuuri dollars.
Ihe assets oi tlie Hartford Company on the 1ft ot
October were $2,783,877. It is estimated that
their losses by tbe Chicago five will nor exceed 81,200,000 which leaves Ihe Company in a condition
tor meeting all tuture obligations
pi unaptly aud honorably.

SATURDAYS,

27.
3.
10.

m.

R. R.

BARTFORR

in

QUALITY

WILL

YORK.
ON

a8

1UBA.Dec.
1BYSINIA.Jan.
ALGERIA.Jan.

'^follows:

At

DAYS,

kvioOwa:

13?YvaIA.,I>ec.
1AVA.Dec. 20.

—-■ya
—-E—

At

just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,
l>r. Joni'daiii's

a.j

$Fast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

,.

©very MONDAY nLtl THUK&*AY, at 4 P. M., .and leave Pier 3* E. R., New York
MON
PA
Y
and
THU RSPA Y. at 3 P. M.
rery
The Pirigo and Franconia are fitted up with tine
a ttnmmodallonsfor
passengers, making this ihe m-*st
c mvenleiit and comfortable route for travelers bet ireen New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room #5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to an I from Mon;real, Quebec,
riltfax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
a re requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
e lily as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight pr Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
.

c

embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

CM STEW
ON W

Portland and Boston

OGDENSBURG

AND LIYEBP001

__

•Accommodation.

__

will,
|

830, Cnireuey

{^“Passengers

>obtou.

Steamers Pirigo and Franconia
until further notice, run ss
follows:
Leave Galt's Wharf, Portland

BOSTON

?.*Wa.*80,
Ciold.
Ileerag.

laily.
Passenger station in Boston, Havmarkot Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

daily.

the

of Anatomy, Boston,

on

1872,

Trains leave P. S. «& P. It. It. Slafor Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 8.30|, 3.45*. P. M. Returning
-E-1.30. $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester aud Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15' A. M. train arrives in Boston in
ime to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with ihe 3.00 P. M. Spriugheld Houle aud Sound
Reamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

&

AHK.WfiFTIF.M.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE !

SIBERIA, Tuesday, Dec. 19.
TRIPOLI. Saturday, Dec. 23.
^^J-KPPO, Saturday, Dec* 30.
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6
SAMARIA, Saturday, Jan. 13.

Jf^Mnpra^Stion, Portland,

urdays, returning

Dr. H. J. JOURDAIX,

are

A. D.

a

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will tiud arranged for their

by addressing
janl 1865d&w No.

QUEENSTOWN

___

Springlield

C’o.

TO SAIL

1S71.

13,

Stcaiusiiip

IYEW

DIRECT BROT?I

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

E; ^“Freight

Uainc

LINE~

FOR

Nov.

L. BILLINGS,

May 1,

M-A.IL STEAMIilRS

_no9tf_Supt.

line.
trains between

(Sundays excel* toil.)
V?Y;
Cabin fare....
.$130
l oft
Deck.
1* reight taken as
usuui.

—OF—

J.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary*

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance CompaTHE
ny
hereby notified to meet at the office of
Oompanr

said

iu such cases, au<l

cure

ANNUAL MEETING.

ed for

Price

STAGE

full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
E3T*Scnd a Stamp for Circular.

Second; To choose a Clerk for tlio ensuing year,
and such other officers as may be deemed necessary.
Third; To act on all matters which may he considered necessary for the interest of the proprietors.
A. K. SHURTLEFF,
Clerk Union Wharf Corporation.

daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapt-

spread on

business;

President.

a

used

PliiMtern.

{Express.

jr

,

8.

OlltKK.
Portland Pier dailj Im

CUNARD

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
Tains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. K. It.

Arrangement,

A.

ROSTOV

fhe new an<l superior wa-golng
steamers FOREST CITY, ana
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expense with a large
j
number of beautiful Stale Rooms,
* ill run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock,
“ i'l India
Wharf, Boston, every day, at 3 o’clock,
*

leave Ilie VVett side ol
Krais*’ InIhuJ at 8.45 A M and n.15 <* M.
Reuriiin. vi leave Peal.*» l«lnu.l 915 AM,
inw 3.45 P
I,
fP-Pri vate |»artiei> can be accommodated by ap»
living to r hv- Caniaiu on board
Fare <lovn *»m Me* !*> cent-*, children halt pree.
Portland,.June 23, I<71.
Will

Leave Boston for Portland at 17.30 A. M., $8.30 A.
M.. 112.15 P. M., $3.00 P. M.. *8.00 P. M.
Biddef ird for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., $10.40 A.
M., 12.35 P. M., to.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping ear express train.
1Accommodation train.
§ M;til train.

IV inter

I’OR

Corny,,„y

fcj X P It K 8 8
CAPT.

M

PORTLAND

Complexion.

and

Dow Many Thousand** Can Testify to This
By IJahaiipy experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally Ahe result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scieutitically and a perfect cure war-

#400,000

cure.

to Loan
|T°UNE,Y
A
send

for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

13th, 1871*

Passenger trains leave Portland dai?V9
ly, for Portsmouth and boston, (Suniays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. 10.15 A.
“---.\L, §9.10 A. M., $3.30 P. M., 13.45 P.

A.l

...

Xov’r

STEAMERS.

MTEAMEll

__

low: do not wait

Parisian

PHILLIPS & CO.
d eodlm

First; To choose

,1

Insurance

startling. Agents are takiug from in to 20 orders
a day. It is the best selling book published.
Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

Machine-spread

Commencing Moiiihiy,

For sale by

“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
FOR
Escaped Null, whose disclosures
thrilling
and

Wells’

lli.v

special

Agents Wanted

Circular address

01
-»

Agents Wanted

Sale.

Portland, Dec. 20, 1871.dee20-10d

/-^zrct:4xrw

FOR

wolf

TVv lirtf

dec9-4wt

YEA TON & BOYD,
111 Commercial Street

extinguished

W.

received by exprev.

201 tons
iKter, Kails and nggmg i„ flrat rale reg(ler. Can be sent to nea
with lirtln nr
no expense,
Kates A. 2, three years
a
Fur particulars apply to

D.

yards of printed canvass; in an instant
the whole
»as a sheet of
flame; your Extinguisher was brought
U|‘°n the flames- an'J
they were

“WHITE’S SPECIALITY
DYSPEPSIA.”

Portland, Nov.

“Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A
very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
“Old and New World,” by George Allred Townsend.
A very interesting anti valuable work.
dec7-1 tv
L. P. CROWN & Co., Boston, Mass.

Fxrliuuge on Nnn Fianei.ro,
John, aud Halifax, and Buy

Slsepl1el)aei3w1110 P^kages

4w

Fascination or Soul Charming,
by Herbert Hamilton, 13. A, How to
(which all possess) at will. Divination,
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth:
paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
easily made. Address T. \V. EVANS, l’ub.,
monthly
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wt

Hi.

*'««•

Bostok, Dec. 6, 1871.
Miles, Tbeasukek : A fire took this morning,
caused by a drop of
ignited alchol falling upon 600

gree that renders it irksome and
oftentimes impassible to attend to
tlie ordinary duties of life, from
which stage of the disease one is
soon carried beyond tlie reach of
remedies. Salety lies in tlie use of

estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

FOB

European and Nor.h American First-Mort-

tloulreal,
S

Food, Heartburn, Palpitation, Distention of the Rowels, Costiveucss,
Headache, Dizziness, Sleeplessness
and Low Spirits. In a short time

HILBORN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by
giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
upon the

400 pages
this power

.mi the U. fc>. Funded Loan.

Wc draw

——

_dcG
use

fAGE

*

Biddeford;

MARY S.

J. II. WICKES,
120 iTIaiileu Lnau*,Ncw York.

—

R. k. Bjnds, C per cent in
Gold, at 90 and inextinguisher ! erest.

>

equalled for]
Parity, Brilliancy, ami Pcononiy.
Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

ALSO, FOK HALF
j

And caunot be

Street, ISofston.

City, State. County

AMERICAN

Consolidated

DOWNER,

American aud Foreign Specie and Coupons.
BEY AND HKJ.L

Monday Sept 11.

invuiy-otitu

Great Reduction

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

BANKERS,
—

No, 45 Danlortli si.,

1871.

STOJSE A

ST. A UG USTINE

B

C

is intended for use in ordinary kerosene
lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

as

mands

N. B.

auuui

rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
8EF.K FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.

J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite $he Conrt House.)
dee7-d«S:wtc

%

County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
the law directs. All iicrsons
having deupon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said
Betate are called upon to make paymcut to
in

uu

VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, aud a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at

OIL I

Administrator of the estate of
DENNIS McCABTY, late of Portland,
trust of

.VS* Master ot Modern Languages in the Provincial I laming School. High aud Grammar
Schools.

iu

miles in length, more or less, between its termini and
to pass through the towns of Kitterv, York, Wells,
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and
agreeably to survey by S. Nott, 3d in 1840 and 1841.
Public notice is hereby given that the ‘‘Portland,
Saco and Portsmouth” Railroad Company will present at the next session of the Legislature of the State
of Maine, a petition of which the above is a true copy.
Per Order.
CHARLES E. BARRETT, Clerk.
no30d3w
D. SANBORN, Agent.

er

Teacher of the French Language,

iiamwaii

ling

the store of

is hereby given, that the subscribNotice
has been duly appointed and taken
upon himBeit the

FROM PARIS,

St.

SAMPLES sent (postage pail) for
Fifty Cents,
that retail easily for Ten Dollars.
4w
I. Wolcott, N. Y.

__R.

_}aw3tThnov22__G.

Ch, L. Morazain,

’am

seven

The

idee9-4\v_

ncm,

Jules

iiit

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the "ting-

THE

exciting game ever published in this country. Popular edition §1.00. Medium §2.00.
Fiue $3,01).
Also Brisgue, Zoo Lo and
Kings & Cavaliers, for
sale by the trade generally.
games a specialty.
E. G. SELCHOW & CO., Publishers,
37 John Street, New York.

continue so much of its liue of railroad wiiliin the
State of Maine as is uot included in the location of
the extension thereof; that it
may be granted the
rights of a couuecting road with those railroads
whose terminus is within the
city of Portland; aud
for such further legislation as will enable it
more
rally to exercise aud enjoy all the rights, and more
completely to subserve all ‘.lie public ends contemplated by the charter grante February 17,1871.
Boston and M ine Railroad,
By its Attorney,
C. YEATON.

^no'lfd&wtf

Gorham, Me., Nov. 10,1871.

THEmost fascinating and

RESPECTFULLY

BODGE, Principal,

luaiui/

3

parcheesjT
Royal Backgammon Board of India.

Senate and House of Representatives in Legislature assembled
prays the Boston & Maine
Railroad Corporation duly existing by law of
the State of Maine, that it may be authorized to dis-

p> 99

€’KYTS~!~

Address, New England Novelty Agency, No.
Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
dc2-lm

H. LAPPIN.

eo«l ft

4w

FOR

the year 1872, to wit:
“To the Honorable the

3 00
4 00

ui

once.

to secure a business paying
$5.00 TO $10.00 PER DAY.
samples of our different goods, all new, light,
and saleable, sent post paid to agents for only 50
cents. Suitable for Ladies or Geutlemen to sell.

The following is a true copy of a Petition to be
presented to the Legislature of the State of Maine for

further information apply to

G. M.

©A JjY 5©

Notice.

vocal.;;;;;; 500
For

Medicine

in

nil times.

Moremher 11. U7I.

furnished with nil

....

descriptive Circular, aud secure Territory at
D. LJJ Guernsey, Publisher, Coucord, N. II.

or tor

_not Id

comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
Board for young men can be obtained in
private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are offered to
those wishing to board themselves.
English Studies or Teachers’ Class.$ 5 00
English Studies aud Latin and Greek. G 00
French, German or Spanish, each,. 5 00
and

JUST

new

Dt

In recitations.

Book-keeping

Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale),•Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World
Map §75
to §200 per month cleared with a
certainty. Send for

(.related to grind for the Merchints
the Funnels of this vicinity, in
Portland,
la*ge or small quantities, on reason *ble term* and
Biuirtacuon guaranteed. A
supply ot Meal and Cora
u

so

MEN WANTING BUSINESS

Cape Elizabeth «rist Mill. KuightYllle.
above Mi'l bavi-g been put in thorough re-

TUITION.

AND

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

Urino-Genital Organs.

possible.

as

locote
same, with the usual ana uou.mu.,,
powers, privileges and duties of Railroads in the State

THE

AGENTS WANTED FOR

and Teacher of Classics.
MISSADELA BARNES,
and
Teacher
of
Vocal and Piano Music.
Preceptress
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER,
Teacher of Modern Languages.
MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.
Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in

THE

’with

of Instruction.
A.

To the Senate and House qf liepresentatives qf the
State of Maine:
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad
Company petition for authority and Charter to
construct, operate and maintain, a Railroad from
some point on the line of its present railroad iu the
town.of Kittery, in a northeasterly direction to some
point on the line of its preseut railroad, either in the
town of Keunebunkport or in the town of Biddeford,
and to
the

generally
study

OCEAN INSURANCE COMPANY.

(is

on

Apply at the Merehauts National Batik.
jylStt
Furnished doom-!® Let.

__

Histori-

Thompsonvifle,

Enquire of

Briok Stores

4w

Over 300 Illustrations.

1

To be Let,

whole or jiart ot
rp*Ei EPortland
Pier.

Samples free.

p.il. (!flRcriiiHvo PTrnlonaf-nvv' A T iRvn,.,, ..4* HiK
lieal Information. In English and German. Bound
Canvassing Books. Free to Book Agents. Address
Horace King, Publisher,
Conn. (New
England Office for Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, and
Hand Atlas of the World.
no22
4w

*l«

«. **t.
DESIRABLE House oi ten rooms.
O O. BAKER, 37 VVilmot suvei.
W.

carriage

THE HOME BIBLE

con-

o,

Seminary.

BODGE,

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler ia greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely healed surfaces,
the first water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment. Confining
ourselves to practice and not theory we invito all
parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us a call.
W. 1. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

dell
fur-

mu-

G. 1?I.

horse

power.

4w

EDFCATIONAL.

Board

good

PERKINS & CO.,

Rifles,

T—1■—1—y—

Gorham

engine,

average work, coupled
supply steam for 150 indicated

a

Wholesale Agents in Portland,

mikit-uian, revolvers
Gun materials of every kind. Write for Price
List, to Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or tradod for.
no22
4w
Agents Wanted.

No. 3G Anderson street; nearly new,
HOUSE
tains sit looms, eight cl ieet-% good cellar, and

mg

doing
it will

with

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which aro not only useless, but alwavs injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best sypldlogra pliers, that the
ami management of these
plaiuts should engross the whole time of those who
w ould be competent ami successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
caving neither opportunity nor time to make himseit acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
system of treatment, in most cases maxing
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

ALL DRUGGISTS.

A MONTH.—Horse and
nished: Expenses paid:
II. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.
no22

To Let.

QFF1CES1

Whi’o

BOSTON, MASS.

8 O’CLOCK.

no22

HE three and a ball story houso No. 6
Hampshire street, known as the Aca-iia
House; eontaius33 fimslii'd ro »tns, and is weil-titted for a hotel or boarding house.
Also Owcliiug Houses and Store3 to let.
]nquire
ol S
L. C4 Rl.TON,
121)3km
Att’y at Law, 8d Middle st.

T

water.

^

dl? O O K

'}
f

T

compartment,

BRICE! 81.00 PER BOTTLE.

Let,

Tn

Fives and Tens,
Best Brands 65 @ 75
Medium,.... 60 to 65
21
Common,... 55 to 60
15 Half ibs. best
20
brands,. 75 @ 80
H Nat’l Leaf, lbs 55 to
75
Navy lbs. 65 to 75
6
Varninh.
10} Damar,.1 75 @ 2 50
21 Coach,. 2 25 to 5 50
Furniture,.... 1 50 to 2 50
Woo!.
Fleece washed 55 @ 62
19} do. unwashd 44 to 54
12 Pulled,.
55 to 60
13* Pelts, Lambs, 1 20 to 1 50

the tubes in the second

FOB SALE BY

ST.aug23

A

through

thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and lieateu gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of

''•^-^huiispeusuble

second floor. AI°o
board. 49 Frahk-

on

floor wiih

To

6*

7*to

Iron,

Let

room

fTlENEMENT to let, containing 7 rooms, Sebago
1 waier. For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

4}

6 (to
6(a)
19 to
14 to
16 @

hu» thodelicate and refreshing
7*yv\JVc*ront?e °F genuine Farina
(h>*,v®ologi»c Water, and is
to

sepIG

liu st.

none Eagle Sugaj Refinery:
Bunch, ^ box,
t,i) none
Layer,new, .3 50.@ 3 65
C,.—
Muscatel,. 4 25 to 4 50
B.
to none
Val.new^lb. 13 to 14
Mus. Gro... 10 to 19*
Lemons,. 4 75 to 5 50 Hav. Brown
none
Nos. 12 & 16 10}@ 11}
Oranges,|>box
^raia.
Hav. White,
to none
b8
Corn, Mixed,.
@ 90
Centrifugal, 10 a) 11
White.
none
Refining,... 9 }to
9*
Yellow,. 90 @ 91
Demarara,. lljto 12*
Hye.1 10 to 1 15
Tcaa.
75
H^’ley..
to 85 Souchong,.... 40 @ 55
Cats,. 57 to 60 Oolong. 55 to 70
Fine Feed,.. 36 00 @
Oolong, choice 75 to' 1 00
Shorts,. 32 50 to 35 00 Japan. 70 (a) 85
Gunpowder.
Japan, choice 1 00 to 1 15
Blasting. 4 50 @ 5 00
Tin.
Shipping,.... 4 50 to 5 00 Banca, cash,
@ none
May.
Straits, cash,. 43 to 44
Pressed,4>tonu8 00 @ 30 00 English. 42 to 43
Loose,.30 00 (a) 31 OdjChar. I. C.. ..10 50 ur 11 00
Straw,.13 00 to IV OOiChar. I. X... .13 25 to 13 50
Iron.
Antimony,... 16 (to 18
4 @
Common,....
Tobacco.
4*;

4}to

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album* with
a complete Family History.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, Boston, Hlau.
nov22-4wt

irnprov-

llf'to

Refined,.
Swedish,.
Norway.

HAVE
Pictorial Family Register

IF

't o

AGENTS-

long wanted a novelty in the subscription
line which will sell at sight in every family. The

Fis st- lass Houses to Let.

iront
ih rd
oc2Stf

by

the head will he affected to that de-

nov24-4\v

BOOK

r;o i' said previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses
in the new brick block of lour, on the corner ot
Neal ami pine sis, will be rented on lavorab'e terms.
These are tirst class liousea in every respect, eouaimt g 13 tooins. having all modern
incuts,
rud Set,ago tvaler. Applv to JOHN T. HULL, 48

Union St.

THE

Caution to the Public.

Peak’s Island Steamboat

ARRANGEJIENT.

WINTER

cess.

above is an engraving; of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely,that- of stopping the vertical
means of two horizoncirculation, accomplished
tal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
three
water
forming
compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

REMEMBER

(Hubs.

long-standing

furnishing sufficient

The Symptoms of Dyspepsia are
Loss of Appetite, Wind, Rising of

Consumers

O. Box 5643.

P.

liolOtf

paid,.2

up

or

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
and well-earned reputationassurance of his skill and suc-

fact of Ids

,_J.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
31 & 33 Yesey Street, New York.

to

YfcUV

(w 17 00
50 @ 3 00
to 11 00 Liv. in bond,.l 50 to 2 00
Large No. 3 7 00 to 8 00 Gr’nd butter, 25 to
Medium,... 6 50 to 7 50 Spracuse,-none to
Clam Bait,... 5 00 to 6 00
Hoap.
Floor.
Ex St.’m Ref’d
to 9
w
Superfine,.... 6 00 @ G 50 Family,.
8
Spring x,- 7 00 to 7 50 No. 1,.
7
to
xx,... 8 50 to 9 50 Chem. Olive,.
@ 10*
Mich. Win ter, 8 25 to 8 75 Crane’s,.
13
to
xx 8 50 to 9 50 Soda,.
to 13
Illinois x,- 7 50 to 8 00
Hpicen.
xx,- 8 50 to 9 50 Cassia, pure,.
48 @ 54
St. Louis x,.. 9 50 to 10 00 Cloves,.
18 to 20
xx, 10 00 to 10 75 Ginger,.
17 to 20
Fruit.
Mace.1 75 to
Almonds—Jordan p lb. Nutmegs,.... 1 25 to 1 35
Soft Shell,..
to 30 Pepper,. 25 to 28
Shelled,.... 40 « 55
Htarcb.
Pea Nuts,.... 2 25 to 3 50 Pearl,.
9(5) pi
Citron,. 55 to 60
Hugnr.
Currants,.
to H Granulated,.. 12fto 12}
Dates, new,.
9Jto 10* Cottee A,. 12(a) 12*
Figs,. 18 to 20 Extra C,. lllto 12
Prunes,. 12 to 15
C.
11*
Raisins,
Syrup.*. 40 to 60

PRICES^

SEND

Hood Kent!
c nvenieut lor small
family, wdihin three
minutes* Walk o' City Hall. RentSloU.
Apply to W. H. JERRlis, Real restate Agent,

(to 3 7o
to 3 00
to 2 00

Saving

to

By Gelling

the Fn
r arid Grain business
larg
capacity, having a fron age O' 3G leet, aud depth 15
leer, accessible r»y water or rail, liieu up with every
modern convenience.
H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.
Arply to
Nov 4 is tl

e

1071

for our New Price List and a club form will
accompany it, containing full directions—making a large saving to consumers and remunerative to
club organizers.

Store No 142 (ft 144 t'onomercial st
ol
Widgery’s Wharf, particulai 1

@ 3 75

11

•

OF

Rooms,

Devoting

REDUCTION OF DUTIES.

Halt.

Shore, fc>bbl 3 00
Sealed, fe>bx 22
No. 1,.
17
Mackerel, 4}> bbl.,
Bay No. 1, 12 00
Bay No. 2, 9 00
Large 3,. 7 00
Shore No. 1,. 15 00
No. 2,. 10 00

Tnn

1I1S

AT

the terrible vice of Belf-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GuutANTEE1NG A CURE IN ALL CASES, Whether of
long

TO CONFORM TO

TWO

CdORNER
adapted

Til

REDUCTION

I odgriog Booms to Lei.
Front Korins cn the second floor without
boaid at 28 High st.
oei!9eodtf

4

re-

Elizabeth T. Root.
^on’^ lct worthless articles be palmed ott on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold byDruggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.

Paid Stores have a Ironing* of *1 leet. and nearly
10a leet in detiib, Brick and Iron .'■ales. Doutde
C -unting ro*m«. and unquestionably tbe best show
window> in the city.
Tbe*e Stores are fitted up in tbe nicest manner
lor Who esale Job: mg Ho ists, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied tor immediately.
Apolv to
Mrs tt. E. THU‘VTP>ON,*
Lowell Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117,
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
UtO. M. HaRDING. Architect.
nev23m

TO

easily

so

“For the last ten years I have been a great sufferer
<»f Aouio Uronoiiltio, <uui Lave
from freammt
never found anything 1o relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Wells' Carbolic Tablets."

BLOCK.
new

be

Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is
selected.

51, 53,-4:7,49
Tliird Block below the

can

Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets!
They arc a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,

*

LET.

COUGH!

COUGH!

FOUND

Medical

impure connection

ret urn

their Concomi-

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit ol
nice parlors, and pure Scbago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

@34
@ 29
@ 1 95
@ 1 00
@ 58
@ 55
@ 45
@

I Backs,- 18 00 (to
Fish.
Clear,. 17 50 (to
Cod, per qtl.,
Mess,. 15 50 (to
4
25
4
75
@
(to none
L’ge Shore,
Prime,_
13
12 to
L’ge Bank, 4 12 (to 4 50 Hams,.
Kicc.
Small,.3 00 (to 3 50
10
Pollock,. 3 25 to 4 25 Rice, 4? lb...
7*@
Haiera us.
Haddock,-1 50 (to 2 25
Hake. 2 00 to 2 25 Saleratus, fc>lb, 7 @
9*

Sheet

St.

BE

No. 172 Cumberiauil Street,
\Vf here be cau bo consulted privately, anil with
T I the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at a'l
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
Buttering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from

The smoko and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and

Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

Nice Rent for $200.

22$'olive.1

Herring,

Exchange

NATHANIEL EEDLON,

no24dtf

90
Bank,. 50
Shore,. 45
Porgie,. 40
Linseed,. 77
American,t>lb, 15$@ 16$ Bjiled uo.,... 82 (a)
Russia,. 16 @ 17 Lard.1 00 @ 1 10
25 @ 1 75
Manila,. 21$@
Manila B’itr’p 23A@ 24$ Castor,.1 80 @ 1 90
Brag* and Bye*. Neatsfoot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
Alcjhol,t.)g.il, 2 10 @ 2 20 Elaine,. 58 @ 60
Arrow Root,.
23 @ 55 ReiinedPorgie 45 @ 50
Puiat*.
Bi-CarbSoda, 5$@ 8
B^rax. 35 @ 37 Port. Lead,.. 10 73 @
Camphor,- 78 @ 83 PureGr’d do 11 00 @ 11 50
Cream Tartar 35 @ 45 Pure Dry do 11 00 @
In dig »,.1 25 @ 1 50 Am. Zinc- 12 00 @ 13 00
L gw.»od ex.,.
11 @
lv->clKlle Yell
5@
3 @
Madder,. 17 @ 18 Eng. Veil. Red
3$
11 @
12
Naptha, $pgal 25 @ 30 Rod Lead,...
11 @
12
Onium,. 6 00 @
Litharge,—
1
1
00
50
Plaster.
@
Rhubarb,....
Sul Soda,.
4$ Soft, p* ton,..
3$@
@2 75
13 @. 20 Hard,.
S iltpetre,@2 50
5$ Ground,in blk
4$@
@0 00
Sulphur,.
@0 00
Vitrol,. 12 @ 12$ Ground,in bis
Burk.
Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 c6
No. 1.
Produce.
@ 45
No. 3,.
@ 41 Beef Side,4*lb 10 @ 12
27 Veal,.
10 @ 12
No. 10,.
Mutton,. 10 @ 12
Ravens,
24
8 oz.,.
Chickens,- 10 @ 15
30
10 oz.,.
Turkeys,. 14 @ 18
ByewoodM.
Eggs, doz., 32 @ 33
3 @
Barwood,Potatoes,pbu 50 @ 55
B. azil Wood,.
5 @
7 Onions,. 2 50 @ 2 75
6 @
7
Provision*.
Camwood,—
3 Mess Beef,.. 10 00 @12 00
Fustic,.
21@
Ex Mess,.. 12 00 @ 14 00
Ljgwood,
Campeachy, 1$@ 2$ Plate,.11 00 @ 13 00
St. Domingo, 2$@
Ex Plate,.. 14 50 @ 16 00

3* to

a

of

11$

9$@

Sperm,.1 85

@
Cop.Bolts.
Y. M. Sheatliing24 @
24 @
Bronze do.
Y. M. Bolts,.. 26 @
Cordage.

of

Enquire

MPart

Oakum.

29 American,Oil.
30
@ 34 00 Kerosene,....
Petr
00
Ref.
45
Port.
@

the whole of the

or

4 50 @ 4 75

@
@

24

Sireet. Inquire upon the premises.
Apart,
de6d3w

Nails.

36

Red Wood—

Telegraph Office,

Private

wat er.

tho

To Let.

@ 1 50 Wil. Pitch,... 5 75 @ 6 00
.Rosin. 6 00 @ 1 000
@ 1 50 Tupren(ine,gl 75 @ 80

Soft Pine,.. 27
Hard Pine, 28
Hoops, (14ft), 30 00
R.OakStaves 40 00
Copper.

iow^fig^re^or^rented

SU(ko9-tf

none

Pitch,(C.Tar),

tines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermit tent or
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of

ON

Naval Store*.
jTar 1> bbl.,.. 5 50 @ 6 00

@
@

Rent*

or

For Peaks’ Islam!.

CAN

standmg or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and permanent cuke.*

It is not A physio—It is not what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South Amebican
plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction of Intes-

Emerv Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient gas throughout house and cellar, piped
for Seba^o, cellar cemented, everytliing in prime conif not
dition. Will be sold at

50
45
40
65

38 @
@

J. B. CUMMINGS,
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS,
220 Commercial St.

dc6dtf

75
25
50
50

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

»s.

JURUBEBA!
on

4v

@33 00
@ 26 00
@60 00

DR. J. B. 1HJG1IES

Caution.
deceived by worthless imitations. Get
Carbolic
Tablets. Price 25 cts per
only WELLS’S
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, Is Platt St., N. Y„
box.
Solo agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. novL’4 4w
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Hhd. bli u»ks and Heads,
Mol. City,.. 2 50
Sug. City,.. 2 25
Sug. C’lry,. 1 25
Country Rift Mol.
Hh’d Sh’ks, 1 25
Hh’d Headings,
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given Juuuary 1st, 1873,
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Chestnut,- 7 00 @
B. & W. Ash, 8 50 @
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MEDICAL.

Acid in combinaTABLETS present
tion witli other efficient remedies, in a popular
THltOAT
all
and LUNG Disform, for the Cure of
eases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
relieved
and statements
THROAT are immediately
are constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
difficulties
of
in oases of Tlrroat
years’ standing.

X
Formerly St. Lawrence House, cor.MHdle &
yn '-^India Sta.. near the (iraud Trunk Depot
Thirty-one rooms, dining room, office wash
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Family,tylb... 25 @
Store,. 15 @
Candle*.
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WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
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Af arrow,U bu. 2 75 @ 3
.3 00 @3
Blue Pod. 2 50 @ 2
Yellow Eyes., 2 75 @ 3
Box Shook*.
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Furnished House, for three or six mouths.
i'JL Terms easy. Address Box 734.
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